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PREFACE 
The Workshop on High Reynolds Number Research was organized to provide a 
national forum for interchange of plans and ideas for future research in the 
high Reynolds number area. In addition, the workshop provided an opportunity 
to review for potential users the operational characteristics and design fea-
tures of the National Transonic Facility (NTF) which is now in the final design 
phases at Langley Research Center. Since the NTF is truly a national facility, 
participation in the workshop included technical experts representing a cross-
section of potential users from NASA, DOD, other governmental agencies, the 
aerospace industry, and the university community. A list of the attendees is 
included in this volume. 
The basic purpose of the workshop was the examination of the fundamental 
aerodynamic questions for which high Reynolds number experimental capability 
is required. A directed effort was made to outline and prioritize potential 
experiments which would maximize the early research returns from the use of 
the National Transonic Facility. These recommendations are recorded in this 
Conference Publication. 
The workshop was organized into five technical panels for initial research 
planning: 
- Fluid Mechanics 
- Applied Theoretical Aerodynamics 
- Configuration Aerodynamics 
- Propulsion Aerodynamics 
- Dynamics and Aeroelasticity 
The workshop on High Reynolds Number Research was sponsored by the Joint 
Institute for Advancement of Flight Sciences, The George Washington University, 
in association with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Langley' 
Research Center. We would like to express our appreciation to the Chairmen, 
Vice-Chairmen, and Technical Advisers of the various technical panels for their 
efforts in selection of candidate panel members, conduct of the panel discus-
sions, and the presentation and documentation of the panel recommendations. 
Special recognition is due the Langley staff for their documentation of the 
technical aspects of NTF and to J. Lloyd Jones for his presentation of the theme 
topic, his services as moderator of the round-table discussion, and his general 
counsel. A note of special appreciation goes to Dr. Alan Lovelace, newly 
appointed NASA Deputy Administrator, who took time from his busy schedule to 
address the workshop attendees. 
Donald D. Baals 
L. Wayne McKinney 
Hampton, Virginia 1977 
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THE TRANSONIC REYNOLDS NUMBER PROBLEM 
J. Lloyd Jones 
NASA Ames Research Center 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to establish the theme-for this meeting and 
to provide a base for departure in (a) the contemplation of the various needs 
for experimental research investigations utilizing the National Transonic 
Facility (NTF) and in (b) the consideration of the relative priorities that 
should be given within and across subdisciplines for guidance in planning for 
the most effective initial use of the facility. This purpose will be approach-
ed by reviewing some of the concerns that led to the advocacy for such a test 
capability and by giving a brief review of the activities that led to the 
current situation. There is nothing new in what is presented herein. Little, 
if anything, new in the understanding of the scaling of aerodynamic data has 
come about in the past eight years. 
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SYMBOLS 
area 
speed of sound 
wing span 
drag coefficient 
lift coefficient 
section lift coefficient 
section' pitching-moment coefficient 
pressure coefficient 
chord 
mean geometric chord 
bulk modulus of elasticity 
characteristic length 
M Mach number 
m mass 
p pressure 
Pt,max maximum total pressure 
q dynamic pressure 
R Reynolds number 
R- Reynolds number based on mean geometric chord 
c 
T stagnation temperature 
T.S. test section 
T maximum stagnation temperature t,max 
u local velocity in flow direction 
V velocity 
y direction normal to flow 
~ incremental value 
n percent semispan location on wing 
~ kinematic viscosity 
p density 
00 free-stream conditions 
FLOW MODELING SIMILARITY CRITERIA 
It is fitting to begin with a brief review of Reynolds number and its 
significance as a scaling parameter in transonic-flow simulations. Osborne 
Reynolds initially noted the significance of the parameter pV£/~ as a criteria 
for determining whether the flow of water in pipes would be laminar or 
"sinuous," that is, turbulent. He advanced the idea that the state of affairs 
in fluid flow in geometrically similar systems depends only on this parameter, 
but he did not comprehend its full significance. It remained for Lord Rayleigh 
and others to establish Reynolds'number (pV£/~) as a basic dynamic characteris-
tic that qualifies the state of viscous fluid motion in the sense that two 
steady flows are similar if the Reynolds numbers are the same; that is, that 
the ratio of inertia forces to viscous forces is the same in both instances, as 
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illustrated in figure 1. Of course; similitude also requires that the ratio of 
inertia forces to pressure forces be the same for both flows, but this is auto-
matically satisfied in steady flows when the Reynolds numbers are the same. 
Hence, the condition of dynamic similarity is completely satisfied by making 
the Reynolds numbers equal at corresponding points in the flows. 
Reynolds, of course, was working with the flow of water !n pipes, or in-
compressible flows. At transonic speeds in air, for flow similarity, equal 
Reynolds numbers is not enough. The elastic forces due to compressibility 
also must be considered. To assure dynamic similarity for compressible fluids, 
it is therefore necessary to maintain the same ratio of inertia forces to 
elastic forces. The criteria for this requirement is to keep the Mach number 
equal for both flows, as is indicated in figure 2. Hence, for transonic wind-
tunnel flows, one must assure the same Mach number and the same Reynolds number 
to truly simulate the flight conditions. 
REYNOLDS NUMBER SENSITIVE FLOW PHENOMENA 
Reynolds number is a very important parameter in the modeling of flows 
about flight vehicles because the viscous surface flow is extremely important 
in determining the resultant forces and moments. Many Reynolds number sensi-
tive flow phenomena for various types of flight vehicles are listed in figure 
3. Obviously, there is not time to discus& each of these phenomena, nor would 
such a discussion at this time really contribute to the purpose of this work-
shop. Generalizations can be made, however, in the definition of Reynolds num-
ber sensitive flows to obtain a clear view of their importance. Reynolds num-
ber sensitive flow simulation problems are encountered when the geometric 
scaling of viscous flow is important or when the coupling between the viscous 
surface flow and the external flow field is strong. In the first instance, the 
concern would be for the evaluation of skin friction or heat transfer. At 
transonic speeds, heat transfer is not an important problem; thus, it may be 
eliminated for the purpose of this discussion. 
Skin friction, or friction drag, varies with Reynolds number. However, it 
varies in a manner that is predictable, and extrapolation can be made with 
reasonable confidence and precision if the flow is fully turbulent (or if the 
relative areas of laminar or turbulent flows are well defined) and if no 
appreciable areas of flow separation exist. The generally accepted practice in 
model testing is to fix transition near the leading edge, where it would occur 
in flight. This method is widely used, and drag results have been reasonably 
reliable, but some difficulties have been encountered in obtaining correct 
moment extrapolations because of the greater relative thickness of the turbu-
lent boundary layer at low Reynolds numbers and its interaction with local shocks. 
This experience is illustrated in figure 4, where it may be seen that the 
correct prediction of flight pitching moment would be unlikely from the wind-
tunnel results. 
Viscous-inviscid flow coupling occurs when there are separated flows pre-
sent. Vortex flows are included in this category. Flow separations and the 
attendant high drag and interference effects are very sensitive to Reynolds 
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number and presently cannot be extrapolated with confidence. Flow separation 
generally occurs when the kinetic energy in the boundary layer is diminished 
by encountering adverse pressure gradients, such as in regions of expansion on 
rearward sloping surfaces or through shock waves. Particular problems have 
been encountered at transonic speeds where local imbedded or recompression 
shocks occur on the surface of the vehicle. 
CONSEQUENCES OF LIMITATIONS IN SIMULATION 
There are 8 number of examples where problems that have been encountered 
in flight test have been attributed to Reynolds number effects. Some of 
these are listed in figure 5. Perhaps the most publicized is the experience 
with the C-141 aircraft which is illustrated in figure 6. The interaction of 
the relatively thicker turbulent boundary layer, resulting from the lower wind-
tunnel test Reynolds number, with the external inviscid and locally supersonic 
flow-field results in the recompression shock being located relatively farther 
forward on the wing. The corresponding wing pressure distributions are also 
shown in the figure. The consequence of the misprediction was additional cost 
for the reanalysis of the structure and a 9-month delay in the initial opera-
tional availability of the aircraft. 
Another example, illustrated in figure 7, is the underprediction by 0.02 
of the drag rise Mach number for the C~SA from wind-tunnel tests. If the true 
value had been predicted, a thicker and thus lighter wing could have been used, 
and the wing fatigue life problems encountered as a result of the reduction of 
structural margins to keep the gross weight within bounds might have been 
avoided. Replacement costs of the C-SA wings have been estimated to be about 
$900 million. 
A third example is the effect of Reynolds number on engine afterbody drag, 
as determined in an experimental program at the NASA Lewis Research Center and 
illustrated in figure 8. There have been unresolved questions raised about the 
proper accounting of tunnel-wall interference effects in these data because of 
the large size of the model in the wind tunnel; however, it appears that the 
extrapolation of the tunnel data in the absence of flight data could hardly be 
expected to predict the flight values correctly. 
AERODYNAMIC FACILITY STATUS 
It will be noted that the examples cited for the manifestation of Reynolds 
number sensitive flow modeling problems have been mostly in the transonic-speed 
regime. In subsonic wind tunnels, problems of flow separation are 
encountered primarily at high-angle-of-attack attitudes with high-lift devices 
deployed as required for landing or take-off. The establishment of the maximum 
lift coefficient attainable is a task for the wind tunnel in the design process 
for a new aircraft. For many years, it was generally accepted that a Reynolds 
number of about 7xl06 was adequate for the prediction of CL . However, as ,max 
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high-lift systems have become more complex for swept-wing aircraft and leading-
edge devices have been employed, this test Reynolds number no longer provides 
the confidence required for design purposes. The low local Reynolds numbers of 
the flow about leading-edge devices and the problem of maintaining geometric 
similarity for very thin model surfaces are thought to be responsible. This 
country has, however, gone to the expedient of providing very large subsonic 
tunnels capable of producing essentially "full-scale" test conditions for many 
aircraft partly because of the concern about properly predicting high-lift 
characteristics. 
In the supersonic regime, the area of interest for aircraft is generally 
very slender configurations at small angles of attack or sideslip. As a result, 
there are no appreciable areas of separated flow, and ext~apolation of small-
scale data can be done with some confidence. An exception is for fighter air-
craft in combat maneuvering flight attitudes, but in this case, the attendant 
drag in flight is so large that the speed quickly drops into the transonic 
regime. All things being considered, relatively small scale supersonic wind 
tunnels seem to be satisfactory for aircraft test purposes. 
The major problems thus have been at transonic speeds, and it is here that 
the inadequacy of wind-tunnel test capabilities have been most critical in 
recent years. The complex, interacting flow fields in this speed regime are 
illustrated by the schlieren photograph of transonic flow over a wing section 
in figure 9. It is true that successful aircraft can and have been built to 
operate at transonic speeds. However, some serious and costly problems have 
been encountered, as illustrated herein. In the attempt to avoid such problems, 
the aircraft designers have been rather conservative in their design approach. 
Clearly, this has been the prudent approach, because the financial risk for a 
performance deficiency or major problem is very large. As a result, potential 
advances in performance and efficiency have not been realized. The limitations 
of transonic aerodynamic test facilities also have been a handicap to research 
personnel in identifying and establishing technology advances. 
IDENTIFICATION OF DEFICIENCY IN TRANSONIG TEST CAPABILITY 
The limitations in the existing transonic wind-tunnel facilities and the 
importance of those limitations have been recognized for some time. There has 
been general agreement in Industry and in Government since about 1967 that 
existing tunnels are inadequate for research and for the confident development 
of current and future aircraft, and that an urgent need exists to provide an 
improved transonic test capability. It has been recognized that a conventional 
continuous-flow tunnel with high Reynolds number capability would require an 
impractical amount of drive power. There has been general agreement that 
energy storage systems should be considered to reduce the power requirements. 
It generally has been agreed that anything less than "full scale" represented a 
compromise in the simulation. Until recently there has been no agreement on 
what compromise was acceptable. Figure 10 shows the maximum chord Reynolds 
number achievable in existing U. S. transonic wind tunnels and-the flight 
Reynolds numbers for future aircraft as projected in 1969. (Here, the wing 
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mean geometric chord c is used as the characteristic length "t".) In 1969, 
consideration was being given to superjumbo transport aircraft, very large 
cargo aircraft, large supersonic transports in acceleration and subsonic cruise, 
and low-altitude penetration for fighters and bombers. 
OPTIONS FOR RESOLVING DEFICIENCY 
If one acknowledges a need for higher Reynolds number test capability, the 
first question is how can it best be achieved? There are several options, as 
indicated in figure 11. The problem, of course, in modeling aircraft in flight 
with ground-test facilities arises because of the attempt, for reasons of cost 
(facility construction, operation and models) and workability, to use small-
scale models. The scale, or "t" in the simulation therefore tends to·be of the 
order of 10 percent of the actual vehicle dimension. The first option, increas-
ing the characteristic length "t", simply means giving up trying to use small 
models and accepting the high cost of full-scale ground test facilities. The 
primary costs for continuous wind tunnels lie in the rotating machinery of the 
drive system and in the tunnel shell. Drive-power requirements as a function 
of test-section size are shown in figure 12. Even for the modest size facil-
ities shown on the chart and using increased pressure to achieve a Reynolds 
number of 100 x 106 , the required drive horsepower is unrealistically large. 
Facility cost trends are shown in figure 13, and it may be seen that the cost 
to achieve a test Reynolds number capability of 100 x 106 in continuous, or 
even blowdown tunnels, is also extremely high. 
The option generally employed in the past has been to increase the stag-
nation pressure in the facility, and thereby compensate for the small "t" by 
an increase in the fluid density p. Indeed, this is done to some degree in a 
number of the existing facilities shown in figure 13. Because of high model 
stresses and the limitations on workability, a practical limit of about 500 to 
1000 kN/m2 (approx. 5 to 10 atmospheres) has resulted for aerodynamic facil-
ities; except for high supersonic facilities where the interest generally has 
been in bluff shapes. To illustrate this point, figure 14 shows the dynamic 
pressures of the test-section flow as a function of test-section size for 
several test Reynolds numbers from 5 x 106 to 100 x 106. The limit from the 
consideration of model strength is ~hown to be 215 kN/m2 (4500 psf). This limit 
was established in studies conducted by NATO countries and is consistent with 
the consensus of views expressed in this country. For a Reynolds number of 
100 x 106 in an ambient temperature tunnel, a very large tunnel would be re-
quired to stay within this limit. 
Another problem introduced by high test dynamic pressures is that of model 
distortion. As illustrated in figure 15, there is considerable wing distor-
tion. Clearly, any differences in wing geometry under load between model and 
aircraft must be reconciled. As a swept wing bends under load, the local angle 
of attack is reduced. The reduction is greatest near the wing tip. Tests have 
shown that this wing distortion effect can result in movement of the recom-
pression shock in a direction counter to the anticipated aerodynamic effect of 
increased test Reynolds number. Excessive dynamic pressures can make this 
distortion effect very large, and the inaccuracies in the corrections may 
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therefore significantly affect the validity of the projected aircraft charac-
teristics. Other important consequences of high test dynamic pressures are the 
large geometric distortions of the model aft-end region required to accommodate 
the large support sting, and the attendant increased sting interference effects 
on the flow over the model. 
The third option (fig. 11) for increasing test Reynolds number capability 
in a ground facility is to reduce the temperature of the test gas. The result-
ant changes in gas properties for a given Mach number and stagnation pressure 
are illustrated in figure 16. As the gas temperature is decreased, the result-
ing increase in density and reduction in viscosity are much stronger effects on 
Reynolds number than the reduction in velocity through the decrease in the 
speed of sound; therefore, there is a net increase in Reynolds number. 
The dynamic pressure, however, remains unchanged with a change in tempera-
ture. Since dynamic pressure is proportional to the square of the velocity 
(V-/'f) and directly to the density (p-l/T), this Reynolds number increase is 
achieved with no increase in dynamic pressure. Furthermore, since drive power 
is proportional to the product of dynamic pressure and velocity, the power 
required to operate a continuous-flow facility actually decreases with de-
creasing temperature of the test gas (power - alT ). 
An additional and highly important benefit in test capability also results 
from this approach, as illustrated in figure 17. The ability to vary both 
temperature and pressure opens up a tes~ envelope never before available in 
large transonic test facilities. This feature makes possible pure Reynolds 
number studies at a constant dynamic pressure (thus eliminating the undesirable 
variables of model distortion) as well as pure aeroelastic studies at a con-
stant Reynolds number. 
EVOLUTION OF NATIONAL TRANSONIC FACILITY 
This third option, achieved through the use of cryogenic nitrogen, is the 
concept employed in the National Transonic Facility. This facility will pro-
vide the United States with a long-needed and significant advance in transonic 
aerodynamic test capability. It has come about as the result of a number of 
studies, proposals, and deliberations. A brief summary of the highlights in 
this process is shown on figure 18. The Ludwieg tube concept for a transonic 
aerodynamic test facility was favored early because it was the least costly 
approach to attain very high test Reynolds numbers. It is essentially an 
energy storage concept and thereby does not require the high power drive sys-
tem needed for a large continuous facility at high pressure. Studies of 
hydraulic drive and injector drive facilities were made in the 1969 to 1974 
time period as alternative concepts using energy storage and avoiding very 
large and costly electrical drive systems. The Ludwieg tube concept "HIRT" 
(High Reynolds Number Tunnel) was in fact approved by DOD and NASA in 1971 to 
be proposed as a National Facility. The short run time and the very high dy-
namic pressures characteristic of the facility, however, limited its test 
flexibility and prompted continued consideration of alternatives. The 
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cryogenic-facility concept emerged in 1971 with small, low-speed pilot tunnel 
experiments conducted over the following year to verify its potential. In 1973 
the Langley pilot cryogenic tunnel became operational and validated the cryo-
genic concept at transonic Mach numbers and higher Reynolds numbers. 
In 1973, it was determined in a special study effort that two separate 
facilities, a Ludwieg tube and a cryogenic fan-driven facility, represented the 
least costly way to achieve the very high Reynolds numbers sought by the Air 
Force for development and evaluation, and the longer run times at more moderate 
Reynolds numbers (~ 80 x 106) with much lower dynamic pressures sought by NASA 
for research. NASA and the DOD agreed to propose this dual facility concept and 
the Congress authorized HIRT in 1974. A reassessment of costs, which reflected 
the large increase in construction costs in 1974, resulted in a more than two-
fold increase in the estimated cost for HIRT, and the Air Force decided not to 
proceed. A joint DOD/NASA review team then made some difficult compromises 
and, as a result, recommended a single cryogenic fan-driven facility having an 
intermediate Reynolds number capability between the Air Force and NASA stated 
needs. This facility was approved by DOD and NASA in 1975 and proposed to the 
Congress as an alternative approach, and Congress authorized its construction 
by NASA in 1976. This new facility, known as the National Transonic Facility, 
is to be located at the Langley Research Center and jointly operated by NASA 
and DOD for both research and development testing, as indicated in figure 19. 
The subjects listed under Research and Technology are, of course, the subjects 
to be addressed at this workshop. The first topic encompasses both fluid 
mechanics and applied theoretical aerodynamics. 
UTILIZATION OF NTF 
In addition to utilizing this new facility in an efficient and expedi-
tious way to increase our understanding of the physical phenomena in the dis-
ciplinary areas shown, it is equally important to establish at an early time, 
through the capabilities of the NTF, the limits of capabilities of existing 
transonic facilities. In other words, it is important to determine where these 
facilities can and cannot be used with confidence. This knowledge will permit 
more effective and efficient use of the Nation's total test capabilities. 
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VEHICLE TYPE 
SUBSONIC SUPERSONIC LAUNCH 
MANEUVER TRANSPORT CRUISE HYPERSONIC VEHICLES 
AND CRUISE 
BOUNDARY-LAYER GROWTH X X AND SEPARATION X X 
X 
BOUNDARY-LAYER TRANSITION X X X 
TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS X X X X X 
BOUNDARY LAYER/SHOCK X X 
INTERACTIONS 
X X X 
SEPARATED FLOWS X X X 
VISCOUS CROSS FLOW X X X X X 
VISCOUS CORNER FLOW X 
VISCOUS MIXING EFFECTS X X X X X 
BASE FLOW AND WAKE X X 
DYNAMICS 
X X X 
BASE RECIRCULATION X X 
BASE DRAG X X 
SKIN FRICTION X X X 
ROUGHNESS, PROTUBERANCE 
DRAG 
X X X X X 
PRESSURE FLUCTUATION X X 
VORTEX FLOWS X X X X X 
INTERFERENCE FLOW FIELDS X X X X X 
JET PLUME INTERFERENCE X X X X X 
BLUFF BODY AERODYNAMICS X X 
HEAT TRANSFER X X 
Figure 3.- Reynolds number sensitive phenomena for various types 
of flight vehicles. 
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Figure 4.- Transition fixing in wind tunnels. 
Aircraft Problems 
C-141 -Wing flow incorrectly predicted, Stability, structural loads, and performance 
affected. Structural reevaluation testing and modifications cost 1 year and 
millions of dollars. 
F-ll1 -Transonic-flow interference effects incorrectly predicted. Airframe drag 
underestimated. Redesign and modifications costly. 
B-58 } Improper aerodynamiC optimizations at transonic speeds. Low transonic 
B-70 - acceleration margin resulted in range and maneuverability limitations 
YF-12 reducing aircraft effectiveness. 
F-I02 
CIVIL 
-Transonic drag rise improperly predicted caused major reconiiguration 
followed by replacement by F-I06. Transonic base drag problems plagued 
both aircraft. 
-Two jet transport aircraft required some redesign because of flow interactions 
between engines and Wings. Uncertainties in prediction of pitching moments, 
drag, and maximum lift a concern in most cases. 
Figure 5.- Problems discovered in flight test attributed 
to Reynolds number effects. 
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Figure 6.- Shock-induced flow separation. 
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Figure 7.- C-SA wing fatigue life problem. 
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Figure 8.- Effect of Reynolds number on engine afterbody drag. 
Figure 9.- Complex transonic flows vary with Reynolds number. 
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Figure 10 . - 1969 projected flight Reynolds number. 
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• INCREASE SIZE (INCREASE Q) 
• INCREASE PRESSURE (INCREASE p) 
• REDUCE TEMPERATURE (CHANGE P, V, AND p.) 
Figure 11.- Ways of increasing Reynolds number in a given gas. 
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Figure 14.- Dynamic pressure at various test Reynolds numbers. 
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Figure 17.- Test envelope for a cryogenic wind tunnel. 
1966-1975 -Air force design development of Ludweig tube facility (HIRT) 
1969-1970 -NASA study of hydraulic drive conventional tunnel 
1969 -19 72 -NASA design studies of injector dr iven tunnels 
1971 -NASA/DOD (AACB) approves lllRT to propose as a national facility 
1972-1973 -NASA experiments with cryogenic low-speed pilot tunnel 
1973 -AACB study recommends lllRT (development) plus cryogenic TRT (research) 
1974 - Congress authorizes Air Force to build HIRT 
1974 - Construction cost escalations result in Air Force decision not to go forward 
with HIRT and AACB to make a reevaluation of transonic facilities 
1975 -AACB approves cryogenic NTF as single facility to be jointly operated by 
NASA and DOD for research and development testing 
1976 -Congress authorizes construction of NTF by NASA. Appropriates funds. 
Figure 18.- National high Reynolds number wind tunnel planning. 
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RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY 
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Figure 19.- National transonic facility utilization. 
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THE NTF AS A NATIONAL FACILITY 
Oran W. Nicks 
NASA Langley Research Center 
As Lloyd Jones made abundantly clear in his keynote talk, the needs for 
high Reynolds number test capability were well established prior to the 
planning of a National Transonic Facility (NTF). To set the frame for the 
discussions to follow, some background on the activities which led to the 
definition of the NTF and the general agreements reached regarding its use and 
operations is given. 
Both the Air Force and NASA began proposing high Reynolds number transonic 
tunnels in the late 1960's. Prominent configurations were a Ludwieg tube pro-
posed by the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC), and high-pressure 
b1owdown and continuous-flow facilities proposed by NASA. In the 1972-73 
period, Langley work with cryogenic technology provided theoretical and experi-
mental data which led to serious consideration of this approach. 
In 1973 and 1974, both NASA and the USAF developed firm plans for tran-
sonic facilities. The Air Force had obtained congressional approval in the 
FY 75 budget for an intermittent operation high Reynolds number tunnel (HIRT) 
and NASA had planned for a fan-driven cryogenic transonic research tunnel (TRT) 
to be included in the FY 76 budget. Both the NASA and USAF tunnel projects 
encountered the abrupt escalation of construction costs in 1974; this consid-
eration caused the USAF to defer construction of HIRTand the NASA to withhold 
the TRT from its FY 76 budget request. DOD and NASA officials then agreed to 
undertake an additional joint study under the cognizance of the Aeronautics and 
Astronautics Coordinating Board (AACB) to seek other ways for satisfying 
national transonic wind tunnel needs. A subpanel of the AACB was formed with a 
charge and membership as shown in figure 1. These members were to be supported 
by other NASA/DOD personnel and have involvement with industry to a significant 
extent. During an initial meeting on November 1, 1974, the pattern was set for 
a major coordinated effort involving government and industry which has continu-
ed to the present time. 
One of the most significant actions of the subpanel was to develop a 
mission model for consideration in the selection of appropriate facilities. 
Thought was given to the types of aircraft which had experienced transonic 
problems and to a projection into the future to insure tunnel conditions capa-
ble of meeting the performance envelopes of families of military and civil air-
craft. Several aircraft were selected as representing typical designs of the 
future. VelOCity/altitude performance maps for these aircraft were then trans-
lated into maps of Reynolds number against Mach number, as indicated in figures 
2 to 4. Not only were the envelopes of importance, but the cruise points were 
highlighted for long-range aircraft. In the case of combat aircraft, high 
angle-of-attack maneuvering conditions requiring small models to prevent block-
age were an important consideration. For supersonic transports, the climb to 
cruise conditions through the transonic regime and the subsonic cruise for 
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overland flights were critical since as much as 30 percent of the fuel for a 
given mission could be expended in this period. For the hypersonic reentry 
vehicles, such as the space shuttle, energy management during the transonic 
region was extremely important to the landing footprint. It was also recog-
nized that control loads and other aerodynamic effects caused by blunt bodies 
were Reynolds number sensitive and would benefit greatly from such high 
Reynolds number data. 
Matching of wind tunnels to these requirements was possible as indicated 
in figure 4. Illustrated is a transport aircraft envelope with various tunnel 
pressures and horsepowers overlaid to show portions of the flight envelope 
covered. ·This clearly allowed assessments of variations in tunnel horsepower 
and pressure for a given wind-tunnel size. Another illustration of this match-
ing process for all the sample aircraft considered is shown in figure 5 for 
different tunnel pressures, if the same 2.5-meter-square test section and the 
necessary horsepower at Mach 1 are assumed. From such an approach it was 
possible to reach agreement on a maximum Reynolds number requirement, a test-
section size, and a maximum operating pressure and horsepower required for the 
tunnel fan drive. 
Costs were always considered as a driving factor in the facilities study. 
The range of cost options considered is illustrated in figure 6, with the TRT 
and HIRT representing thoroughly studied designs used as anchor points. The 
strong relationship between Reynolds number and cost is obvious. 
After it appeared that the cryogenic concept offered the lowest cost 
approach and after the wind-tunnel size was determined, detailed studies were 
made of the productivity to be expected. In addition to identifying aircraft 
types for use in projected programs, the mission model provided estimates for 
the NTF use on the basis of numbers of polars per year. Although this repre-
sented a simplified basis for approximation, the approach was tested with 
detailed mission models and was found to be suitable for planning purposes. It 
was concluded that 8000 polars per year or its equivalent would form a good 
baseline for assumed operational cycles. It appeared that this amount of test-
ing could be accommodated with between one and two shifts/day of operation, and 
also allowed for additional testing if required. Sample operating costs per 
year were calculated and compared with other Langley tunnels, as indicated in 
figure 7. The NTF estimated operating costs are highly dependent on the cost 
of liquid nitrogen. For these estimates, current nitrogen costs of $70 per 
ton have been assumed. 
Another task placed on the subpanel was the matter of considering an 
operating arrangement. In summary, the subpanel recommended that the NTF 
operation be patterrted after the Unitary Plan with management at a local level 
under the overview of a joint NASA/DOD Board of Directors (fig. 8). It was 
strongly urged that both development and research users be recognized in a way 
to provide balance in the beneficial use of the facility. A study of the exact 
approach is continuing under an extended frame of reference for the subpanel. 
Over a period of approximately one year, a concentrated effort led by the 
special AACB Subpanel resulted in a facility technical and management proposal 
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supported by NASA/DOD and industry spokesmen. Agreement was reached that the 
facility should be built at the Langley Research Center and approval was ob-
tained through NASA,Office of Management & Budget (OMB~and the Congress for 
the first Fiscal Year funding. Plans are well along for the construction of 
the facility. It is indeed timely that you are attending this workshop to 
discuss the highest priority research uses for the facility in order to guaran-
tee immediate benefit when. the NTF becomes operational. 
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Charge: 
Members: 
• Redefine test requirements 
• Develop low cost options 
• Consider a single transonic facility -
use existing hardware if feasible 
• Recommend facility concept(s) 
• Propose acquisition schedule 
Co-chairman B. P. Osborne - DOD 
Co-chairman O. W. Nicks - NASA 
H. A. Morse - Army 
H. R. Chaplin - Navy 
R. O. Dietz - AF 
J. G. Mitchell - AF 
S. L. Treon - NASA 
D. D. Baals - NASA 
Figure 1.- 1974 AACB Subpane1 for transonic facilities. 
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Figure 2.- Requirements for military aircraft. 
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Figure 3.- Requirements for commercial aircraft. 
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Figure 4.- Matching of transport aircraft flight performance with cryogenic 
wind tunnels of various pressure levels. Test section size 2.5 by 2.5 m 
(8.2 by 8.2 ft). 
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Figure 6.- Cost options considered. 
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(1) 
Polars/year Million $/ year 
Langley 8 -foot transonic pressure tunnel 4 x 106 2000 0.46 
Langley 16-foot transonic tunnel 6 x 106 900 1.3 
Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel 4 x 106 5000 1.2 
National transonic facility (2.5 m) 120 x 106 8000 5 to 10 
(1) c = 0.1 .fA"test section ; M:o: 1 
Figure 7.- Operating comparison with other Langley tunnels. 
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Figure 8.- Operating arrangement. 
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THE U.S. 2.5-METER CRYOGENIC HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER TUNNEL* 
Robert R. Howell and Linwood W. McKinney 
NASA Langley Research Center 
SUMMARY 
The U.S. 2.5-meter cryogenic high Reynolds number tunnel is a fan-driven 
transonic wind tunnel scheduled for operation in 1981. It will operate at Mach 
numbers from 0.1 to 1.2, stagnation pressures from 1 to 9 bars, and stagnation 
temperatures from 352 to 80 K. The maximum Reynolds number capability will be 
120 x 106 at a Mach number of 1.0 based on a reference length of 0.25 meter. 
This paper describes the basis for the conceptual approach, the engineering 
design including unique features, and the performance operating envelopes for 
the tunnel. 
INTRODUCTION 
As man hones the perfection of his technology, his design tools must 
become more sophisticated. So it is with the field of aerodynamics. The con-
tinual review, both in the United States and in Europe, of our understanding in 
this field has identified areas where improvements in our testing and research 
tools will result in markedly more accurate predictions of the flight perfor-
mance of full-scale vehicles. The implementation of some of the improved 
tools, however, involves significant capital investment. 
Over the past decade, the United States has wrestled with the problems of 
inadequate Reynolds number in its wind tunnels, particularly for transonic aero-
dynamic testing. Starting in 1967, a number of different approaches have been 
proposed for the solution of this facility problem - most of which were prohi-
bitively expensive. In 1974, a panel of experts was convened to review again 
the high Reynolds number testing requirements for the United States and make 
recommendations as to the criteria for a single facility to satisfy those 
needs. This panel worked for a period of 6 months and produced criteria and 
recommendations summarized in figure 1. 
The cost of obtaining high Reynolds number data was a driving factor in 
the establishment of practical limits. Thus, this figure reflects the panel's 
*Paper presented at 10th Congress of International Council of Aeronautical 
Sciences (ICAS), Ottawa, Canada, Oct. 3-9, 1976. Reprinted by permission of 
ICAS. 
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view of the minimum acceptable criteria rather than all that was desirable. 
The criteria define a transonic wind tunnel (Mach range between 0.1 and 1.2) 
which has the Reynolds number capability at M = 1.0 of 120 x 106 based on a 
length equal to 0.1 fATS. A test-section size of 2.5 meters by 2.5 meters 
was identified as the minimum acceptable size. Additionally, since it is 
viewed as a national facility and therefore required to do the necessary test-
ing for the nation, it must have a relatively high test and data productivity. 
Lastly, because of the broad range of types of research and development test-
ing envisioned for the facility, it was specified to have essentially con-
tinuous running capability (10 minutes minimum). 
These criteria were accepted as guidelines for the design and construction 
of what is currently known as the National Transonic Facility. The National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration was given the responsibility for the de-
sign and construction of the facility and the Langley Research Center was 
selected as the site. 
This paper will describe the results of the process used in selecting the 
facility to satisfy these requirements, and the engineering design and facility 
'performance that has evolved. 
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SYMBOLS 
cross-sectional area 
average wing chord 
liquid nitrogen 
Mach number 
pressure 
loss in static pressure through screen divided by dynamic pressure 
at the screen face 
dynamic pressure 
Reynolds number based on average wing chord 
stagnation temperature 
turbulence level, root mean square of fluctuating velocity component 
Subscripts 
L referenced to local conditions 
SC stilling chamber 
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TS test section 
T referenced to conditions in stilling chamber 
SELECTION OF APPROACH 
The NASA Langley Research Center had, during the period between 1972 and 
1974, established the practicality of the cryogenic approach to achieving high 
Reynolds numbers. (See refs. 1 to 9) As a result of their review of the ex-
perimental demonstrations of this concept, the panel endorsed the approach in 
their recommendations. Although the cryogenic concept would afford about a 
fivefold increase in Reynolds number at near atmospheric pressure (ref. 1), the 
concept would not meet the maximum Reynolds number criteria by itself and oper-
ation at elevated pressures was an obvious requirement. Thus, in the selection 
of the baseline wind-tunnel design, the leading factors considered were maxi-
mum operating pressure (which directly affected the loads on models), facility 
cost or capital investment, energy consumption, and productivity. 
At this point, basic decisions and selection of concepts regarding the 
baseline facility were made. These are shown in figure 2. First, to cover the 
Mach range between 0.1 and 1.2, a slotted test-section approach was selected 
based on design and performance experience with existing tunnels; second, to 
satisfy the la-minute minimum run time and to minimize energy consumption, a 
closed-circuit fan-drive wind-tunnel concept was selected; third, we incorpora-
ted the cryogenic approach to high Reynolds number as the only practical means 
available to achieving desired Reynolds number goals with manageable capital 
costs and model loads; and, fourth, we would require highly automated controls 
and data acquisition system to satisfy productivity requirements. 
In reviewing this set of design concepts, it was recognized that the only 
really new technology that is being incorporated was the cryogenic approach to 
achieving high Reynolds numbers. Additional studies were made, therefore, to 
assure that the incorporation of this concept did not render the design im-
practical. 
Energy Considerations 
A comparison of the cryogenic approach with the conventional fan-driven 
tunnel, which is recognized as the most efficient form of wind tunnel, is shown 
in figure 3 where the energy for 1 hour of running is presented as a function 
of operating (stagnation) pressure for a constant Reynolds number of 120 x 106 
at a Mach number of 1.0. For the cryogenic tunnel, the energy required is 
broken into that part required to drive the tunnel (electrical energy) and that 
required to keep the tunnel cold. In thi~ case, cryogenic cooling is accom-
plished by injecting liquid nitrogen into the circuit and using it to absorb 
the heat of compression. There is, therefore, a continual flow of liquid nitro-
gen into the tunnel while it is operating. In this study, it was assumed that 
1000 kWh are required to produce a ton of LN2. In the conventional tunnel, 
the energy is associated with the electric drive only. It is noted that for 
the constant Reynolds number of 120 x 106 , the energy for the conventional wind 
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tunnel is considerably larger than the cryogenic tunnel at the same stagnation 
pressure and that the drive energy is larger than the combined drive and cool-
ing energy for the cryogenic tunnel. Moreover, the drive energy for the cryo-
genic tunnel is relatively insignificant in this comparison. This fact, that 
the drive power required goes down with decreasing temperature, is one of the 
features that makes the cryogenic tunnel practical. 
Dynamic Pressure Considerations 
The impact of the cryogenic approach on dynamic pressure is shown in figure 
4. In this figure, dynamic pressure is presented as a function of test-section 
height (assuming a square test section) for a conventional operating tempera-
ture (T = 320 K) and a cryogenic temperature (T = 122 K) and for a Reynolds 
number of 120 x 106 at a Mach number of 1.0. It is observed that the dynamic 
pressure is reduced by about a factor of 4 in going from a stagnation tempera-
ture of T = 320 K to T = 122 K. Additionally, the test-section size required 
to produce a Reynolds number of 120 x 106 is reduced by a factor of 4 by reduc-
ing the temperature from T = 320 K to T = 122 K. Thus, the cryogenic ap-
proach affords a more reasonable dynamic pressure as well as a more practical 
(less costly) facility size. 
Variable Temperature Considerations 
Another highly desirable feature of the cryogenic tunnel is that it 
affords temperature as a test variable. This additional test variable permits 
independent control of dynamic pressure and Reynolds number. A typical opera-
ting map for the cryogenic tunnel is compared with the conventional tunnel 
operating curves in figure 5. In the conventional fan-driven tunnel, since 
stagnation temperature is relatively constant, there is a fixed relationship 
between Mach number, dynamic pressure, and Reynolds number. Thus, as you tra-
verse the Mach number range, model deformation (due to change in dynamic pres-
sure) and Reynolds number also vary and it is impossible to experimentally 
separate these effects with a single model. In the cryogenic tunnel, because 
of the ability to vary temperature, the dynamic pressure (model deformation) 
can be held constant and Reynolds number and Mach number can be varied. Also, 
Reynolds number can be held constant and dynamic pressure and Mach number 
varied. As a consequence of this new capability, the effects of model deforma-
tion, Reynolds number, and Mach number can be completely separated. The cryo-
genic approach, therefore, in addition to providing practical solutions to 
otherwise costly requirements also affords a new research capability heretofore 
unavailable. 
SELECTION OF SIZE-PRESSURE COMBINATION 
Since it was clear that elevated pressure operation was required for the 
tunnel to keep the initial cost within bounds, an engineering consultant was 
hired to provide cost estimates for a series of fan-driven cryogenic tunnels 
scaled in size and pressure to meet a common test requirement. From these data 
empirical cost curves were developed (fig. 6). The cost numbers given by the 
curves represent U.S. dollars as of January 1975 and do not include any 
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contingency or escalation. The dashed line shows the various tunnel size and 
pressure combinations that provide 120 x 106 Reynolds number at a Mach number 
of 1.0. The significant cost reduction associated with increasing the operat-
ing pressure of the tunnel for a given design Reynolds number is graphically 
illustrated. It is clear that the tunnel designer is forced to design for a 
maximum practical dynamic pressure from capital cost considerations. For the 
NTF, the maximum dynamic pressure was chosen as 3.3 bars at a Mach number of 1 
and Reynolds number of 120 x 106 . This resulted in a 2.5-meter-square test 
section and a maximum stagnation pressure of 8.96 bars. 
ENGINEERING DESIGN 
The definition of the desired wind tunnel has evolved through the.estab-
lishment of a set of criteria and the exercising of cost and dynamic pressure 
constraints. The resulting wind tunnel will have a 2.5-meter square test sec-
tion, operate at pressures up to 8.96 bars, over a temperature range from 
352 K to 80 K, and a Mach number range from 0.1 to 1.2. At this point, en-
gineering design has been applied to further define the physical characteris-
tics of the tunnel. To minimize initial costs, the NTF will be constructed on 
the site of the deactivated 4-foot supersonic pressure tunnel. The existing 
drive motors and their associated control system, as well as existing office 
building and cooling towers will be utilized. 
Test Section 
The NTF will have a slotted test section (fig. 7) similar to the existing 
Langley 8-foot transonic pressure tunnel which is known to be efficient and 
have good quality flow. The length of the slotted region is approximately 
three test-section heights. The top and bottom walls have six longitudinal 
slots each and the wall divergence angle is adjustable to compensate for 
boundary-layer growth. The parallel sidewalls are fixed with two longitudinal 
slots in each wall. The design will allow the slot open width and edge shape 
to be easily modified. Remotely adjustable reentry flaps are provided at the 
end of each slot. The position of these flaps during tunnel operation will be 
programmed to control Mach number gradients through the test section and 
minimize power consumption. The model support system is an arc sector with a 
nominal travel of 30°. The arc sector is located downstream of the test-sec-
tion reentry flaps to minimize interference effects and power consumption. The 
center of rotation is 3.96 meters downstream of the test-section throat. This 
places the model well ahead of the aft end of the test· section for minimization 
of interference effects over the base of the model. This combination has the 
attendant disadvantage of making the model support sting long and creates prob-
lems particularly at the high loads which the NTF is capable of generating. 
Additional angle-of-attack range is provided by offset stings over a reduced 
load range. The sting will have a roll mechanism capable of rolling the model 
through 270°. Model pitch rage is controllable in either a continuous or 
pitch-pause mode at rates from 0° to 4° per second. 
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Contraction Ratio - Screen 
The attainment of satisfactory flow quality is influenced by the contrac-
tion ratio from the stilling chamber to the test section from both a direct 
effect of contraction (ref. 10) and an indirect effect on antiturbu1ence screen 
design. Analysis of the data bf reference 10 indicates that to achieve turbu-
lence levels in the test section of 0.1 percent, turbulence damping screens 
are required. Therefore, a comprehensive analysis of screen design including 
the effects of contraction ratio, number of screens, wire diameter, and pres-
sure loss through the screens was made. The results of this analysis are sum-
marized in figures 8 and 9. The symbols on figure 8 indicate various contrac-
tion ratio-screen combinations that satisfy the turbulence requirement of 
0.1 percent in the test section for an initial turbulence of 1.7 percent in the 
stilling chamber. (This initial level was assumed based on ref. 11.) It will 
be noted that the turbulence requirement is met over a range of contraction 
ratios from about 8 to 16. The effect of increased contraction ratio is to 
reduce the pressure loss through the screens which impacts the wire stresses 
and horsepower loss. This effect is summarized in figure 9. The symbols cor-
respond to conditions where the test-section turbulence requirement was met in 
figure 8. The stresses vary from about 415 x 106 N/m2 down to 120 x 106 N/m2 
at contraction ratios from 8 to 16 with associated horsepower losses from well 
in excess of 8000 down to 1000. The yield stress for 0.762 mm wire without 
joints is about 520 x 106 N/m2 . Limited data available indicate joint effi-
ciencies for butt-welded joints of about 70 percent. This results in a yield 
stress of about 365 x 106 N/m2 for a screeR system with joints. 
Based on the considerations of adequate safety margin on wire stress and 
conservation of horsepower due to losses through the screens, a contraction 
ratio of 15 was selected for the NTF. To insure flow quality requirements can 
be met, up to five screens are provided for. 
Overall Tunnel Circuit 
With the test-section size and the upstream contraction ratio established, 
the rest of the tunnel circuit layout was accomplished using near optimum coni-
cal diffusers (fig. "10). In the case of the National Transonic Facility, 
however, there was concern to keep the volume of the circuit as small as prac-
tical in order to keep the cost of the pressure shell within bounds and to 
minimize nitrogen fill costs during operation. To achieve this goal, a "rapid 
diffuser," an approach used in several European wind tunnels, was employed as 
a method of final deceleration into the stilling chamber. This method of de-
celeration requires a resistance in the flow at the diffuser exit equal to 
approximately five times the local dynamic pressure (~p = 5) to assure absence 
of separation. q 
In the current design, the resistance of a water-cooling coil is used "for 
this purpose. This coil will be used as a heat exchanger only when the tunnel 
is operated at relatively high (near atmospheric) temperatures. The resistance 
could have been supplied by a number of other techniques. 
The projected overall circuit performance in terms of compression ratio is 
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presented as figure 11 where the compression ratio is presented as a function 
of Mach number. This curve was generated by accumulating losses in the circuit 
including losses in the turning vanes, screens, cooling coil, test section, and 
diffusers. Losses include both viscous and momentum losses. The test-section 
loss estimate is based on experimental data obtained from a l/5-scale model of 
the tunnel high-speed leg from the rapid diffuser upstream of the test section 
to the end of the high-speed diffuser. These data have been corrected for dif-' 
ferences in Reynolds number. This compression ratio curve (fig. 11) has been 
used in defining the tunnel performance maps to be presented later. 
Test-Section Isolation System 
Although the cryogenic approach using LN2 has been proven to require the 
least capital investment and be the most energy conservative approach to high 
Reynolds number testing, the cost per data point for high Reynolds number 
tests will be considerably higher than for usual low Reynolds number data. 
Consequently, every step possible is being taken to conserve nitrogen which is 
the largest contributor to operating costs. One of the provisions made to 
conserve nitrogen is test-section isolation valves (fig. 12) which will be 
capable of isolating the test section so that the pressure can be reduced to 
atmospheric and personnel entry can be made to service models without venting 
the entire circuit. 
The operation of the system requires that with the flow at rest, the con-
traction upstream of the test section and the high-speed diffuser downstream of 
the test section be disconnected from the pressure bulkhead at either end of 
the test-section plenum and moved away from the test section. Isolation valves 
are then remotely moved into the closed position and locked to the pressure 
bulkhead. The test section can then be vented to the atmosphere. When the 
pressure has been reduced to 1 atmosphere, the test-section sidewalls are 
lowered and work access tunnels are inser,ted from either side capturing the 
test model and sealing around the model support sting. A "shirt sleeve" work 
environment is maintained by fans which circulate air through the access tunnel 
and heaters which are used to warm the cold model to an acceptable level. 
After the model change or service has been completed, the process is reversed. 
The work access tunnels are withdrawn, the outer shell access doors are closed, 
the test-section walls are raised to operating position, and the pressure is 
equalized across the pressure bulkheads. When the pressure differential is 
zero, the isolation valves are remotely moved to the stored position; the con-
traction section and high-speed diffuser are returned to the operating position 
and locked to the pressure bulkheads, and the tunnel is ready to resume opera-
tion. 
Drive System 
The cryogenic concept requires that the drive system be capable of pro-
ducing a constant compression ratio over a large temperature range. This re-
quirement has a major impact on the design of the drive system, since with a 
fixed geometry fan, the rpm required for a constant compression ratio varies 
as the square root of the gas temperature entering the fan. The desired 
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performance in the NTF will be obtained by using a single stage fan with 
variable inlet guide vanes and fixed outlet stators in combination with a 
two-speed gear box. 
The fan will be driven by two existing variable speed motors (70 000 
horsepower) and one inline synchronous motor (60 000 horsepower) as shown in 
figure 13. The two variable speed motors are on a single shaft which drives 
the fan through a two-speed gear box. The gear box provides the ability to 
match the maximum motor rpm (maximum horsepower output) to the required fan 
rpm at both ambient and cryogenic temperatures. The gear ratios are such 
that maximum motor rpm (maximum horsepower) produces fan rpm's of 600 and 
360. This gear arrangement combined with the variable inlet guide vanes will 
provide the required constant compression ratio over th~ wide range of tunnel 
operating temperatures. The synchronous motor is on the fan shaft and, conse-
quently, rotates at the fan shaft speed. It has a synchronous speed of 360 
rpm which corresponds to the maximum speed of the variable speed motors driv-
ing through the low-speed gear. Thus, it can be brought up to speed and syn-
chronized with the variable speed motors. In the synchronous or constant 
rpm operating mode, fan compression ratio (Mach number) will be controlled 
by use of the variable inlet guide vanes. Analytical studies have shown that 
the guide vanes are capable of controlling Mach number over a range between 
M = 0.6 and M = 1.2 with an acceptable level of efficiency. Below M = 0.6, 
the power of the synchronous motor is not required; therefore, the variable-
speed capability of the existing motors can be used for Mach number control. 
The power available from this system is shown in figure 14, where maximum 
fan-shaft horsepower is presented as a function of fan rpm. To maximize the 
horsepower available from the existing variable speed motors, liquid rheostats 
will be added to provide constant torque at rpm's down to about two-thirds 
of the maximum. In the high gear ratio, a maximum of 65 000 shaft horsepower 
is available to the fan. In the low gear ratio (used for cryogenic operation) 
a maximum of 125 000 horsepower is available to the fan. 
TUNNEL PERFORMANCE 
With the drive motor-gear arrangement described above, the wind-tunnel per-
formance at selected Mach numbers of 0.8 and 1.0 are presented as figures 15 
and 16. The operating maps at each Mach number are presented as stagnation 
pressure versus. Reynolds number for varying temperatures down to the tempera-
ture where saturation of nitrogen will occur at a local Mach number of 1.4. 
The boundaries of the map are defined on the left by the compression ratio 
limit of the fan-drive system, by the available horsepower limit (125 000 horse-
power) in the upper left corner, by the maximum operating pressure (8.96 bars) 
across the top and by the saturation boundary on the right. The tunnel will 
operate anywhere in the shaded region of these envelopes. The variable-speed 
induction motors combined with ,the high-speed gear cover the lower pressure 
range underneath the dashed line (dark shaded region). The total drive is re-
quired to cover the region above the 65 OOO-horsepower line. The maximum 
Reynolds number usually occurs where the condensation boundary intersects the 
shell pressure limit. This maximum Reynolds number is plotted as a function of 
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Mach number in figure 17. This overall maximum tunnel Reynolds number capabi-
lity is bounded by the shell operating pressure limit for Mach numbers up to 
1.0. Between M = 1.0 and 1.2, the performance is limited by the maximum 
horsepower available. Above M = 1.2, the fan maximum compression ratio limits 
the performance. Note that the goal of a Reynolds number of 120 x 106 for 
M = 1.0 is achieved. 
At the bottom of figure 17 is an overall envelope of the Reynolds number 
capability of all wind tunnels in the United States. The NTF will be capable 
of increasing ground-test Reynolds number by about one order of magnitude over 
currently existing capability. 
UNCONVENTIONAL FEATURES 
Internal Insulation 
As mentioned previously, the NTF will employ in its design an internal in-
sulation. Although internal insulation complicates the design, it affords many 
overriding advantages. Its principal advantage is that it minimizes the tem-
perature excursions of the large pressure shell. In doing so, it (1) greatly 
reduces the liquid nitrogen required to approach steady-state operating condi-
tions and thus reduces operating cost, (2) it minimizes the thermal stress in 
the pressure shell and thereby alleviates thermal fatigue as a major problem 
and enhances the service life of the pressure shell, and (3) it affords an 
opportunity to combine thermal insulation and acoustic attenuation functions 
into a system which will reduce the noise in the tunnel circuit. The baseline 
design of the insulation system (fig. 18) employs about 15 cm of fibrous insu-
lation with perforated aluminum foil laid in at about 2.54 cm thicknesses. 
The aluminum foil is included to inhibit free circulation. The insulation sys-
tem is enclosed by glass cloth and covered with a corrugated flow liner which 
is supported by tee-shaped rings welded to the pressure shell and insulated 
from the liner. The liner is corrugated to absorb the circumferential thermal 
strain. Slip joints are provided for the longitudinal movement. The tee rings 
are about 1.2 meters apart. Filler blocks are used under the corrugation to 
block flow from one insulation segment to the next. The possibility of a fire 
inside a pressurized wind tunnel is always a concern and a concerted effort is 
being made to minimize the accumulation of flammable materials. Obviously, 
there are a number of additional concerns such as the impact of noise on the 
service life of the system as well as the thermal performance of the system 
under a flowing cryogenic environment. These concerns are the subject of an 
extensive verification test program. 
Model Loads 
Another somewhat unconventional feature of the NTF will be the model loads 
it will be capable of generating. The dynamic pressure is independent of 
temperature and is a function only of stagnation pressure and Mach number. In 
figure 19 lines of constant dynamic pressure are superimposed on the overall 
performance map of the tunnel. Most existing transonic wind tunnels operate 
at dynamic pressure levels up to about 0.5 bar. There are a few tunnels which 
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have dynamic pressure capability up to about I bar. The NTF will have a maxi-
mum dynamic pressure capability of 3.3 bars. Although the NTF, by virtue of 
employing the cryogenic approach, will have a much lower dynamic pressure to 
Reynolds number ratio as compared to the other approaches to high Reynolds nu~ 
ber testing, it can still produce model loads of more than three times those 
experienced in existing wind tunnels. 
Technology appears to be in hand to accommodate these loads. However,. 
force measuring balances, sting deflections, and model deformation will tend 
to take on more importance as we attempt to use this new facility up to its 
maximum Reynolds number capability. 
Cryogenic Operation 
As previously discussed, the requirement for tunnel operation at tempera-
tures down to about 80 K requires the use of liquid nitrogen as a heat absorb-
er. The operation utilizes the vaporization of LN2 sprayed into the circuit 
to absorb the heat of compression of the fan. Venting of gaseous nitrogen is 
then required to control pressure. The operational system, figure 20, there-
fore, includes a bulk storage of liquid nitrogen (250 000 u.s. gal) with pumps 
capable of supplying liquid nitrogen at rates up to 545 kg/sec to spray noz-
zles in the circuit upstream of the fan, and a large vent stack to properly 
disperse the gaseous discharge. The vent stack poses some unusual design 
problems since it is required to operate over a very wide range of flow rates 
and pressure ratios. Additionally, it is used to provide a means of alleviat-
ing hazards associated with cold nitrogen gas both with regard to leaks in the 
valves and piping and from the discharge. 
Cryogenic Nitrogen Environment 
Although nitrogen is the major constituent of air and is readily accepta-
ble as an aerodynamic test gas under usual conditions, its use at cryogenic 
temperatures presents some unusual considerations. At cryogenic temperatures 
its density is high, and it ,can accumulate in low areas and create a hazard. 
To alleviate this concern, special procedures and equipment are required when 
the test section is opened to allow model servicing. As discussed previously, 
special access tunnels incorporating environmental conditioning equipment are 
necessary to allow personnel to enter the space around the model in a reasona-
ble length of time. Oxygen monitors will be provided to assure breathable air 
(proper oxygen content). 
Models for testing in this cryogenic environment will also require some 
extension of technology. The cryogenic temperature and higher loads will re-
sult in the selection of high strength alloy steels which have acceptable 
levels of ductility at cryogenic temperatures. Because of the thin boundary 
layer at high Reynolds number, the materials must be machinable to a very 
smooth finish. Methods of fastening and filling suitable for this environment 
are being identified. 
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Productivity 
The NTF is being designed to satisfy a national need for high Reynolds 
number test capability at transonic speeds. Moreover, as a national facility 
it must accommodate the projected workload of NASA, the DOD, and industrial 
users. As a consequence of this, as well as the need to conserve energy, the 
NTF is being designed to produce data at a relatively high rate. Typical ex-
isting wind tunnels produce data at about 26 000 specific sets of test condi-
tions in a year where a set of test conditions per year is defined by a combi-
nation of Mach number, Reynolds number, angle of attack, angle of yaw, and so 
forth. The NTF is targeted to produce measurements at 104 000 sets of test 
conditions or four times the conventional rate. To achieve this goal, the tun-
nel control and data acquisition system will be highly automated. Computer 
control will be used extensively to insure optimum procedures and safety in 
the tunnel operation. Modern data acquisition will be provided with "quick 
look" data capability to minimize retesting due to improper measurements. 
INTEGRATED FACILITY 
The current concept of the National Transonic Tunnel is shown in perspec-
tive in figure 21. The tunnel will -be constructed on the site of the Langley 
4-foot by 4-foot supersonic pressure tunnel. This tunnel will be removed and 
the new facility erected in its place! As mentioned previously, the NTF will 
make use of the existing drive motors and their drive control, the cooling 
tower and its mechanical equipment, and the office building. Also, as pointed 
out previously, the unusual features of the facility are the large liquid 
nitrogen bulk storage which will be used to achieve cryogenic temperatures and 
the large vent stack for the discharge of gaseous nitrogen to maintain constant 
operating pressure. 
FULL-SCALE REYNOLDS NUMBER TESTING CAPABILITY 
An indication of the ability of NTF to perform the desired high Reynolds 
number development testing is found by assessing its ability to test at full-
scale Reynolds numbers for various aircraft configurations. In figures 22 and 
23, the Reynolds number capability of the NTF is compared with the flight Rey-
nolds number of current and future aircraft. The comparison is made on the 
basis of Reynolds number based on the average chord of the configuration, Rc . 
Rc is presented as a function of Mach number for the flight vehicle (solid 
curve) and for the model in the NTF (dashed curve). The cruise point for the 
vehicle is indicated by the solid dot. At the bottom of each figure, the cross-
hatched envelope indicates the corresponding capability of existing wind tun-
nels. 
In s1z1ng the models for the NTF, the span was limited to 0.6 of the width 
of the test section and the blockage was limited to 0.5 percent - whichever was 
reached first limited the model size. 
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In figure 22 comparisons are made for a large subsonic transport, a 
future supersonic transport, an advanced subsonic transport, and the space 
shuttle. The boundaries of the airplane flight envelope are determined by 
sea-level flight (upper left), flutter or buffet (upper right), thrust limita-
tions (maximum Mach number), and maximum lift (lower boundary). The maximum 
lift and maximum Mach number boundaries are the more critical from aerodynamic 
performance considerations. 
For large subsonic transports of the Boeing 747 category, the NTF will 
provide full-scale test conditions for the cruise point as well as for the 
high-speed "max q" load condition. The high Reynolds number peak at M = 0.6 
cannot be met by the design NTF performance envelope. This is not considered 
a significant deficiency, however, since the Reynolds number effects for un-
separated, fully subsonic flows are usually small and predictable at high Rey-
nolds number levels. For the advanced transport concept, such as the "span 
loader" in the 1. 0 million kg gross weight category, the NTF can attain full-
scale test conditions at the cruise point. The high-speed "max q" load condi-
tion will require the use of half-span model techniques, which are generally an 
acceptable approach for obtaining loads data on relatively high-aspect-ratio 
configurations. 
For the large supersonic transport type configurations, full-scale test 
conditions can be attained for the subsonic cruise point (M = 0.95). The high 
Reynolds number requirements at the subsonic Mach numbers (M $ 0.5) can large-
ly be covered by the use of larger sized models, acceptable f~r testing at the 
low subsonic speeds. Full-scale test conditions for the space shuttle type 
configuration can be attained throughout the subsonic/transonic flight regime. 
The ability of the NTF to meet full-scale testing requirements of current 
and advanced military aircraft is illustrated in figure 23. It will be noted 
that the NTF design performance envelope provides essentially full-scale test 
capability at subsonic/transonic ~peeds for a typical variable-sweep bomber in 
both the subsonic cruise and high-speed configurations. 
The flight envelope of a typical fighter is also well covered. The cruise 
point for the conceptual large transport, however, falls slightly above the 
Reynolds number capability of the NTF. The use of the previously considered 
half-span model techniques, combined with limited Reynolds number extrapolation, 
will largely close the Reynolds number gap for this type of configuration as 
well as the off-design areas of the other airplane envelopes. 
SUMMARY 
In summary, this paper has described the approach being taken in the 
United States to achieve full-scale Reynolds numbers in a transonic wind tun-
nel. The facility design and planned construction represent a significant 
step forward in the continual requirement for new and improved research and 
development tools for aeronautics. It involves the incorporation of the cryo-
genic approach to high Reynolds number which brings full-scale Reynolds numbers 
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within practical reach insofar as capital costs and drive horsepower are con-
cerned. There appear to be no insurmountable design problems. The facility 
is projected to be operational in 1981. 
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U. S. 2.5-METER-HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
(NATI ONAl TRANSON I C FAC III TY - NTF) 
• R- = 120 x 106 AT M = 1.0 c 
• MACH NUMBER RANGE - 0.1 TO 1.2 
• CONTI NUOUS OPERATlON( (10 MI NUTE MI NI MUM) 
• HIGH PRODUCTIVITY 
Figure 1.- Basic high Reynolds number testing requirement as specified 
by Facilities Review Panel. 
* • CRYOGENI C CONCEPT 
• SLOTTED TEST SECTION 
• FAN-DRIVEN CLOSED-CIRCUIT PRESSURE WIND TUNNEL 
• HI GHlY AUTOMATED CONTROLS AND DATA ACQUI S ITION 
SYSTEM 
*ONlY NEW TECHNOLOGY 
Figure 2.- Approach selected to meeting high Reynolds number 
testing requirement. 
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Figure 3.- Comparison of the energy consumed in 1 hour of operation 
for conventional and cryogenic tunnels, Rc = 120 x 106 ; M = 1.0; 
C = 0.1 test section height. 
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Figure 4.- Effect of cryogenic temperature on dynamic pressure and 
test-section size. Rc = 120 x 106; M = 1.0; C = 0.1 tes-
section height. 
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Figure 10.- Lines of the aerodynamic circuit of the National 
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Figure 11.- Compression ratio required to drive the National Transonic 
Facility as a function of Mach number. 
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Figure 12.- Schematic of the test-section pressure isolation system for the 
National Transonic Facility. 
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Figure 15.- NTF operating envelope in terms of operating pressure, 
temperature, and Reynolds number for a Mach number of 0.8. 
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Figure 16.- NTF operating envelope in terms of operating pressure, 
temperature, and Reynolds number for a Mach number of 1.0. 
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Figure 21.- Perspective of the National Transonic Facility. 
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Figure 22.- Comparisons of Reynolds number and Mach number envelopes for full-
scale flight vehicles, the NTF, and existing wind tunnels. Typical commer-
cial aircraft. 
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CRYOGENIC WIND-TUNNEL TECHNOLOGY 
Robert A. Kilgore 
NASA Langley Research Center 
SUMMARY 
As a result of theoretical studies and experience gained during the deve-
lopment and operation of both a low-speed cryogenic tunnel and the Langley 
O.3-m transonic cryogenic tunnel, the cryogenic wind tunnel has been shown to 
be a practical concept and to offer many advantages with respect to achieving 
full-scale Reynolds number in a moderate size tunnel at reasonable levels of 
dynamic pressure. After a brief review of the cryogenic concept, this paper 
presents some of the aspects which must be considered during the development of 
a cryogenic wind tunnel that uses gaseous nitrogen as the test gas. Based on 
work by Adcock, it is shown that even though the values of the compressibility 
factor and the ratio of specific heats of nitrogen depart significantly from 
their ideal-gas values at cryogenic temperatures, both the isentropic flow 
parameters and the normal-shock flow parameters are insignificantly affected by 
these real-gas effects. Based on work by Hall, it is shown that it is possible 
to operate at stagnation temperatures even lower than those corresponding to 
the free-stream saturation boundary without encountering condensation effects. 
Should this mode of operation be possible for arbitrary models, an additional 
increase in Reynolds number of about 17 percent may be realized at a given 
operating pressure. Alternatively, for a given Reynolds number, operating at 
the free-stream saturation boundary temperature will allow testing at reduced 
pressure, drive power, and liquid nitrogen consumption. 
INTRODUCTION 
The cryogenic wind tunnel is a relatively new aerodynamic research tool. 
The first cryogenic tunnel was built at Langley in 1971. Although the demon-
strated application to wind tunnels is relatively recent, it is interesting to 
note that the science of cryogenics, just as the wind tunnel itself, dates back 
to the previous century. As will be discussed, the technology developed has 
been very valuable in the present application. 
Historically, capital and operating costs have tended to keep transonic 
tunnels small, while the host of problems encountered at high pressures have 
tended to keep operating pressures low. The net result has been that existing 
(ambient temperature) tunnels operate at Reynolds numbers which are too low to 
insure adequate simulation of the flow experienced in flight - particularly 
with regard to shock -- boundary-layer interactions encountered on modern high 
subsonic and transonic aircraft. The application of cryogenics to wind tunnels 
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has thus been brought about by the need for higher test Reynolds numbers in 
tunnels of reasonable size operating at reasonable pressures. 
Although the study which started in the fall of 1971 was directed toward 
application of the cryogenic concept to increase the Reynolds number capability 
of a small wind tunnel equipped with a magnetic suspension and balance system, 
the advantages and possibility of applying the concept to a large transonic 
tunnel were recognized at that time. In the late 1960's and early 1970's there 
were several transonic tunnel concepts being studied in the United States which 
were to provide this country with a greatly increased Reynolds number capabili-
ty. Because the cryogenic tunnel concept avoided many of the shortcomings of 
the various competing ambient-temperature tunnel concepts, our efforts for the 
past five' years have been spent full time on the cryogenic tunnel concept and 
only now are we resuming our work on magnetic suspension and balance systems. 
SYMBOLS 
a speed of sound 
c chord of two-dimensional airfoil 
c mean geometric chord 
linear dimension of model or test section 
M Mach number 
p pressure 
R Reynolds number, pVi/~ 
R Universal gas constant 
T temperature 
v velocity 
v specific volume 
z compressibility factor, Z pv/RT 
y ratio of specific heats 
viscosity 
p density 
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Subscripts: 
c based on c 
c based on c 
L local conditions 
max maximum 
t stagnation conditions 
I upstream 
2 downstream 
00 free stream 
THE CRYOGENIC CONCEPT 
The use of low temperatures in wind tunnels was first proposed as a means 
of reducing tunnel drive-power requirements at constant values of test Mach 
number, Reynolds number, and stagnation pressure. Reynolds number, which is 
the ratio of the inertia force to the viscous force, is given by 
R Inertia force Viscous force 
which reduces to the well-known equation 
R 
II II 
As the temperature is decreased, the density p increases and the viscosity 
II decreases. As can be seen from these equations, both of these changes re-
sult in increased Reynolds number. With decreasing temperature, the speed of 
sound a decreases. For a given Mach number, this reduction in the speed of 
sound results in a reduced velocity V which, while offsetting to some extent 
the Reynolds number increase due to the changes in p and ll, provides advan-
tages with respect to dynamic pressure, drive power, and energy consumption. 
It is informative to examine the underlying mechanism through which 
changes in pressure and temperature influence Reynolds number. To the first 
order II and a are not functions of pressure whereas p is directly propor-
tional to pressure. Thus, increasing pressure produces an increase in Reynolds 
number by increasing the inertia force with a commensurate increase in model, 
balance, and sting loads. Also, to the first order, p ~ T-I, V ~ TO.5, and 
II ~ TO.9. Thus, decreasing temperature leaves the inertia force unchanged at a 
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given Mach number because of the compensating effects of temperature on p 
and V2. The increase in Reynolds number with decreasing temperature thus is 
due strictly to the large reduction in the viscous force term as a result of 
the changes in ~ and V with temperature. 
The effect of a reduction in temperature on the gas properties, test con-
ditions, and drive power are illustrated in figure 1. For comparison purposes, 
a stagnation temperature of 322 K (120 0 F) for normal ambient temperature tun-
nels is assumed as a datum. It can be seen that an increase in Reynolds num-
ber by more than a factor of 6 is obtained with no increase in dynamic pressure 
and with a large reduction in the required drive power. To obtain such an in-
crease in Reynolds number without increasing either the tunnel size or the 
operating pressure while actually reducing the drive power is extremely attrac-
tive and makes the cryogenic approach to a high Reynolds number transonic tun-
nel much more desirable than previous approaches. 
ASPECTS CONSIDERED DURING CRYOGENIC TUNNEL DEVELOPMENT 
Planning for the design of a cryogenic wind tunnel falls into two basic 
areas. First is the area of fluid dynamics. There is a question as to whether 
the test gas at cryogenic temperatures will provide data from the wind tunnel 
(e.g., forces, moments, and pressures on the model) which can be used to pre-
dict the loads and aerodynamic characteristics of the full-scale vehicle in 
free flight. The second area includes the design of the tunnel and its opera-
tion at cryogenic temperatures. Figure 2 lists the items under the areas of 
"Fluid Dynamics" and "Design and Operation." 
Fluid Dynamics 
The first item under Fluid Dynamics is "Knowledge of gas properties." Its 
obvious that one needs to know such things as the speed of sound and the vis-
cosity of the test gas. Although nothing thus far in the operation of the low-
speed cryogenic tunnel (ref. 1) or the Langley 0.3-m transonic cryogenic tun-
nel (ref. 2) has indicated that existing values for any given property of nitro-
gen are not sufficiently accurate, the magnitudes of some of the probable 
errors are somewhat larger than one would like, especially at the high pres-
sures proposed for the NTF. In order to be sure there are no problems in this 
area, Langley is funding work at the Cryogenics Division of the National Bureau 
of Standards (NBS) in Boulder, Colorado, which will improve our knowledge of 
the properties of nitrogen, especially at the higher pressures, and at the same 
time provide a simplified equation of state limited to the range of tempera-
tures and pressures of interest for cryogenic wind tunnels. 
Jerry Adcock is in charge of the area of "Proper flow simulation" which, 
as indicated in the figure, includes both analytical and experimental work. 
The early experimental work was done in the low-speed tunnel at atmospheric 
pressure whereas the recent work has been done at pressures up to 506.5 kN/m2 
(5 atm) in the Langley 0.3-m transonic cryogenic tunnel. 
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Typical of the analytical studies being made (ref. 3) are those related 
to isentropic expansions and normal-shock flows in nitrogen. First, the ther-
modynamic properties for nitrogen were obtained from an NBS program based on 
work by Jacobsen (ref. 4). The NBS program was then modified so that isen-
tropic expansions could be made. The various ratios which describe an isen-
tropic expansion were then c~lculated by using the real-gas properties of nit-
rogen and were compared with ratios derived from ideal-gas equations and ideal 
values of the compressibility factor (Z = 1) and the ratio of specific heats 
(y = 1.4) for a diatomic gas. An example of the results is presented in figure 
3, where the ratio of the real and ideal pressure ratios necessary to expand 
isentropically to M = 1.0 is presented as a function of tunnel stagnation 
temperature and pressure. As can be seen, the real-gas effects are extremely 
small and, for Rc = 50 x 106 at cryogenic temperatures, the real-gas pressure 
ratio differs from the ideal-gas pressure ratio by only about 0.2 percent. It 
is interesting to note that the real-gas effect at cryogenic temperature is 
actually less than the real-gas effect at ambient temperatures, where for the 
same size test section a considerably higher stagnation pressure is required to 
obtain RC = 50 x 106. 
The other real-gas ratios used to describe an isentropic expansion in 
nitrogen also differ from the ideal-gas ratios by this same small percentage. 
In many cases, such as the determination of tunnel Mach number, the real-gas 
equations can be used to avoid even this small error of 0.1 percent to 0.2 per-
cent. However, errors of such magnitude are of the same order as the un-
certainty in measurements and would be co~sidered insignificant in most wind-
tunnel work. 
For the normal-shock flow studies, Adcock modified the NBS program so that 
the various ratios which describe normal-shock flow could be calculated by 
using the real-gas properties, and compared these with the corresponding ideal-
gas ratios. An example of the results is shown in figure 4 where the ratio of 
the real to the ideal static pressure ratio across a normal shock is shown as a 
function of tunnel stagnation temperature at stagnation pressures of 101.3 and 
506.5 N/m2 (1 and 5 atm). ,As in the case of isentropic expansions, the effects 
are extremely small, and for Rc = 50 x 106 , the real pressure ratios differ 
from the ideal-gas pressure ratio by only about 0.2 percent. The other real-
gas ratios associat'ed with normal-shock flow in nitrogen also differ from the 
ideal ratios by this same small percentage. As in the case of isentropic ex-
pansion, even in those situations where the real-gas equations cannot be used 
to take these effects into account, an error of this magnitude would usually be 
considered insignificant. Thus, even though the values of Z and y for 
nitrogen depart significantly from their ideal-gas values at cryogenic tempera-
tures, both the isentropic flow parameters and the normal-shock flow parameters 
are insignificantly affected by these real-gas effects. 
Design and Operation 
In figure 2, under the heading "Design and Operation", are listed several 
areas which, depending on the type of cryogenic tunnel being considered, will 
receive various amounts of attention. Each of these areas has been covered to 
some extent in previous publications so it will not be necessary to consider 
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them here. The one area that will be discussed briefly is "Condensation," 
which is being studied here at Langley under the direction of Robert Hall. 
As shown in figure 5, the test Reynolds number increases rapidly as tem-
perature is reduced. Marked on the curve of Reynolds number against tempera-
ture are three "boundaries" which, for the conditions of this example are set 
by a maximum local Mach number over the model of 1.2, a free-stream Mach number 
of 0.85, and a settling chamber Mach number of O. As reported in detail by 
Hall (ref. 5), effects of condensation were not seen on the airfoil used for 
these tests until the tunnel was operated at temperatures below those associat-
ed with free-stream saturation. His results indicate that for a given size 
tunnel and model and for a constant tunnel pressure, an additional increase in 
test Reynolds number of about 17 percent may be realized by operating at tem-
peratures corresponding to those of the free-stream saturation boundary. 
Another way to take advantage of being able to operate beyond the local 
saturation boundary would be to reduce the operating pressure for testing at a 
given Reynolds number. This should be of considerable practical importance for 
the NTF with its extremely high (by present standards) operating pressures. If 
the minimum operating temperature in the NTF can be reduced from the present 
arbitrary limit (corresponding to a saturation boundary based on an assumed 
local Mach number of 1.4) to a lower temperature without condensation effects 
occurring, then the tunnel operating pressure can be lowered correspondingly. 
And, of course, when the operating pressure is reduced, both drive power and 
LN2 consumption are also reduced. 
As can be seen from figure 6, if operation is possible at temperatures 
corresponding to free-stream saturation, tunnel pressure can be reduced by 
about 15 percent (from 895.5 to 760.8 kN/m2 (8.84 to 7.51 atm)) and LN2 flow 
rate, which is directly related to operating costs, is reduced by about 16 per-
cent. 
SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
Relative to the cryogenic tunnel development areas listed in figure 2, 
several sources of information have been found useful and are generally avail-
able. Since there is familiarity with the design of ambient temperature tun-
nels, sources related to the aerodynamics of tunnel design are not listed. The 
problem is really one of applying good cryogenic engineering to the type of 
tunnel required. 
In the United States the best source of information by far on the cryo-
genic aspects of a cryogenic tunnel are the publications and people of the 
Cryogenics Division of the National Bureau of Standards. Although the cryo-
genic wind tunnel is a recent application of cryogenic technology, most of the 
information needed on materials, insulation, instrumentation, liquid nitrogen 
systems, safety, and so forth has been documented by the NBS and is readily 
available. If there is need to know something that is not documented, the 
chances are excellent that the NBS Cryogenic Division can be of help. 
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In addition to the NBS and the work being done here at Langley in the 
0.3-m transonic cryogenic tunnel and on the NTF design, there are several 
other places where cryogenic tunnels are being designed and built. Figure 7 
lists the various tunnels and provides information about each of the projects 
such as the size of the test section, the type of tunnel, the location, and the 
actual or anticipated date of operation. As one can see, there is considerable 
activity going on around the world related to the development and use of cryo-
genic wind tunnels. Since this is such a new field, one must keep informed as 
to what is going on, not only on his own projects, but around the world, if 
duplication of effort is to be avoided and the full potential of the cryogenic 
wind tunnel is to be realized as quickly as possible. 
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TRANSONIC WIND-TUNNEL WALL INTERFERENCE 
William B. Kemp, Jr. 
NASA Langley Research Center 
INTRODUCTION 
The possibility of eliminating Reynolds number mismatch as a source of 
wind-tunnel testing error in the National Transonic Facility (NTF) places addi-
tional importance on the reduction of testing error due to other sources in-
cluding wall interference. Accordingly, an expanded research program on wall 
interference in transonic wind-tunnel test sections was initiated at Langley 
Research Center in 1974. This paper will describe some progress under this 
program as well as its possible impact on NTF. 
At the beginning of the program, the capability for assessing transonic 
tunnel wall interference was qualitative at best. The experimental approach, 
through carefully controlled comparative tests, was rarely accurate enough to 
produce definitive results. The theoretical approach suffered from inadequate 
knowledge of the slotted or perforated wall boundary conditions as well as the 
uncertainty of applying the classical linearized definition of the wall-induced 
velocity perturbation to the nonlinear transonic problem. As a result, the 
existing transonic test sections had been designed empirically, and wall inter-
ference was generally addressed only by imposing rule-of-thumb constraints on 
model size. 
The adaptive-wall concept, which was receiving increasing attention at 
that time (see refs. 1 and 2) represented a departure from the traditional ap-
proach of applying wall-interference corrections to the wind-tunnel data. In-
stead, some property of the walls would be adjusted until a calculated 
interference-free criterion was satisfied for each tunnel data point. The 
Langley research program has been shaped by the belief that the most practical 
solution to the transonic wall-interference problem would involve a mixture of 
wall adjustment and data correction, and would require improved methods of ex-
pressing the wall-boundary conditions and of assessing the wall-induced velo-
city perturbation field. 
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R 
u 
w 
v 
w 
x 
a. 
slot edge radius 
wall-induced blockage velocity 
wall-induced upwash velocity 
tunnel reference velocity 
longitudinal coordinate 
vertical location of model 
angle of attack 
angle of sideslip 
slot width 
SLOTTED-WALL BOUNDARY CONDITION 
One accomplishment under the program is the clarification of the long-
recognized discrepancy between the theoretically derived slotted-wall boundary 
conditions developed by Davis and Moore (r~f. 3) and Chen and Mears (ref. 4). 
In the Chen and Mears method, the cross section of a slotted wall is represent-
ed by an intermittent series of doublet rods as illustrated in figure 1. For a 
particular doublet strength, the dividing streamline between the recirculating 
doublet flow and the general tunnel flow assumes the figure-eight shape illus-
trated, which has zero thickness halfway between slots. For a slot width of 2 
percent of the slot spacing, the slot parameter Kia predicted by Chen and 
Mears is about 15 times that predicted by the Davis and Moore method. Chen and 
Mears, however, had mistakenly defined the slot width as the gap between doub-
let rod ends instead of the gap between dividing streamlines. By using the 
corrected slot width, the Chen and Mears value of the slot parameter is reduced 
to about three times' the Davis and Moore value. Note, however, that even this 
so-called "zero thickness slat" has a generous radius of curvature adjacent to 
the slot in contrast to the Davis and Moore derivation which applies to a truly 
sharp-edged slot. In the Chen and Mears model, the slot edge radius of curva-
ture can be varied by changing the doublet strength. The solid curves on fig-
ure 2 show the resulting slot parameter as a function of slot edge radius for 
several values of slot width. The corresponding Davis and Moore results, 
plotted at zero radius, now appear to be reasonably correlated with the correct-
ed Chen and Mears results as indicated by the dashed portions of the curves. 
This work, reported in more detail in reference 5, has exposed the previously 
unrecognized importance of slot-edge curvature as a determining parameter in 
the slotted-wall boundary condition. 
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EXPERIMENTAL BOUNDARY VALUES 
The work just described is aimed at improving the accuracy of the boundary 
condition used to represent slotted test-section walls in wall-interference 
analyses. In a completely different approach, the need for any such a priori 
statement of the wall boundary condition is eliminated by imposing instead the 
pressure distribution on or near the tunnel walls, measured during the actual 
wind-tunnel test, as boundary values to be matched in the wall-interference 
analysis. This principle has been embodied in a low-speed two-dimensional 
analysis method and is used to examine the wall interference in airfoil tests 
in a flexible-wall tunnel used in both a straight-wall mode and a self-stream-
lined or adaptive-wall mode. The straight-wall results are shown in figure 3 
where the u and v components (blockage and upwash components, respectively) 
of the wall-induced velocity distribution along the tunnel center line are 
plotted for several airfoil angles of attack. The boundary values used in this 
analysis were simply the pressure distributions on both the airfoil and the 
upper and lower tunnel walls. The results, however, exhibit the characteris-
tics expected from classical solid-wall interference theory. The upwash 
crosses zero near the airfoil quarter-chord with a gradient that increases with 
angle of attack. The blockage peaks over the airfoil and approaches a finite 
asymptote downstream that is indicative of wake blockage. Note in particular, 
the large blockage associated with the stalled flow at an angle of attack of 12°. 
This illustrates that even though the analysis is formulated by using potential 
flow relations, the effects of viscous phenomena are inherent in the experi-
mental boundary values used. 
The effect of streamlining the walls for an airfoil angle of attack of 6° 
is shown in figure 4. The analysis results confirm that the wall-induced velo-
cities were nearly eliminated except for a small upwash gradient resulting from 
the finite length of the streamlined wall 'region. This work is described in 
more detail in reference 6 which also presents an outline of principles which 
may be used to extend this wall-interference assessment procedure to three-
dimensional transonic conditions. These principles avoid the assumption of 
linear superposition of perturbations in extracting the wall-induced velocity 
field. 
APPLICATIONS TO NTF 
The Langley research program on transonic tunnel wall interference is ex-
pected to interface with the NTF project in several ways. At the preliminary 
tunnel design stage, reconunendat'ions were made to the NTF proj ect to assure 
that the baseline test-section design exploited the best current understanding 
of the wall-interference problem and to assure that the basic structure and 
systems of the tunnel would not unduly inhibit future modification or replace-
ment of the test section. 
At present, the NTF is visualized as evolving toward the mode of operation 
described in figure 5 as the correctable-interference transonic tunnel. This 
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mode would combine the capability for accurate assessment of wall interference 
with a limited capability for wall control. The assessment capability would be 
utilized to categorize the interference existing at each data point as negligi-
ble, correctable, or uncorrectab1e, and to apply corrections where they are 
valid. The wall-control capability would be used only for those cases assessed 
as uncorrectab1e, and then, only to the extent needed to reduce the gradients 
in wall-induced velocity at the model to an acceptable level. 
Four areas in which research is needed to achieve the correctab1e-
interference tunnel are indicated on figure 5. In view of the progress noted 
above in the two areas contributing to the wall-interference assessment capa-
bility, it is believed that this capability can be in hand by the time that 
NTF becomes operational and that it can be implemented in .the baseline test 
section. The assessment capability alone will provide accurate wall-interfer-
ence corrections where they are valid, and accurate knowledge of their limits 
of validity. Such an understanding of wall interference has not previously 
existed for transonic tunnels. 
Full implementation of the correctable-interference mode in NTF will re-
quire significant effort to develop a suitable wall configuration and its con-
trol logic. It should be pointed out that the wall-control requirements are 
less restrictive than those for the fully adaptive tunnel aimed at zero inter-
ference; therefore, the correctable-interference wall might be simpler to 
develop and implement. 
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THE DESIGN OF MODELS FOR CRYOGENIC WIND TUNNELS 
Vernon P. Gillespie 
.NASA Langley Research Center 
Wind-tunnel research at cryogenic temperatures has become a reality in the 
past few years and its advantage and importance are increasing. Cryogenics as 
a science has been pursued for about 75 years; however, large-scale industrial 
application of cryogenics is less than 25 years old. Langley Research Center 
currently has in operation a 0.3-meter transonic wind tunnel that operates with 
stagnation temperatures in the cryogenic range; it also has in the design phase 
the National Transonic Facility (NTF) that will operate at cryogenic tempera-
tures. Wind-tunnel testing of models at cryogenic temperatures requires detail-
ed consideration of areas not normally germane to the model designer. 
The NTF will operate at Mach numbers from 0.1 to 1.2, stagnation tempera-
tures from 352 K to 80 K and stagnation pressures from 103.4 kN/m2 (15 psia) to 
896.3 kN/m2 (130 psia). Model design for the NTF will require that detailed 
technical consideration be given to three unique areas imposed by these opera-
ting capabilities. First, consideration must be given to the high model loads 
imposed by the high operating pressures. Wing root stress on many configura-
tions will be in excess of 0.69 GN/m2 (100 000 psi). Materials capable of such 
stress levels, including the customary safety factors that are normally 
associated with wind-tunnel model design, do not exist. 
The second area that must be considered is the thermal environment. Al-
though a vast amount of practical engineering has been accomplished involving 
cryogenics, only limited experience with the design of wind-tunnel models to 
operate in the cryogenic environment exists. It is not particularly difficult 
to design low-temperature apparatus, but attention to the details of the design 
is required from the outset. There are changes in the physical properties of 
all materials that must be taken into account. The most striking change in 
many materials is that of embrittlement. Carbon steel, for example, may fail 
catastrophically due to embrittlement at temperatures only slightly below 
ambient. Many materials, however, withstand the low-temperature environment 
very well and a~e used extensively in cryogenic applications (most austenitic 
stainless steels are a good example). 
The third and probably the most complex area of consideration for NTF 
model design is the conflicting requirements imposed by the combination of the 
aerodynamic loads and the thermal environment. To the wind-tunnel model design-
er, the most important material properties have been yield and tensile strength. 
Only on rare occasion did any other material property dictate the material de-
sign selection. The yield and tensile strength of most materials increase with 
decreasing temperature. Figure 1 illustrates the increase in tensile strength 
with decreasing temperature for three commonly used materials~ For poly-
crystalline face-centered cubic metals, the yield strength at ,20 K is between 
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two and three times the room-temperature yield strength. For the designer of 
models to be tested in the NTF, this increase in strength can be advantageous. 
Examination of the candidate materials, however, cannot end with the 
strength properties alone. Probably the most important and least understood of 
the mechanical properties at low temperature is that of toughness. The most 
common methods for inferring toughness are the tensile elongation, impact tests, 
and notch tests. Generally, material toughness decreases with decreasing 
temperature. Figure 2 illustrates the decrease in elongation of some commonly 
used materials with decreasing temperature. The figure demonstrates the clas-
sic ductile-to-brittle transition of carbon steel at low temperatures. 
Materials which have a ductile-to-brittle transition in the operating tempera-
ture range must be avoided. 
In the short time the Langley 0.3-m transonic cryogenic tunnel has been 
operational, several types of models have been designed, fabricated, and tested 
in the facility. (See fig. 3) The models range from simple wooden shapes to 
support strain-gage balance testing, two-dimensional airfoils fabricated from a 
commonly used model material (304 stainless steel), to a complex 0.45-percent-
scale model of the space shuttle. High wing loads at both cryogenic and am-
bient temperatures combined with a low deflection requirement resulted in a 
serious material problem for the space shuttle model. An iron-based, nickel-
cobalt superalloy (HP-9-4-30) was chosen for the shuttle wing structure as it 
had an ultimate strength of 1.7 GN/m2 (250 000 psi) and excellent toughness 
throughout the test temperature range. 
Experience with the design and fabrication of an early two-dimensional 
airfoil which spans the jet and is attached to the test-section side walls 
(fig. 4) illustrates the attention to detail that is required of models to be 
tested in a cryogenic environment. Design analysis indicated customary mount-
ing procedures were not adequate. If there was too little preload in the 
mounting, the model would be loose upon tunnel cool down. If there was too 
much preload, the mounting would be overstressed at room temperature. Model 
fasteners were a continual problem. When the model was delivered for testing, 
it was discovered that carbon steel screws (not stainless steel screws as 
specified) had been supplied with the model, thereby incurring the danger of a 
brittle fracture at cryogenic temperatures. 
Another difficulty arose in the testing of the airfoil shown in figure 4. 
During the testing at cryogenic temperatures, small droplets appeared and froze 
along the joint between the solder used to cover the pressure tubes and the 
parent material. Further examination of the droplets revealed these to be 
machine oil trapped during the fabrication process. A procedure was subse-
quently developed to adequately remove the oil so that the airfoil tests could 
continue. 
In recognition of the unique technical considerations which must be given 
to the design of models for the NTF, the Langley Systems Engineering Division 
and the NTF Project Office established an NTF Model Task to assemble the tech-
nology required to design and fabricate models for NTF. It appears the techno-
logy required to design and fabricate models for the NTF generally exists. 
Engineering design involving cryogenics has been a reality for a number of 
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years, and the task will be to assemble the necessary information into a format 
easily usable by the model designer. Generally, "the object of the Models Task 
is to determine and document the requirements for the design of models to be 
tested in the NTF and, as required, to develop the technology necessary to meet 
the design requirements." 
The specific objectives of the Model Design Task are outlined in table I. 
The outline also serves as the plan or the order in which the subjects will be 
addressed during the five-year study. The first objective will be to establish 
a generalized criteria of information to be supplied for model design. Proba-
bly one of the most time-consuming objectives will be the detailed investiga-
tion of components for NTF models. It is under this objective that the criti-
cal material questions will be addressed. One of the more difficult material 
problems appears to be the use of fillers. Certainly the "body fillers" 
commonly used in current wind-tunnel testing are not acceptable in the cryo-
genic environment. If an acceptable substitute is not found, the cost of 
models could increase significantly. 
Although integration of instrumentation into the model design is an objec-
tive of this task, the detail design of research instrumentation such as bal-
ances will be accomplished by a separate task. It is anticipated that special 
fabrication techniques will be required to meet some of the NTF requirements; 
therefore, an ongoing effort will be used to address these problems as they 
arise from experience in the Langley 0.3-m transonic cryogenic tunnel or from 
other objectives of the task. As the NTF is planned to be a high productivity 
facility, there will be requirements imposed on the model design to accommodate 
work schedules, high data-acquisition rates, and automated c.ontro1. 
Late in the study it is planned to design and fabricate a "pathfinder" 
model using the information learned in the study. To conserve resources and 
evaluate earlier study results on a real problem, the model will be designed 
for testing in the Langley 8-foot transonic pressure tunnel but will meet NTF 
requirements. Finally, it is planned to establish and document design guide-
lines for NTF model design. At the present time it is anticipated that the 
design guidelines will be published in a format similar to the recently pub-
lished Langley ha~dbook "User-Furnished Wind-Tunnel Model Criteria," LHB 8850.1. 
The guidelines and requirements contained in this handbook will allow the model 
designer maximum flexibility while insuring the integrity of the models to be 
tested. 
It is planned that the results of the NTF Model Design Task will be docu-
mented at least one year before the NTF is operational so that all users will 
have timely access to the study results. 
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TABLE I 
MODEL DESIGN TASK OBJECTIVES 
I. Establish a Generalized Criteria of Information to be Supplied for 
Model Design 
II. Establish Specific Representative Design Values for Above Criteria to be 
Used' in Future Studies 
A. Fighter Configuration 
B. Transport Configuration 
C. Space Shuttle 
III. Determine Specialized Requirements Associated with NTF Environment 
A. Components 
B. Fabrication 
C. Instrumentation 
IV. Investigate (Analytically or Experimentally as Appropriate) Components 
for NTF Models 
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A. Materials 
1. Types 
(a) Metals 
(b) Nonmetals 
(c) Fillers 
2. Properties 
(a) Mechanical 
(b) Environmental Compatibility 
(c) Cost 
Cd) Availability 
(e) Others 
B. Instrumentation 
1. Balance 
2. Pressure Techniques 
3. Temperature Techniques 
4. Other as Required 
C. Fasteners 
D. Devices 
1. Motors 
2. Bearings 
3. Others as Required 
V. Investigate (Analytically or Experimentally as Appropriate) Special 
Fabrication Techniques 
A. Review Problems with O.3-Meter Facility and Others 
B. Determine Capability to Meet Special Requirements 
VI. Study Model Elastic Effects 
A. Determine Seriousness 
B. Method of Reduction 
C. Effect on Model Design 
D. Other Factors 
VII. Determine Model Handling Requirements 
A. Facility Compatibility 
B. Time Constraints 
C. Model Stability 
D. Effect of Sting and Instrumentation 
E. Others as Required 
VIII. Design and Fabrication of Pathfinder Model and Sting 
A. Design to NTF Requirements 
B. Design for Testing Langley 8-foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel 
C. Should be a Research Model (Not Just an Engineering Test Apparatus) 
D. Fabricate to Test System 
IX. Establish Design Guidelines for Model Design 
A. Design Margins 
B. Recommended Materials of Construction 
C. Facility Constraints 
D. Recommended Construction Techniques 
X. Document Requirements and Recommendations as Appropriate 
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INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS 
Joseph F. Guarino 
NASA Langley Research Center 
INTRODUCTION 
The National Transonic Facility (NTF), with its unique operating charac-
teristics, imposes new and demanding requirements on instrumentation and mea-
surement systems. Cryogenic operation - a new dimension in wind-tunnel test-
ing - high dynamic pressure, and the need for fast data rates are factors which 
individually or collectively affect virtually all instrument designs and, in 
some cases, dictate new approaches. Furthermore, the uniqueness of this facil-
ity also dictates the need for an extensive tunnel calibration and process 
monitoring system. Over 2000 individual measurements have been identified to 
date; these measurements include the traditional tunnel survey and flow-quality 
measurements and the monitoring o~ critical facility systems and components. 
To meet these requirements, a comprehensive and integrated measurement 
system has been identified and a design and development effort has been initia-
ted to meet the criteria imposed by the NTF operating environment. Specific 
measurement areas receiving concentrated attention include: data acquisition, 
force measurement, pressure instrumentation, flow-visualization techniques, 
model attitude and model deformation measurement, and temperature measurement. 
A description of the ongoing work in each of these areas is presented with 
particular emphasis on the approaches being considered and the status of the 
current work. 
NTF INSTRUMENT COMPLEX 
Introduction 
The NTF instrument complex (fig. 1) will be centered around four 32-bit, 
l-microsecond-cycle-time central processing units connected in a multipoint-
distributed network configuration. The principal activities to be supported by 
these computers are (1) data base management and processing, (2) research mea-
surement data acquisition and display, (3) tunnel and model control, and (4) 
process monitoring and communication control. The distributed network approach 
has been chosen to modularize the functional software into definable and imp le-
men table parts by the various groups involved in the design and to permit use 
of similar hardware configurations to improve reliability and maintainability. 
This design can allow essential processes to continue when primary hardware 
failures occur by central processing unit (CPU) substitution and elimination of 
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desirable but.nonessential activities. Research measurement data acquisition 
and tunnel and model control are identified as essential functions. 
Data Base Management and Central Processing Unit (CPU) 
This 256K byte main memory computer will control all standard peripheral 
equipment. It will maintain master files of all processors, library routines, 
user application programs~ archival data for comparison, and logical files of 
information for the other three computers. 
Part of its memory will be shareable and organized so that it can function 
similar to common memory in a conventional computer system. The 32K-byte-
shared memory will be more powerful in that read and write control can be 
selectively exercised from the various other computers. For example, part of 
this shared memory will be designated as writeable from the research measure-
ment data-acquisition computer. Acquired research measurements will be stored 
in this shared memory for use by the other computers; however, this part of 
memory will be read only from the other computers. In this way, the data man-
agement CPU can use the data for plotting, listing, etc., while the tunnel con-
trol CPU uses the same measurement in control calculations without the possi-
bility of destroying the original value. 
Job-entry control will be by means of a standard alphanumeric cathode ray 
tube (CRT). Two card readers operating at 1000 cards per minute will allow in-
put of logical files to be used by this CPU or passed to the various other 
CPU's. 
Display devices will include two 1000 lines-per-minute line printers. An 
interactive 10- by l5-inch plotter will provide report quality graphs. A 19-
inch interactive graphic CRT will provide online presentation of test progress 
and will include hardcopy output and floppy-disk storage for retention and com-
parison of test results. 
Recording devices will include three magnetic tape units. These units 
will be nine-track 800/1600 bits per inch with recording speeds of 60K to l20K 
bytes per second. Three types of disk units will be used to cover the various 
mass storage requirements. Floppy disks will be used,to conveniently store 
user source program files and provide compatibility with CRT plot data files. 
A medium-capacity high-transfer-rate cartridge disk will be compatible with the 
disk files used on the other three processors. Storage of 25 megabytes with 
transfer rates of 200K bytes per second will be typical for these units. The 
third disk will be the large capacity archival type with over 100 megabytes 
capacity. 
In addition to the shared memory communication with the other processors, 
a standard input/output (I/O) channel interface or communication channel inter-
face will exist to permit multipoint intercommunication of the systems. This 
will allow various levels of communications in the software structure to im-
prove system reliability. 
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The data management CPU will also include an interface to the new high-
speed pressure measurement system to provide recording and processing of these 
measurements. 
Data Acquisition and Display Central Processing Unit (CPU) 
The data acquisition and display CPU, as well as the tunnel and model con-
trol and process monitoring and communications CPU's, will each include a 32-
bit, l-microsecond-cycle-time, 256K-bytes-memory CPU. Each of these three sys-
tems will have an alphanumeric console CRT for system control and a medium-
capacity disk unit for program and local data storage. Accumulated data will 
be transferred from the local disk to the data management system where it will 
be either recorded directly if a magnetic tape unit is available or temporarily 
stored on the archival disk. Since each local disk unit will be of the cart-
ridge type, the data can be physically transferred to the data management CPU 
and recorded directly after the test, if necessary. 
This system will be principally concerned with the management of the 384 
research measurements from the tunnel and three static test setup areas. Up to 
256 channels will be available to the tunnel test, the remaining 128 channels 
being shared by the three setup areas. The Data Acquisition Unit (DAU) will 
acquire data at rates up to50 000 samples per second. Each low-level differen-
tial channel will include programable gain ranges from 8 to 64 mV full scale. 
Antialiasing filters with several different cutoffs from 5 Hz to 1000 Hz will 
be supplied. Automatic calibration for gain and offset will be under software 
control. Overall inaccuracy is expected to be no more than 0.1 percent. 
An interface to a l4-channel FM tape recorder will permit post-run digiti-
zation and playback. Function inputs/outputs will be available to provide con-
trols to powered or movable surface models, drive numeric digital indicators 
with coefficients, run numbers, Mach numbers, etc., and to accept inputs from 
user-oriented data acquisition control panels. 
Tunnel and Model Control Central Processing Unit (CPU) 
The CPU, console CRT, and disk for this system will be as described in the 
section "Data Acquisition and Display Central Processing Unit." The DAU will 
be similar; however, it will be limited to a total of 64 input channels. The 
function inputs/outputs will be interfaced with a group of 10 subprocess con-
trollers which will perform the actual closed-loop control. These subprocess 
controllers are envisioned as either microprocessors or hybrid dedicated con-
trollers and will be used for control of (1) inlet guide vane, (2) model roll 
and pitch, (3) spoiler flaps, (4) test-section walls, (5) reentry flaps, (6) 
pressure, (7) temperature, (8) cooling water flow, (9) liquid nitrogen, and 
(10) drive speed. Additional inputs will be monitored to insure that hardware 
interlocks and permissives are in order and that safe operation can be achieved. 
Process Monitoring and Communication Central Processing Unit (CPU) 
The CPU, console CRT, and disk for this system will be as described pre-
viously. The DAU will be much slower - 25 to 100 channels per second. Some 
inputs will be single-ended ±lOV full scale whereas others are of the low-level 
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differential type. The process variables monitored will include such measure-
ments as tunnel pressure and stress, drive-system temperatures and vibration, 
power consumption, etc. Function inputs/outputs will drive alarms such as 
bells and visual displays to indicate out-of-limit conditions. 
This system will include'a communication handler to provide access to 
sources such as the NASA Langley Instrument Research Division for program de-
v~lopment, test, and debugging, and the central computer complex at Langley 
Analysis and Computation Division for transmittal of test data for complete 
data reduction. Several other synchronous and asynchronous lines will be avail-
able at rates from 110 to 9600 baud to connect to any national computing faci-
lity using major line protocols supported by IBM, CDC, and Univac. This access 
is believed to be beneficial to groups scheduling tests which require custom-
ized processing by permitting machine access for program development and de-
bugging prior to the actual scheduled test. It can also be used to return un-
classified data to outside sources concurrent with the ongoing test. 
FORCE INSTRUMENTATION 
The National Transonic Facility tunnel imposes rather severe requirements 
on the measurement of aerodynamic forces and moments. Not only does the cryo-
genic environment present an unusual surrounding for the force balances but 
also, because of the tunnel's high density capability, the magnitude of the 
load to be measured is about five times that of a conventional tunnel. Al-
though extending the state of the art, initial studies indicate that a family 
of six-component high-capacity force balances can be built to satisfy NTF re-
quirements. To cope with the cryogenic environment, thermal protection in the 
form of a "heat jacket" or resistance heating was considered; however, early 
investigations indicated that strain-gage balances behave predictably in the 
cryogenic environment without thermal control. 
Balance Loads 
The maximum balance loads to be experienced from a typical transport model 
have been estimated as follows: 
Component Load 
Normal force N(lb) 86736 (19 500) 
Axial force N(lb) 6939 (1 560) 
Pitch moment Nm(in-lb) 2937 (26 000) 
Roll moment Nm(in-lb) 1762 (15 600) 
Yaw moment Nm(in-lb) 1762 (15 600) 
Side force N(lb) 17347 (3 900) 
These loads represent the upper extreme of the NTF operating envelope and will 
seldom be reached; however, a preliminary balance design test was performed 
that indicates an 8.89-cm diameter (3.5-inch) configuration shown in figure 2 
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could satisfy these requirements with a maximum stress level of less than 
689 MN/m2 (100 000 psi). A high-strength alloy steel will be utilized to pro-
vide a safety factor of approximately 2.5 based on the yield strength. Since 
it is unlikely that all listed loads would be experienced at one time, realis-
tically the balance safety factor is greater than 2.5. 
A curve illustrating current Langley Research Center (LaRC) high-capacity 
balance capability is shown in figure 3. A plot of balance normal-force capac-
ity against balance diameter is given; this plot is based on the assumption 
that all six components are loaded simultaneously. Obviously, if some of the 
components are reduced, the normal-force capacity can be increased even fur-
ther. Two immediate consequences of going to extremely high capacity balances 
are increased balance deflections for a given size and more critical or demand-
ing calibration procedures. With increasing deflections, second-order inter-
actions become more pronounced and make it imperative that cross-load combina-
tions be applied in the calibration procedure. Evaluation of all second-order 
terms has long been a Langley Research Center policy; therefore, this procedure 
presents no new requirement. 
Temperature Considerations 
When the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel became operational, 
an electrical resistance heated strain-gage balance was designed and used to 
measure the aerodynamic loads. Since water-cooled balances have long been used 
successfully in high-temperature facilities, it was logical to use a heated 
balance in a cold facility. Five heating stations with feedback sensors were 
located along the length of the balance to eliminate gradients. During the 
actual tunnel runs, it was found to be extremely difficult to maintain or con-
trol temperature throughout the balance because the heat-transfer rate changed 
drastically with angle of attack. Tunnel runs were made at several balance 
control temperatures; some of the results are shown in figure 4. These data 
indicate that less balance differential temperature is experienced when no 
thermal control is used and that, in general, the runs all fell close, that is, 
within the +O.5-percent full-scale uncertainty quotation of the balance. These 
loads were measured, however, at the low end of the balance design range; there-
fore, the percent uncertainty would be greater when referenced to the applied 
load. 
The data obtained in the 0.3-m transonic cryogenic tunnel tests are only 
part of a more comprehensive balance evaluation and development effort. Several 
projects are underway to evaluate candidate cements and strain-gage bonding pro-
cedures, solders, strain gages, and balance materials for cryogenic operation. 
Data obtained from standard test beams loaded at room temperature as a baseline, 
and at reduced temperatures are used to evaluate these factors. In one rather 
severe test, a beam was loaded while at room temperature and was submerged in 
liquid nitrogen. The results indicated a decreased output (sensitivity) at the 
lower temperature as expected; but, more importantly, the data were linear with 
load and displayed no hysteresis or zero shift. In addition, a conventional 
balance has been evaluated at various temperatures from 297 K to 77 K (+75° F 
to -320° F). The results (fig. 5) again show a decrease in component sensitiv-
ity at reduced temperatures and a slight change in the two interactions from 
their room-temperature value. The variation in interactions is attributed to 
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temperature differentials in the balance resulting from a less than ideal test 
setup. Here again, the balance performed very well and nothing from the test 
seems to preclude the use of balances at cryogenic temperatures. To compensate 
for the reduced sensitivity, work is being performed to better match the strain-
gage characteristics with the changing balance material modulus. 
In addition, balance material is also being investigated. The usual 
balance materials, l8-percent nickel grace 300 maraging steel and l7-4PH 
stainless steel, each have relatively low fracture toughness and impact 
strengths in the cryogenic region. Some of the candidate materials and their 
characteristics are shown in figure 6. Maraging steel grade 200 and 250 appear 
to have high yield strengths and also good impact qualities. Several of the 
candidate materials will be evaluated and instrumented with selected gages for 
testing over the NTF operating temperature range. 
MODEL PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 
Because of the high operating cost of the NTF wind tunnel, pressure mea-
surements will be taken in either a fast "pitch-pause" sequence or a continuous-
pitch mode. To accommodate these modes of operation, a pressure measure-
ment system with a high data rate is required. This requirement for a high 
data rate rules out the use of conventional electromechanically scanned pres-
sure sampling techniques and makes it necessary to use individual pressure sen-
sors placed in the model to eliminate long tube lengths and their corresponding 
slow pressure response. The use of commercially available individual pres~ure 
sensors is often impractical because (1) pressure sensors that have the accu-
racy needed are too large, (2) pressure sensors that are small enough to be 
placed in the model (such as the semiconductor pressure sensors) do not have 
the required accuracy, and (3) the cost of individual transducers is sometimes 
prohibitive when hundreds of pressure measurements are needed. These problems 
have prompted the Langley Research· Center to develop for the NTF (and its other 
wind-tunnel facilities) a pressure sensor module that largely overcomes the 
above-mentioned drawbacks of size, accuracy, and cost. This module utilizes 
miniature silicon diaphragm pressure sensors, miniature electronic multiplexers, 
a miniature multiport, and a pneumatically operated pressure selector switch to 
achieve small size, high data rate, and high accuracy through a full in situ 
calibration capability. 
A photograph of the first generation of these pressure sensor modules is 
shown in figure 7. This module consists of a substrate containing 16 solid-
state pressure-sensor chips and signal, multiplexing electronics (shown in 
figure 8) mounted to a four-position pressure selector switch. The use of 
silicon diaphragm pressure sensor chips as the pressure-sensing elements allows 
the sensor substrate to be made very small (4.3 cm by 2.48 cm by 0.1 cm) and at 
the same time give high sensitivity. By using miniature electronic multi-
plexers to sample the sensor's analog output, the sensor's output can be elec-
tronically scanned at a high data rate (in excess of 50 000 measurements per 
second) and large numbers of wires are eliminated. The pressure selector switch 
occupies most of the volume of the sensor module but is absolutely necessary in 
order that a full in situ calibration of each sensor be made. Thus, corrections 
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for zero and sensitivity shifts usually associated with these semiconductor 
sensors can be made and an acceptable accuracy be obtained. This first-
generation pressure sensor module, in addition to the calibration position, 
can be switched to three "use" positions where 16 sets of pressure. ports can be 
measured. This scheme allows 48 pressure ports to be measured with 16 sensors 
by pneumatically multiplexing the input pressure ports to the sensor substrate 
board. However, when all 48 channels are used, a data rate of only approxi-
mately 800 samples per second (SPS) is possible, because it takes about 20 
milliseconds to pneumatically multiplex the pressure selector switch. When it 
is used as a l6-channel pressure sensor module, only two positions of the pres-
sure selector switch, the calibrate and one "use" position are used. This 
operating mode allows the sensors to be calibrated in less than 1 second and 
then switch to one of the "use" positions where the 16 sensors can be read out 
at a rate of greater than 50 000 SPS. The use of the pressure sensor module for 
16 measurements rather than 48 allows a much higher data rate, but causes. a 
threefold increase in sensor volume per channel. 
The design for this first-generation general-purpose pressure sensor 
module was adopted after considering tradeoffs between size, data rate, accu-
racy, part count, repairability, cost, and reliability with the constraint that 
only existing and readily available technology be employed. A second genera-
tion of these pressure sensor modules is planned for use in the NTF. These 
modules will have only a two-position selector switch - one position for cali-
bration and one for measurements of unknown pressures. The pressure selector 
switch* for a l6-channel module that has been developed is roughly one-third 
the size (1.2 cm by 2.5 cm by 1.5 cm) of the first pressure switch*. The sen-
sor substrate for this module will be of a monolithic design with the 16 sen-
sors etched into a silicon substrate 1.2 cm by 2.5 cm by 0.05 cm in dimension. 
Modules of this design can be ganged together to provide as many channels as 
necessary. 
The large number of sensors involved, the high data rate required, and the 
need for controlling and addressing of the pressure sensor modules have also 
prompted LaRC to develop a special-purpose, computer-oriented data acquisition 
and control system for use with these modules. A block diagram of this pres-
sure measurement system (PMS) is shown in figures 9 and 10. It is essentially 
a stand-alone computer-based data acquisition and processing system that is 
treated as a peripheral for pressure measurements by the central computer. The 
PMS is controlled by the researcher (through the central computer) by an in-
struction set that allows various modes of operation (each with several op-
tions) to be selected. The PMS is also modular and thereby allows the system 
to be expandable from a minimum size of 256 ports with 25K data storage capa-
city to a maximum size of 3584 ports through the use of 14 data acquisition 
and control units (DACU), each with 25K of storage. The maximum data rate of 
each DACU is 50 000 SPS. Higher system data rates can be achieved by parallel 
operation of the DACU's. The DACU's also have a preprocessing capability that 
allows data averaging and statistical analysis to be performed before the data 
is transferred to the central computer. 
*Pressure selector switches were developed for Langley Research Center by the 
Scanivalve Corporation, San Diego, CA. 
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Various parameters for the PMS are shown in figure 11 for 300 and 1000 
pressure-port operation. For the 300 pressure-port operation, two DACU's, 
each utilizing 150 ports would be used. This configuration allows 166 mea-
surements per port to be taken in 0.5 second at a data rate of 100 000 SPS 
(twice the basic data rate of 50 000 of the DACU since two DACU's are being 
used) for a total of 50 000 measurements stored in the two DACU's. Time between 
measurements on the same port is 3 milliseconds. For the pitch-pause mode of 
operation with a 2.5-second period for each pitch-pause sequence, the data 
would be averaged and the standard deviation computed during the pitch phase; 
these 333 data points will be transmitted to the central computer for display 
and analysis storage. For a 1000 pressure-port operation, four DACU's, each 
utilizing 250 ports, would be used. This configuration allows 100 measurements 
per port to be taken in 0.5 second at a system data rate of 200 000 SPS. for a 
total of 100 000 data points. The lapse time between measurements on the same 
port is 5 milliseconds. As before, these data would be averaged and th~ stan-
dard deviation computed during the pitch cycle, and the results transmitted 
back to the central computer. In both the 300- and 1000-port operation, the 
electronic scanning pressure (ECP) modules would be calibrated before and after 
each polar. 
For a continuous pitch operation, the sensor modules would also be cali-
brated before and after each polar. Calibration coefficient data and the raw 
pressure measurement data for the continuous-pitch mode of operation would be 
transferred from the DACU's after each polar to the central computer for pro-
cessing, display, analysis, and storage, since the PMS has a limited processing 
capability. This data transfer would take less than 1 second. For the 300-
and 1000-port operation, a total of 166 and 100 pressure measurements per port, 
respectively, would be taken for each polar. Selected pressure measurements 
can be displayed during the test. 
The Langley Research Center is developing a special-purpose pressure-
measurement system that will allow measurement rates several orders of magni-
tude greater than those currently obtainable with electromechanical pressure 
sampling type and with no loss of measurement accuracy. This system is char-
acterized by in situ calibration, small size, high data rate, stand-alone op-
eration, modular design, and a user-oriented software instruction set. This 
system will allow either pitch-pause or continuous-pitch operation. 
FLOW VISUALIZATION 
The current NTF design does not include any flow-visualization systems for 
initial operation. However, to insure the ability to incorporate such systems 
in the future, work is underway on the conceptual design of a schlieren system 
and a laser velocimeter system compatible with tunnel design constraints. 
The principal constraint on the schlieren system design is the requirement 
that it be completely contained within the tunnel plenum. Because of the cryo-
genic environment, the schlieren system components will be housed in environ-
mentally controlled cylinders mounted on each side of the test section. The 
design will permit the cylinders to be traversed for alinement and desired 
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viewing positions. Conceptually, the present design (fig. 12) uses 61 cm-
diameter (24-inch) f/5 parabolic mirrors. The cylinders will be insulated and 
the internal pressure equalized with the plenum static pressure. Positioning 
of the elements of the system will be accomplished by remote control. Quartz 
windows with diameters of 61 cm (24 inch) will be used in the cylinders. These 
windows will be subjected to severe thermal shock and must function with a 
large temperature gradient across them without degrading the quality of the 
schlieren image. An experimental program, utilizing a specially designed test 
apparatus, is currently underway to investigate these effects. Future activi-
ties will include study of component alinement requirements, vibration and 
mounting effects, and insulation and temperature control requirements. The end 
product of these studies will be the design criteria required for developing 
a final schlieren system design for NTF. 
Similar design constraints are imposed on an operational laser veloci-
meter (LV) system for NTF. Mounting of the system components in environmental-
ly controlled cylinders as described for the schlieren system will be required. 
The LV system installed in the schlieren system cylinder will provide measure-
ments of the u- and v- velocity components. Obtaining the u components pre-
sents a major problem. The problem arises because the presently envisioned 
method for obtaining this measurement requires an additional laser-optics pack-
age, containment cylinder, supporting mechanisms, and viewing ports in the 
overhead or floor area of the test, section. This location is prohibited and 
therefore an alternate scheme must be developed. Also of primary concern, and 
an item which will be investigated is the development of a suitable and 
acceptable "seeding" technique compa'tible with the cryogenic flow medium in NTF. 
MODEL ATTITUDE 
The traditionally difficult model-attitude measurement problem is com-
pounded by the cryogenic environment in NTF, the need for fast response for 
efficient tunnel operation, and the new requirement for measuring both pitch 
and roll angles simultaneously as dictated by the two-degree-of-freedom sting 
motion. Two basic approaches are being pursued for this measurement. These 
include the application of inertial sensors, which is the most common technique 
employed at LaRC and elsewhere, and the development of an optical angle sensing 
system. 
The inertial sensor approach would require three sensors encased in an en-
vironmentally controlled container to be mounted in the model to provide both 
pitch and roll sensing. Also included would be a precision electrolytic bubble 
sensor to serve as a "zero" reference. This approach is straightforward and 
relies on existing and known techniques. However, the principal disadvantages 
of this approach include the relatively large size, the slow signal-response 
characteristics (resulting from required heavy signal filtering), and limited 
accuracy due to susceptibility of the inertial sensor to vibration. 
Optical techniques show a great deal of promise for model attitude mea-
surement. Their principal advantages include: fast response, high resolution 
and accuracy, insensitivity to vibrations, and remote sensing capability 
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requiring only minor model space or interference. Two basic approaches are 
under study. The first employs a differential photocell mounted in the model 
surface and illuminated by a laser light source located in the plenum. It may 
be possible to configure the optical sensor to measure angles about both axes; 
thus, the simultaneous pitch-roll measurement requirement is satisfied. Future 
work will be directed toward developing techniques for increasing the current 
range from +5° to the required values in NTF (+45°) and to developing 
temperature~tolerant photosensors or thermal protection techniques. A second, 
and very promising approach, is basically an interferometric system offering 
very high accuracy, good range, and very fast response characteristics. Only a 
passive reflector is required on the model, most of the optics and electronics 
being located in the plenum. This approach differs from other interferometric 
systems in that it is basically insensitive to tunnel-flow perturbations. A 
private firm is currently working on a proof-of-concept system at Langley's 
request. A test will be conducted in the near future, the results of which 
will determine future effort and the required funding to develop a prototype 
system. 
MODEL DEFORMATION MEASUREMENT 
Model deformation measurements at Langley have in the past been restricted 
to double exposure photography. (See ref. 1.) More recently, stereophotography 
has been used at the Langley 8-foot transonic pressure tunnel for wing-
deformation measurements with an accuracy of about 0.125 mm. Other techniques 
which have been advocated such as interferometry (both conventional and holo-
graphic), geometrical techniques (including Moire fringe methods), and modu-
lated light-beam methods have had little or no success in actual wind-tunnel 
tests. Several of the techniques rely heavily on recently developed techno-
logy in semiconductor lasers and photodiodes. 
Since various groups across the country are actively working on the inter-
ferometric and geometrical methods, the effort at Langley has been directed 
toward the modulated, light-beam technique. In this technique, a light source 
(such as a laser diode) is amplitude-modulated at-microwave frequencies. The 
phase of the received light reflected from the target'mounted on the model is 
then compared with the phase of the transmitted light to provide displacement. 
This technique is currently in use in several surveying instruments (ref. 2) 
but these instruments are neither accurate nor versatile enough for direct 
application to NTF. 
An earlier prototype system at Langley employed a light-emitting diode and 
an avalanche photodiode (ref. 3). By use of a retroreflector, laboratory dis-
placement measurements were made at a modulation frequency of 1.5 GHz at a 
range of 1 meter. The present laboratory setup (fig. 13) consists of a commer-
cially packaged laser diode which can be operated as a continuous wave at room 
temperature. A high-frequency signal from a 50-ohm output impedance signal 
generator (after impedance matching to the low dynamic impedance of the diode) 
is used to modulate the output of the laser diode about its dc bias point. A 
XlO microscope objective is used to quasi-collimate the 8200° A laser light. 
The light is directed to a 90° prism which folds the beam 180° and introduces 
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a slight spatial offset. The return beam is focused and directed to the active 
area of the PIN photodiode. Movement of the 90° prism along the optical axis 
introduces phase shifts in the return beam which can then be compared with the 
phase of the outgoing beam. With this system, modulation frequencies of up to 
2.4 GHz have been used. 
The phase difference has been measured in several ways. The most direct 
way is to feed a small part of the signal that is used to modulate the laser to 
one channel of a high-speed dual-trace oscilloscope while feeding the signal 
from the photodiode to the other channel. By triggering both channels from the 
reference modulating signal, the phase of the signals can be compared. Phase 
differences on the order of 3° can be detected by using this method, which for 
a 500-MHz modulating frequency corresponds to a resolution of 2.5 mm. The two 
signals can also be mixed with a dc-coupled mixer. The dc output of the mixer 
is proportional to the phase difference. Another way to determine the phase is 
to frequency downshift both the reference and phase-shifted signals (to about 
100 kHz) with a common local oscillator. The phase of the two downshifted 
signals is then compared with a commercial phasemeter with a resolution of 
0.1°. This more accurate means of monitoring phase showed the phase difference 
between the two beams to drift with time. Both modulator and detector intro-
duce phase shifts which vary with time and temperature (ref. 2). For this 
reason it is more accurate to measure phase by comparing the modulated referen-
ce and signal light beams directly. This can be done by superimposing the two 
light beams at the detector. Since the instrument is not being operated in an 
optical frequency interferometric mode, alinement and beam path mismatch are 
not critical. When the light arriving at the detector from the two beams is in 
the phase, a maximum output from the detector occurs. 
In conclusion, it should be emphasized that while laboratory studies are 
currently being restricted to the modulated-light method, other techniques may 
be considered. Comments and suggestions on other remote displacement measure-
ment systems which might be applicable to NTF are invited. 
MACH NUMBER MEASUREMENT 
The accurate determination of the operating Mach number in the NTF to 
within a ~M of +0.002 is complicated by very wide pressure range of 
35 x 103 to 896 x-l03 N/m2 (5 to 130 psia) to be covered and the rapid pressure-
sensing response necessary to minimize operating costs. In addition,the con-
trol of Mach number to within this ~M tolerance requires a pressure measure-
ment uncertainty of no greater than 400 N/m2 (0.06 psi) when the total pressure 
is 480 kN/m2 (69.6 psia). However, pressure measurement instrumentation, such 
as manometers, fused-quartz-type gages, and other types, which can satisfy this 
measurement requirement suffer from limited frequency response. 
Research is underway to evaluate the dynamic characteristics of an elec-
tronic mercury manometer and to identify other pressure measurement problems 
which may affect the performance of the National Transonic Facility. Automa-
tion of the NTF tunnel operation can lead to maximizing data production while 
minimizing tunnel operation cost. To maintain such tunnel parameters as Mach 
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number, dynamic pressure, etc., automatic control regulation is necessary. In-
herent in the control loop are transducer dynamics as well as the tunnel char-
acteristics. In the case of pressure-related regulation, where required mea-
surement accuracy may be less than 24 N/m2 (0.5 psf), mercury type manometers 
are best suited. For the manpmeter selected, the response to a 2400 N/m2 
(50 psf) pressure change requires about 6 seconds to settle to within the re-
quired accuracy limits. In question, then, is how to maintain the accuracy of 
parameter regulation with a minimum of settling time to required accuracy 
limits. In this work, a manometer dynamic model was developed and experimental 
data provided which demonstrated the feasibility of predicting the manometer's 
dynamic input from the manometer output by means of the generated model. This 
demonstration suggests a viable approach to eliminating substantially the mano-
meter dynamics from the control-loop characteristics. 
From experimental data, two representative models of the manometer were 
developed. For small disturbances, a linear, second-order relation was found. 
For large dynamic input changes, a nonlinear first-order relationship was 
developed. The data supporting the models indicate the relatively large 
settling time and response lag to input pressure changes. 
The manometer is a U-tube type with a built-in restriction in the base of 
the U. The gross effect of this restriction is to create drag on the flow of 
the mercury proportional to the square of the flow rate. In addition, analysis 
of experimental data indicates that this damping effect virtually dominates any 
inertial terms in the dynamics of the manometer. 
Employing these empirically developed dynamic response equations, the 
feasibility of input pressure prediction was demonstrated by simulation of the 
response algorithm on experimental data with a computer (fig. 14) for a pres-
sure change of about 1000 N/m2 (20.9 psf). In all cases, the predicted input 
did remarkedly well, especially in the presence of large rate of changes. The 
raggedness of the predicted signal is a result of insufficient quantization in 
the transient recorder. Th~ eight-bit quantization allowed ±10 N/m2 (0.2 psf) 
uncertainty. This uncertainty plus the conversion uncertainty through the BCD 
digital-to-analog ~onverter created a net ±14 N/m2 (0.3 psf) uncertainty in 
recording M. Similar data for a sinusoidal, 0.16 Hz, changing pressure is 
shown in figure 15. 
Experimental data and analysis have yielded a reasonable dynamic model for 
the manometer. From this model, experimental results have shown how the dynam-
ic characteristic of the input can be estimated from the output of the mano-
meter. By using better quantization, the prediction model should perform even 
better. With refined digital recording and analytical techniques, the non-
linear model coefficient could be more accurately identified. 
The significance of employing a predictor is that the gross dynamic effect 
of the manometer is virtually removed from the closed-loop control. Directly, 
the control systems' bandwidth would be raised; thus, faster response to pres-
sure parameter disturbances is allowed. In addition, the predictor could pro-
vide accurate pressure indication prior to the manometer having completely 
settled out. Either of the above-mentioned features would result in time-
response improvement in the tunnel-data acquisition test point interarrival time. 
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Other high accuracy instrumentation such as all-electronic servoed fused 
quartz gages and resonating quartz crystal transducers will be evaluated to 
determine their applicability to this measurement problem. 
TEMPERATURE 
The basic technology covering temperature measurement over the NTF opera-
ting range is well established and offers a variety of applicable sensing 
techniques. Consequently, the principal effort will be directed at evaluating 
and selecting specific approaches tailored to specific measurement applications 
and developing an in-house expertise and application capability in the cryo-
genic temperature measurement domain. 
The experience gained in temperature instrumentation of the Langley 0.3-
meter transonic cryogenic tunnel is a confident foundation for this effort. 
Nevertheless, problems such as sensor life and calibration accuracy might be 
anticipated. 
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INTRODUCTION TO WORKSHOP PANEL SESSIONS 
Richard E. Kuhn 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Lloyd Jones in his theme paper fully covered the problems that identified 
the need for a new transonic tunnel which could attain full-scale Reynolds num-
bers. Robert Howell and others have reviewed the National Transonic Facility, 
its capabilities, and the cryogenic principle on which .it is designed. 
The purpose of this workshop is to bring together the collective thoughts, 
ideas, and concerns of experts in the various technical disciplines that need 
and can use the capabilities of this new facility. Toward this purpose this 
workshop has been organized into five panels: 
Fluid Mechanics 
Applied Theoretical Aerodynamics 
Configuration Aerodynamics 
Propulsion Aerodynamics 
Dynamics and Aeroelasticity 
Each panel member is requested to consider the needs for high Reynolds 
number testing within his area, to exploit the capability of the NTF as a tool 
in these investigations, and t~ provide a "first cut" at a recommended program 
for the NTF. 
In identifying such a program it will be desirable to identify a number of 
specific investigations. It is requested that. each investigation be identified 
by a title along with the following information: 
(a) Statement of the objective 
(b) Brief review of the background and need or justification of the in-
vestigation 
(c) Identification of special considerations unique to the discipline and 
investigation 
(d) A review of precursor work that should be done prior to the avail-
ability of NTF (including work that could be done in the present Langley 0.3-m 
transonic cryogenic tunnel) 
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(e) Comments as to the extent to which work should be undertaken "in-
house" by Langley or as a grant/contract activity. 
It is almost a certainty that the panels will produce a suggested program 
which will be more than can be accommodated in the early operational schedule 
of NTF, and it will be necessary to establish priorities for the items of the 
recommended panel program. The roundtable discussion at the conclusion of the 
workshop should provide a further assessment of research priorities. The pri-
mary assignment of the panels is to identify the important research and the 
work needed to prepare for it. 
The output of this workshop will be sent to all participants in the form 
of a Conference Publication (CP). At some time in the future, after the 
Langley staff has had a chance to assimilate the workshop recommendations and 
to progress toward initial NTF operation, a follow-up meeting to this· workshop 
is planned for a more complete review of the initial research progress for NTF. 
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FLUID MECHANICS PANEL 
Chairman Alfred Gessow 
Vice-Chairman Edward Polhamus 
Technical Adviser Samuel Katzoff 
Panel Members 
Seymour Bogdonoff John Peterson 
Ivan Beckwith William Rae 
Albert Braslow Eli Reshotko 
Dennis Bushnell Frank Steinle 
Eugene Covert Thomas Weeks 
Robert Kilgore 
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
Alfred Gessow 
NASA Headquarters 
On a number of occasions such as this, one of the many advantages of rep-
resenting the fluid mechanics research area is that it generally puts one at 
the beginning of the program agenda with its attendant benefits. Fluid mech-
anics has such a place, of course, because it deals with fundamentals which 
underlie the various aerodynamic specialties. In order to avoid extensive 
overlap with the other panels, it is suggested that the fluid mechanics area be 
considered as concerned with research to provide insight and understanding of 
phenomena involved in practical aircraft problems. By contrast, the rational 
use of data generated from the applied aerodynamics areas is limited only to 
the specific configuration tested and to the range of parameters covered. 
Thus, the approach to testing in fluid mechanics is to obtain generalized in-
formation, which in many cases can be obtained by the use of simplified models 
and idealized configurations. 
In considering the test programs for the National Transonic Facility (NTF), 
the unique capabilities of cryogenic tunnels and the NTF in particular (fig. 1) 
should be kept in mind and taken advantage of. Obviously, the tests should 
explore high Reynolds number effects. More than that, however, and in con-
trast to the manner in which tests are run in existing tunnels, the tests 
should investigate viscous (that is, Reynolds number) effects independently of 
compressibility effects or aeroelastic distortion. This unique capability of 
the cryogenic tunnel is illustrated in figure 2 where it can be seen that the 
ratio of the test-section dynamic pressure q to the model modulus of elasti-
city E can be held constant as Reynolds number is increased. This test 
capability eliminates the variation of model shape with changing Reynolds num-
ber that occurs in noncryogenic tunnels. In addition, although of lesser 
priority, studies should be made of compressibility (that is, Mach number) 
effects independently of Reynolds number or aeroelastic effects (fig. 3). 
With the preceding thoughts as a guide, suggested fluid mechanics research 
areas for the NTF are listed in figure 4. The basic problems shown in the top 
grouping are ubiquitous phenomena which underlie almost all practical aero-
dynamic problems that arise in the design of modern aircraft. The second 
grouping of items are tunnel-related effects which tend to obscure the aero-
dynamic results obtained in conventional tunnels. By investigating and iso-
lating such effects in the NTF, it should be possible to increase the useful-
ness of existing tunnels. The third item listed in the figure emphasizes the 
importance of using the new tunnel for experiments which are expressly designed 
to provide empirical inputs or validation data for computational aerodynamics. 
To the extent that the future can be predicted at all, it seems clear that 
aerodynamic theory is becoming less of an adjunct and more of a partner to ex-
periment in aircraft design, and this role must be recognized through more 
selective test programs which take fullest advantage of the capabilities of 
both partners. 
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Detailed test programs should be examined and proposed for all the areas 
listed in figure 4. These programs can be illustrated briefly with a few 
examples. Turbulent skin friction must be looked at in the manner shown in 
figure 5. Of all the parameters shown, flat-plate Reynolds number effects are 
most basic, and an extension of the test data shown in figure 6 should be con-
sidered as an early priority. 
Data are needed on the detailed characteristics of the turbulent boundary 
layer prior to, during, and following the interaction with a shock wave. The 
most useful information might be that obtained in a systematic investigation at 
both high and low Reynolds numbers on a supercritical airfoil of current 
interest (fig. 7). Specifically, the following boundary-layer characteristics 
are of interest: effects of Reynolds number on shock location, effects of 
chordwise extent of supercritical flow and Reynolds number on trailing-edge 
separation, and effects of Reynolds number on off-design characteristics. 
Although, for the case shown, the two-dimensional transonic theory shows changes 
in shock location to continue at Reynolds numbers beyond NTF capability, it 
should be noted that a most important part of the investigation could probably bE 
carried out two-dimensionally in the Langley 0.3-m transonic cryogenic tunnel. 
Obviously, it should be kept in mind that the smaller cryogenic facility or 
other existing facilities should be utilized to the greatest extent possible 
for "precursor" testing in order to reduce the test load on the NTF. 
In addition to shock-induced separation, viscous separation resulting from 
cross flows is extremely important in high-angle-of-attack flight dynamics for 
both aircraft and missiles. As shown in figure 8, Reynolds number can change 
drastically the forces and moments acting on both simple two-dimensional bo'dies 
and complete aircraft. These two cases are related to the same phenomena, and 
basic studies on the nature of viscous separation at high Reynolds number and 
high subsonic speeds are very much in order. Another type of flow separation 
is shown in figure 9, in which the separation occurs at the leading edge of 
delta wings. In such cases of pra~tical interest, the separation leads to a 
vortex system which provides large vortex-lift increments and greatly alters 
the pressure distribution over the wing and thus dominates the flow field. For 
rounded leading edges, the effect of Reynolds number on the vortex-lift 
characteristics can, of course, be very large and high Reynolds number data are 
needed. However, even for the sharp-leading-edge case" illustrated in figure 9, 
the effect of Reynolds number on the secondary vortex can be appreciable for 
the very slender wing case. For this case high Reynolds number data are needed 
to establish the full-scale surface load distributions and to verify the suc-
tion analogy theory as the true asymptote for the overall lift. Generalized 
research is needed in this area to investigate such phenomena as primary and 
secondary vortex separation and reattachment, vortex breakdown and asymmetry, 
and multiple (that is, fuselage and wing) vortex interference. 
An example of the potential of the NTF to evaluate and improve the capa-
bility of existing transonic facilities is shown in figure 10. This figureshowE 
that the wide range of temperatures available in the NTF can be used for tunnel-
wall interference studies by testing models of various sizes at constant 
Mach and Reynolds numbers and constant dynamic pressure. (Interference studies 
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in existing tunnels, in contrast, would involve extraneous aeroelastic or 
Reynolds number effects in attempting to use the large and small model ap-
proach.) 
It is appropriate to conclude these remarks with a reminder that dynamic-
pressure changes during Reynolds number tests in conventional tunnels may mask 
or dominate true Reynolds number effects. Examples are shown in figure 11. 
In the left side of the figure, the aeroelastic deflection of the aft portion 
of a supercritical airfoil model is shown to cause a significant shift in 
chordwise shock location. In the right side of the figure, the increase in 
dynamic pressure which was required for a modest increase in the Reynolds 
number from 2 x 106 to 3 x 106 resulted in a change in aeroelastic distortion 
sufficient to cause a large forward movement of the shock, instead of the aft 
movement which would be expected from the increase in Reynolds number. Thus, 
the NTF with its unique ability to isolate effects of Reynolds number and aero-
elasticity will provide information that will aid in the proper interpretation 
of data obtained at lower Reynolds numbers in conventional tunnels. 
PANEL CONSIDERATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Samuel Katzoff 
DEGREE OF EFFORT IN BASIC STUDIES 
In most NASA wind tunnels, even in those that are heavily involved in 
studying specific configurations, a certain amount of effort is devoted to 
fairly basic studies. Such studies, which are often suggested by the results 
of the configuration tests, are made not only to help understand the results of 
the tests but also to obtain information applicable to other configurations. 
In a unique national facility like the NTF, however, the pressures for ad hoc 
testing may be so strong that studies directed toward understanding the basic 
aerodynamic phenomena and thus generalizing the results of the ad hoc tests 
could be forced into very low priority. Long-term gain would thus be sacri-
ficed to immediate needs. 
These anticipated pressures ought to be resisted to the extent necessary 
for relevant basic studies. Where feasible, the configuration studies themselves 
might be extended in order to clarify the aerodynamics associated with the 
measurements. More basic studies with special, idea~ized models must also be 
included. It is estimated that 10 percent to 15 percent of the total time and 
effort could profitably be dedicated to such basic studies. 
WIND-TUNNEL CALIBRATION 
For a wind tunnel like the NTF, which is intended to provide very except-
ional capabilities, the nature of the test-section flow is a matter of 
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particular moment. A number of items in the NTF design and in its anticipated 
characteristics merit special consideration in this regard. 
The high anticipated noise level at full power, 150 dB, has occasioned 
concern that the noise could ,affect boundary-layer transition or separation, 
although turbulent skin friction would not be affected. Actually, present in-
formation indicates that a nominal 150 dB level is somewhat too low to affect 
transition although the certainty of this conclusion may somewhat depend on the 
noise spectrum. When the superimposed effects of stream turbulence and tunnel 
vibration are considered, however, any reduction in noise level would be re-
assuring. Some help may be available from noise-reduction experience at other 
facilities (Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC); also some British 
wind-tunnel work). Rounding the test-section slots is also known to reduce 
noise. In any case, the NTF noise spectrum should be determined for both the 
slots-open and slots-closed conditions, and a similar determination should be 
made for the Langley 0.3-m transonic cryogenic tunnel. 
The settling chamber in the present design is considered somewhat too 
short to achieve much smoothing out of a very rough and irregular entering 
flow. Three screens may not suffice to eliminate the remaining roughness and 
flow nonuniformity and to provide a smooth, low-turbulence test stream. This 
problem should be thoroughly studied well before the tunnel design is fixed, 
probably with the aid of a model tunnel. 
In the conversion of the Langley 19~ft pressure tunnel to the present 
Langley transonic dynamics tunnel (TDT) , the enlarged nacelle caused some de-
gradation of the flow in the long return leg; however, model tests showed where 
to install a low-pressure-drop screen in this leg in: order to prevent separa-
tion of this flow. No reduction in tunnel efficiency seemed to result from 
installation of this screen. Another method of avoiding boundary-layer separa-
tion on the wall of a return passage is to use the pressure of the air (or gas) 
in the tunnel to blowout some of the boundary layer through slots just ahead 
of the separation region. 
To some extent, comparison of data obtained in the NTF with reputable data 
previously obtained in other high Reynolds number wind tunnels will aid in 
certifying the NTF and its test techniques; however, good agreement at lower 
Reynolds numbers cannot be assumed to extend to the higher Reynolds numbers 
that only the NTF can attain, especially since the tunnel noise and vibration 
increase rapidly as maximum power is approached. For these studies it would be 
advisable, at subcritical Mach numbers at least, to make measurements both with 
the test-section slots open and with the slots closed. In the latter condi-
tion, the noise, and perhaps flow irregularity and turbulence, should be re-
duced so that the flow deterioration in the slots-open condition could be 
thereby evaluated. 
One test article that is now available for intertunnel comparisons is the 
10° cone that Steinle and Dougherty have been testing in various facilities. 
Other suitable models should also be available. 
Precise relationships of stream turbulence characteristics to transition 
and separation may not now be clearly defined. In any case, a thorough study 
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of the turbulence and other flow nonuniformities in the test section, as a 
function of pressure, temperature, and Mach number, and with slots open and 
closed, ought to be included in the initial tunnel calibration. Furthermore, 
periodic recalibration of the tunnel is advisable since tunnel characteristics 
may change with time. 
Finally, it should be noted that tunnel calibration will be intimately 
involved in other research areas (for example, skin friction and wind-tunnel 
interference). Hence, it will hardly be considered as a finished project after 
the initial calibration studies have been made. 
FLAT-PLATE SKIN FRICTION 
An important fundamental study, which would also tie in with the tunnel 
certification, is the determination of skin friction on a flat plate. Present 
data extend to Reynolds numbers of about S x 108 • A 6-meter flat plate in the 
NTF could provide Reynolds numbers up to 3 x 109• However, where high Reynolds 
numbers are obtained by increased gas density and lowered viscosity, turbulent 
skin friction is especially sensitive to surface roughness. In the NTF at the 
highest unit Reynolds number, the roughness effect on turbulent skin friction 
is estimated to begin when roughness exceeds 2 x la-Scm (8 x 10-6 inches). 
The 6-meter-long surface, if polished to this degree, will be expensive if 
made of metal; a sheet of plate glass may be more practical. Such definitive 
skin-friction studies at high Reynolds numbers have important practical appli-
cations. It has been stated that a la-percent difference in skin friction can 
correspond to the difference between successful and unsuccessful operation of 
a big airplane. 
Certain basic boundary-layer and skin-friction studies at high unit 
Reynolds numbers can be done more simply and more cheaply in the Langley 0.3-m 
transonic cryogenic tunnel (both with slots open and slots closed) or in other 
wind tunnels. Among such studies are those concerning the effects of roughness 
and waviness on transition and skin friction. In particular, the above-
mentioned estimate of the maximum allowable roughness for a smooth surface 
needs to be verified, not only as basic research but also so that the surface 
finish on test models can be specified. The nature and extent of the nonchar-
acteristic turbulent boundary layers just downstream of transition strips also 
have to be studied. Some of the results might be verified in the NTF as part 
of the calibration studies. 
FLOW-VISUALIZATION AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 
Flow-visualization methods have been useful for both qualitative and quan-
titative understanding of aerodynamic phenomena, and efforts must be made to 
adapt these methods to the low temperatures of the NTF. The vapor-screen 
method seems especially to deserve some concentrated development effort, 
although it is not yet obvious that a suitable substance for these temperatures 
exists. An appropriate "smoke" should also be sought since localized smoke 
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injection has often been useful in identifying very local phenomena. Both of 
these methods contaminate the flow; however, since there is continuous exchange 
with fresh nitrogen, some degree of contamination should be acceptable. 
There is probably no substance that can serve as the "oil" for surface 
oil-flow studies. Substances might be found, however, that are suitable for 
the sublimation method. This method can differentiate turbulent-flow areas 
from laminar-flow and separated-flow areas, but cannot, in general, show local 
flow directions. Infrared observations of surface temperatures using a 
liquid-helium-cooled detector may also serve to differentiate laminar-flow 
areas from turbulent-flow areas at transonic Mach numbers. 
Methods of measuring local velocities and directions, quantitatively and 
with known accuracy, need to be developed. Intrusive devices - hot wires and 
survey tubes - are well known, although the high pressures and the thin bound-
ary layers in the NTF greatly increase the difficulty of use. There are high 
hopes for the laser-doppler velocimeter (LDV) , since it is a remote-observation, 
nonintrusive device. It is already a useful tool, and by the time that the NTF 
is built, it should be routinely operational. 
LEADING-EDGE SEPARATION 
For a swept wing with a sharp leading edge or a small-radius leading edge, 
the flow at angle of attack is characterized by leading-edge separation with 
large conical vortices along the upper surface behind the leading edges on both 
wing panels. Within each vortex is an oppositely rotating secondary vortex, 
and detailed studies have shown still smaller inner vortices. With increasing 
angle of attack the leading-edge vortices increase in size until they "burst"; 
that is, the separation surface that starts at the leading edge and encloses 
the vortex now no longer returns to the upper surface of the wing, and the 
spinning, highly structured vortex flow is replaced by a low-energy, almost 
unstructured, stall flow. 
These phenomena, including the forces, pressur-e distributions, and the 
angles of attack at which the vortices burst, are known to be influenced by 
Reynolds number. The NTF would be useful for studying these phenomena on 
various swept-wing configurations over a range of Reynolds numbers up to the 
highest values obtainable. Force tests, visual-flow studies, and flow surveys 
are all desirable. 
HIGH-ANGLE-OF-ATTACK SEPARATION 
An important area of research is separation on cylinders (with circular 
and other types of cross sections) at high angles of attack and at high 
Reynolds numbers. The subject is important with regard to the aerodynamics of 
fuselages and missiles (or launch vehicles), but it has received inadequate 
development. Available information indicates that scale effect is appreciable 
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but less well understood than for wings. The studies should include flow 
visualization and measurements of local velocities along with forces and pres-
sures. 
High-angle separation on wings, both two- and three-dimensional, remains 
an important area for research. Because of the variety of airfoil sections and 
airplane configurations, however, a good choice for a research model is diffi-
cult to identify. At this time it may be best merely to recommend that such 
research be given high priority as particularly important airfoil sections or 
configurations arise, or when particular test models in the NTF become strong-
ly involved with separation phenomena. 
SHOCK-BOUNDARY LAYER INTERACTION 
The pressure rise across a wing shock causes thickening or separation of 
the wing boundary layer. Even where separation does not occur, both analytical 
and experimental studies show large deviations of airfoil characteristics from 
the theoretical zero-viscosity characteristics. These scale effects have em-
phasized the desirability of extending the experimental studies of shock--
boundary-layer interaction to the highest attainable Reynolds numbers. The 
unique ability of the cryogenic wind tunnel to isolate Mach number, Reynolds 
number, and aeroelastic effects is very important for shock-boundary-Iayer 
interaction studies on three-dimensional wings. In ambient temperature tunnels 
where the dynamic pressure varies with Reynolds number, the accompanying aero-
elastic effects can completely mask the Reynolds number effects being studied. 
The shock-boundary-Iayer interaction is also important for fuselages and 
nacelles, and especially for the afterbody boattails where the interaction is 
associated with large drag effects. There will doubtless be requests for the 
NTF to be involved with this important area of research, but any proposal will 
need an especially clear definition of purpose and approach. For example, if 
sting size and hence sting interference is minimized, the experiment, at least, 
is clearly defined, but the jet effect is not represented. At the other ex-
treme, the jet might actually be modeled, as by a high-speed flow of warm 
nitrogen. Although there is a considerable body of experience relevant to this 
technique, it is difficult and troublesome at best, and urging the development 
of this technique at this time may not be reasonable. 
STUDIES OF SUBMARINE SHAPES 
The study of low-drag, low-noise submarine configurations is hampered by 
the Reynolds number limitations of available facilities. Some involvement in 
both force tests and basic flow studies of such configurations may be antici-
pated after the NTF becomes operational. This work, involving three-
dimensional boundary layers and separation, would have general interest and 
applicability. 
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LOW-SPEED STUDIES OF CYLINDERS NORMAL TO FLOW 
There remains considerable interest in the forces on large cylinders with 
their axes normal to the win~, not only for application to launch vehicles on 
the launch pads but also for application to various industrial shapes, such as 
smoke stacks and the large cylinders that shield off-shore oil-well drilling 
equipment. 
Studies in 1969 in the Langley TDT of dynamic forces on a large cylinder 
gave results for static cylinders for Reynolds numbers up to 10 x 106 (in addi-
tion to results for oscillating cylinders). At this Reynolds number, most of 
the oscillating forces observed at the lower Reynolds numbers had died out, but 
one oscillating cross-wind force remained, with an amplitude that seemed to be 
gradually decreasing with increasing Reynolds number. It would be desirable to 
extend the data up to the highest Reynolds number attainable in the NTF at low 
Mach numbers. At M = 0.2, the NTF could provide a Reynolds number of 80 x 106 
for a 50-cm-diameter test cylinder. 
WALL-INTERFERENCE EFFECTS 
In calibrating a new transonic tunnel, a considerable effort is put into 
studies of wall interference on the flow "at the model, and into determining 
optimum wall slot design and slot setting, plenum-chamber pressure, etc., in 
order to minimize interference and optimize flow uniformity and tunnel effi-
ciency. Analytical and experimental studies for the NTF are already under way 
and will presumably be continued and extended during the next 5 years. One 
should anticipate that after the NTF is put into operation, an especially large 
amount of time and effort will have to go into this phase of the calibration 
because the wall boundary-layer characteristics will vary widely with tunnel 
pressure and Mach number •. Optimum wall slot settings will probably corre-
spondingly vary from one situation to another. 
Because of the large range of temperatures over which the NTF can operate, 
it will be possible to test geometrically similar models of different sizes at 
constant Mach number without changing Reynolds number or dynamic pressure. 
The ability to hold dynamic pressure constant serves to avoid the problem of 
model distortion due to changing model stresses between the various sizes of 
models. If the smallest model has negligible wall interference, then assess-
ment of wall interference for the larger models will follow directly from com-
parison of the sets of data. Such a comparison would be especially significant 
for transonic testing in the case where the small model has a supersonic region 
over the wing that extends only a short distance from the surface, wherea~ the 
corresponding supersonic region over the large model approaches or extends to 
the tunnel wall. Programs such as these would further exploit the unique 
research capability of the NTF. 
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eHigh Reynolds number 
e Independent control of: 
• Reynolds number (viscous effects) 
• Mach number (compressibility effects) 
• Dynamic pressure (aeroelastic effects) 
Figure 1.- Some unique capabilities in cryogenic tunnels 
for fluid mechanics research. 
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Figure 2.- NTF pure Reynolds number test capability. Steel models 
(9% Ni); M = 0.90; C = 0.25 m. 
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Figure 3.- NTF pure compressibility test capability. Steel models 
(9% Ni); Rc = 50 x 106 ; C = 0.25 m • 
• Basic problems 
- Turbulent boundary layers (including effects of 3-D flow 
and adverse pressure gradients) 
- Separated flows (resulting from adverse pressure gradients, 
shock-boundary-Iayer interactions, roughness/concavities, 
and 3-D effects) 
-vortex flows (emanating from wings and fuselage noses at high 
angles of attack, from wing-fuselage junctions; multiple 
vortex interactions; vortex breakdown; vortex asymmetries) 
• Evaluation and improvement of wind-tunnel test fechniques 
- Fixed-transition correlations versus free-transition correlations 
-Wall boundary effects 
- Aeroelastic effects 
-Support interference effects 
• Computational aerodynamics (empirical inputs and validation, e.g., 
turbulence modeling data) 
Figure 4.- Fluid mechanics. 
Effects of: 
• Reynolds number 
• Mach number 
• Surface roughness 
• Wall temperature 
• Pressure gradient 
Figure 5.- Turbulent skin friction . 
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Figure 6.- Effect of Reynolds number on flat-plate skin friction. 
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REPORT OF THE PANEL ON THEORETICAL AERODYNAMICS 
Percy J. Bobbitt and James E. Carter 
NASA'Langley Research Center 
INTRODUCTION 
There is little doubt that the main use of the NTF, at least in its early 
years, will be to provide data on configurations which are intended to fly at 
Reynolds numbers beyond those that the present production-oriented wind tunnels 
can attain. This utilization is reasonable since elimination of uncertainties 
related to Reynolds number scaling can have enormous benefits. Adverse scaling 
effects can be identified in "early time," various cures examined, and the un-
pleasant surprises minimized or eliminated. If more accurate Reynolds number 
scaling provides an unexpected "plus," then the possibilities of exploiting it 
are greatly enhanced. 
Clearly, the near~term payoff of the NTF will be in terms of more effi-
cient aircraft (that is, in range, speed, economy, and maneuverability) than 
those arrived at by using the age-old procedure of desiga, test, and then re-
design. The difference with the advent of the NTF is that redesign will be 
done on the basis of data taken at full- rather than sub-scale Reynolds num-
bers. It is equally clear that the more important long-range benefits will be 
the improvement in the design tools and a better understanding of how to uti-
lize the present wind tunnels to obtain more meaningful data. 
TUNNEL ENVIRONMENT 
The NTF is nearing its final stages of design; therefore, large changes in 
its primary components are not likely. Still it behooves those in a position 
to effect design changes or additions to keep an open mind toward suggestions 
aimed at making the data to be obtained in the facility more accurate and more 
representative of the free-air environment. Hence, the members of the Applied 
Theoretical Aerodynamics Panel concluded that in view of the strong general 
concern expressed by a number of panels at the workshop, the NTF design team 
should examine closely the suggestions made herein with respect to flow quali-
ty. Since the panel was clearly not cognizant of all the flow quality studies 
which have been made, these suggestions will have to be examined in light of 
past considerations. 
With the high Reynolds number capability of the NTF, designers and theore-
ticians are most anxious to determine the ability of their design tools and 
computational techniques to predict high Reynolds number phenomena as well as 
to simply scale up low Reynolds number data. This presupposes in some minds 
that the NTF will provide an absolute result, one identical to that obtainable 
in free air. Free-air flow quality can never be achieved; however, it can 
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be approximated dependant upon the effort expended to obtain as low turbulence 
and low noise environment as possible (or needed). In addition, errors brought 
about by nonuniform flow and tunnel-wall interference must be understood to the 
point where corrections can be made for them or minimization of them is possi-
ble through limitations on model size and tunnel test conditions. 
Flow Quality 
The flow-quality goals for the NTF are given in figure 1. Also shown for 
comparison are numbers indicative of the environments of the Langley 8-foot 
transonic pressure tunnel and the Langley l6-foot tunnel. Clearly, the 
turbulence-intensity and fluctuating-static-pressure levels proposed for the 
NTF are substantially lower than the existing levels of the other two facil-
ities. 
In the case of turbulence intensity Tu it would appear on the basis of the 
data shown in figure 2 (taken from ref. 1) that a turbulence intensity goal of 
0.001 is sufficiently low to insure that further reductions would not yield any 
further increases in transition Reynolds number. However, figure 2 also shows 
a variation in transition Reynolds number from one data source to another at 
turbulence levels below 0.002. This variation in transition Reynolds number 
could be due to noise. 
The proposed noise level of the NTF in terms of fluctuating static pres-
sure is ~Cp=0.002, which corresponds to 131 dB and 150 dB at total pressures 
of 101.3 kN/m2 (1 atm) and 911.9 kN/m2 (9 atm), respectively. This level is 
very low; in fact, it is sufficiently low to permit the tunnel to be used to 
establish buffet boundaries according to reference 2. Unfortunately, there is 
no certainty that this goal can be achieved by NTF. Since the measured ~Cp 
levels in the Langley 8-foot transonic pressure tunnel and l6-foot tunnel are 
about six times greater than that proposed for the NTF, it is evident that 
special design and acoustic treatments will be required for the NTF to attain 
the design noise level. 
For example, the design of the plenum, slots, and ejectors should be im-
plemented with acoustic materials and the use of finite edge radii where possi-
ble. Another area where noise treatment could be beneficial where none is now 
planned is in the corners and on the turning vanes. Unnecessary turbulence and 
noise can be generated by the turning vanes if they are not designed by using 
the best methods now available. Also, the vanes will extract more energy from 
the flow than necessary (requiring more power) if they are not as efficient as 
can be produced. The panel recommends that a review of the turning-vane design 
procedures be reviewed with NASA and industry experts to determine whether the 
best procedures have been used. 
Tunnel-Wall Interference 
The walls of the NTF, like every subsonic/transonic tunnel, will cause 
errors in the measured pressures, forces, and moments. At subsonic speeds, 
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wall-interference correction procedures based on linear theory do an adequate 
job; at transonic speeds, the phenomenon is nonlinear and present understanding 
of it is incomplete. A number of activities are in progress which will 
ameliorate the situation, but they will not get to the point by the startup of 
the NTF where corrections can be applied without experimental verification of 
their applicability. 
In order to achieve the required confidence in NTF data, it is necessary 
to be assured that the measured Reynolds number effects are not affected by 
wall interference effects. This is a difficult job in conventional tunnels; 
it becomes even more complex for the NTF. The performance of the slots in 
providing blockage relief is dependent to some degree on the thickness of the 
incoming boundary layer. When the Reynolds number can change by an order of 
magnitude as in the NTF, one can expect the slot performance to change also. 
This effect is shown schematically in figure 3. Hence, the anxiety over the 
ability to separate Reynolds number and wall interference effects is real. 
To aid in making more intelligent tunnel wall corrections for the NTF, the 
panel proposes that as a part of the tunnel calibration, two simple wing-body 
models of different size be tested. Pressures on the model and near the wall 
should be measured as well as the model lift, drag, and pitching moment. 
Correction techniques using "wall" pressures should then be applied to assess 
and correct for wall interference. Corrected forces and moments for the large 
model will be compared with those for the small model which are assumed to be 
"interference-free" data. The big problem here is that the interference-
correction techniques are not now available. Hopefully, current research 
efforts will yield such a tool. 
PROBLEMS IN THEORETICAL AERODYNAMICS 
In recent years significant progress (see refs. 3 to 5) has been made in 
the development of computational techniques for the prediction of complicated 
flow fields. Considerable effort is currently being expended to develop both 
viscous-inviscid interaction techniques and numerical procedures for solving 
the time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations for flows containing separated re-
gions. I~ addition, inviscid computations have reached a point where calcula-
tions can now be made over a wide Mach number range for practical shapes of 
significant complexity. In time, as more confidence is gained in these proce-
dures, they wil~ become a more integral part of the design process and replace 
many of those in current use. In order to gain greater confidence, experimental 
verification is required and the NTF facility will provide an excellent oppor-
tunity because of its large Reynolds number range. 
In many cases the aerodynamic quantity of interest may be only a weak 
function of Reynolds number and can be predicted with good accuracy without 
accounting for viscous effects. The lift force on a wing body at low speeds 
and angles of attack sometimes falls in this category. At transonic speeds 
almost everything, including lift, becomes very sensitive to Reynolds number 
variation. In the following paragraphs a number of viscous-flow topic areas of 
concern to the theoretician will be discussed. 
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BOUNDARY-LAYER FLOWS 
Two-Dimensional Data 
Figure 4 illustrates graphically the strong role that viscous effects play 
at transonic speeds. Pressure distributions on a two-dimensional supercritical 
airfoil at M = 0.73 for the three Reynolds numbers (6 x 106 , 40 x 100 and 
400 x 106) shown in this figure give the following lift and drag results: 
Reynolds number CL CD 
6 x 106 0.305 0.0101 
40 x 106 .372 .0074 
400 x 106 .425 .0057 
Note that the lift and drag coefficients for a Reynolds number of 6 x 106 , 
typical of many of the present tunnels, are substantially different from the 
results for 40 x 106 which, in turn, are very different from the values for 
400 x 106• The calculations depicted were made by using the Korn-Garabedian 
transonic analysis program (ref. 6) which includes the boundary-layer dis-
placement effect and skin-friction drag determined by the method of Nash and 
MacDonald for turbulent flows. Note that the computed displacement thickness 
has been added to the airfoils shown in figure 4. Various empiricisms are used 
to simulate the strong viscous-inviscid interaction at the trailing edge, pri-
marily to achieve more accurate pressure distributions. Drag variations and 
relative results, (that is, one airfoil's drag compared with a second one) are 
well predicted but absolute levels may be substantially in error· Shown in 
figures 5 and 6 are the theoretical results for another two-dimensional, super-
critical airfoil obtained by Bavitz. (See ref. 7.) The Reynolds number range 
in this instance extends from 2 x 106 to 200 x 106 and the Mach number (0.759) 
is sufficiently high to cause a shock. Changes in the pressure distribution 
with increasing Reynolds number are evident in figure 5, the most noticeable 
change occurring in shock position between Reynolds numbers of 2 x 106 and 
10 x 106 . The variation of shock position over the complete Reynolds number 
range is given in figure 6 along with the change in lift, the boundary-layer 
form factor, and displacement thickness at x/c = 0.95. It is very evident 
that most of the changes in the quantities plotted (drag was not given) occur 
at Reynolds numbers below 40 x 106. Empiricisms similar to those used in the 
Korn-Garabedian program are also employed in the Bavitz method at the trailing 
edge to obtain more accurate pressures. No special technique is employed to 
account for the shock -- boundary-layer interaction. 
Figure 7 shows a high-lift system proposed for the energy efficient trans-
port (EET). Figure 8 gives a typical pressure distribution on each of the four 
elements computed by the Lockheed multielement two-dimensional, airfoil program 
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(ref. 8) which includes viscous interaction. Figure 9 shows an interesting 
result; that is, the total drag coefficient as computed by this program con-
tinues to decrease as the Reynolds number increases from the present wind-
tunnel levels to a Reynolds number of 100 x 106 • Verification of this predic-
tion could be made by the NTFfacility. 
Research is underway to put the trailing-edge-interaction calculation on a 
firmer theoretical base, and it appears it will come to fruition in the next 3 
to 4 years. Parallel research in the interaction of a shock with a boundary 
layer at transonic speeds is underway and should start paying off at about the 
same time as the trailing-edge research. The need for high Reynolds number 
data is clear in order to evaluate these predictive techniques and to gain con-
fidence in their flight Reynolds number capability. It is likely that the NTF 
will provide some of the needed two-dimensional data; however, most of its 
contributions will come in the three-dimensional flow field studies. 
Three-Dimensional Data 
The airfoil calculations discussed so far and the problems attendant there-
to have their counterpart in three-dimensional flows. With the extra dimen-
sion the viscous flow phenomena are naturally more complex, and consequently, 
the state of the art of 3-D theory lags behind that of 2-D. There are several 
3-D boundary-layer computer codes (for example, see refs. 9 and 10) that have 
emerged during the past few years, but 3-D shock and trailing-edge interactions 
have not even been attempted. Results fro~ one of these 3-D boundary-layer 
codes (ref. 9) are plotted in figure 10. Chordwise variations of the chordwise 
and spanwise components of the skin-friction coefficient for the F-8 super-
critical wing at the 52 percent semispan station are shown. This type of 3-D 
boundary-layer codes requires validation at both high and low Reynolds numbers. 
This validation requires measurements of boundary-layer quantities such as skin-
friction, velocity profiles, etc. 
New methods for treating viscous flow in the juncture region of inter-
secting surfaces and near wing tips will also require experimental checks. Hope-
fully, much of this work which is diagnostic in nature can be done in existing 
facilities with only a few high Reynolds number spot checks in the NTF. 
Transition 
There are other basic problems in 3-D boundary-layer theory which require 
diagnostic measurements in order to be properly evaluated. The prediction of 
transition, with and without suction, and of separation are crucial to the ulti-
mate success of any comprehensive boundary-layer or Navier-Stokes program. Hope-
fully, the NTF can attain a flow quality high enough to aid in the formulation 
and validation of improved transition criteria for incorporation into the vis-
cous codes. / 
There are transition criteria based on stability analyses and test data 
which have had mixed success. For some configurations and/or flow regimes, the 
lack of accuracy is not critical. For supercritical airfoils (wings) at tran-
sonic speeds, this is not true. Figure 11 shows for a Reynolds number of 
6 x 106 the changes in pressure distribution, lift, and drag for the airfoil of 
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figure 4 that occur when the transition location is changed from the leading 
edge to 0.3 chord. Note that when transition is fixed at the 0.3 chord loca-
tion, the lift (0.381) and drag (0.0072) coefficients are very nearly the 
values obtained at the 40 x 106 Reynolds number in figure 4 with transition at 
the leading edge. Theoretical calculations can be used in this way to set 
transition locations (trip strips) in low Reynolds number facilities so as to 
simulate the flow at a higher Reynolds number. This technique implies that 
forced and natural transition will yield the same downstream boundary layer. 
Even when transition can be fixed to give a good approximation of the high 
Reynolds number displacement thickness and consequently lift, there is no 
assurance that the velocity profiles and, hence, the skin-friction drag are 
equally well approximated. The questions regarding the use of transition 
strips should be looked at in the NTF where both simulation and full-scale 
experiments can be conducted. This problem will be discussed in more detail in 
the "Experiments" section. 
Turbulence Model 
One final and perhaps the most important element in the boundary-layer and 
Navier-Stokes codes is the turbulence model. At the present time, turbulence 
modeling is the pacing item in the further development of these codes for flow 
fields involving separation. In addition, for 3-D attached boundary-layer 
flows, it is not clear how to model the component of Reynolds stress involving 
the cross-flow velocity. It is recognized that the NTF facility is a difficult 
environment in which to make hot-wire measurements. In addition, special con-
siderations will have to be given to the difficulties incurred due to the thin 
boundary layer which exists at large Reynolds numbers. Detailed velocity-
profile measurements in the boundary layer with a pitot probe coupled with 
skin-friction measurements at flight Reynolds numbers could contribute im-
measurably to the data base required for turbulence model evaluation. Con-
figurations yielding pressure gradients and separation'are required. 
FLOW SEPARATION 
Flow separation appears in varying degrees and at a variety of locations 
on an aircraft. The conditions under which flow separation will occur, and the 
extent of the separated region when there is reattachment, are dependent on 
Reynolds number. The prediction of these flow phenomena has been attempted by 
using a variety of techniques and governing equations, but they are generally 
without substantiation at high Reynolds numbers. The NTF could be most useful 
in establishing the Reynolds number dependence of the separation point (line) 
location for some well chosen 2-D (or 3-D) configurations. 
Two-Dimensional Data 
Airfoil separation can occur at the leading edge, at the foot of a shock 
if the flow is transonic, and at the trailing edge. Each of these separation 
phenomena is sensitive to Reynolds number, particularly the first since the 
shape of the leading-edge separation bubble is strongly influenced by the tran-
sition from laminar to turbulent flow. A phenomena which is not well 
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understood and not yet satisfactorily analyzed is that of leading-edge bubble 
bursting. Flow separation can also start at the trailing edge and work its way 
forward with increasing angle of attack until the entire top side of the wing 
is separated. The result of an approximate analysis of such a flow field by an 
inviscid analysis of Barnwell (ref. 11) is shown in figures 12 and 13. In 
these calculations the separation point is prescribed; more realistically one 
would like to perform the computations free of such empiricisms. Again the 
corroboration of such a theory would be aided by the wide Reynolds range capa-
bility of the NTF in establishing a correlation of separation point and Rey-
nolds number. 
Axisymmetric Flow 
Two important areas of flow separation research are the understanding and 
successful prediction of the flow at the aft end of a fuselage and the 
boat tail -- jet-plume interaction. Many questions remain unanswered. For 
example, how is the boat tail -- jet-plume interaction region affected by the 
change from current wind-tunnel Reynolds numbers to those at flight condi-
tions? With an increase in Reynolds number the jet entrainment is altered 
which in turn alters the boattail flow field and, hence, the separation point 
location. Hopefully, the NTF facility can be used to simulate such a flow 
field by injecting room-temperature nitrogen through a jet nozzle and measur-
ing the resulting boattail pressure distribution. 
Three-Dimensional Data 
Computations of 3-D viscous, separated flow fields is beyond the current 
state of the art. Typical of the current efforts in computing 3-D flows with 
leading-edge separation is the inviscid technique of Weber, Brune, Johnson, Lu, 
and Ruppert given in reference 12. In this procedure, the separated leading-
edge vortex is represented by vortex paneling; the panel positions and singu-
larity strengths are solved for iteratively. Unfortunately, one cannot expect 
complete success of an inviscid theory in describing the separated flow over a 
low-aspect-ratio wing as evidenced by the large Reynolds number sensitivity 
depicted in figure 14, which was taken from reference 13. Clearly, this 
phenomena is a viscous one and, in time, after viscous codes are developed to 
analyze such flows, the NTF could serve to verify -such procedures over a wide 
Reynolds number range. 
NTF ROLE IN THEORY DEVELOPMENT 
Most of the current subsonic and transonic tunnels spend a part of their 
test time obtaining data required by the aerodynamicist to check the accuracy 
of his theoretical methods. This testing can take many forms and can vary con-
siderably in complexity. In the early development stage of a theoretical 
method, tests on a simple idealized configuration may be required; for a mature 
technique a very complex, "realistic" geometry may be tested for validation 
purposes. If one is just starting out to develop a method or if large discre-
pancies occur between prediction and experiment by using an existing method, 
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the need for detailed diagnostic measurements in the flow field and/or surface 
pressures can be paramount. Thus the tunnel is used not only to validate pre-
dictive methods but also to improve mathematical models of various flow pheno-
mena. 
The panel enV1Slons the role of the NTF in theory development as similar 
to that just described for the conventional tunnel. Implementation, however, 
will be much more difficult than in the past. The low temperatures and high 
dynamic pressures associated with the highest Reynolds numbers present unique 
environmental problems for the diagnostic instrumentation. In addition, the 
thinness of the boundary layer at high Reynolds numbers presents resolution 
problems much more severe than those encountered now on comparably sized models 
at lower Reynolds numbers. The panel suggests that an increased effort in 
cryogenic tunnel instrumentation be made to include diagnostic instrumentation 
such as surface hot-wire gages, hot-wire probes, floating Cf gages, Preston 
tubes, razor-blade and thin-flim gages, and laser velocimeters. Rake support 
requirements is another area which requires attention. 
EXPERIMENTS 
In this section seven experiments are proposed for the NTF facility by the 
panel. These proposed experiments are based on the unique capabilities of the 
proposed NTF facility to aid in better understanding of the problems in theore-
tical aerodynamics discussed previously. 
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EXPERIMENT 1: THEORY VALIDATION FOR HIGH-ASPECT RATIO WING-BODY COMBINATION 
Objective: Code verification for configurations typical of subsonic/transonic 
transport aircraft 
Background: 
(1) Lack of validated scaling laws 
(a) Little confidence in turbulent attached-flow scaling 
(b) No guidelines where separated flows present - including vortex 
flows 
(2) Methodology requires checks and calibration at high Reynolds number 
(3) Lack of fundamental aerodynamic modeling data 
(a) Little at low Reynolds numbers 
(b) Nonexistent at high Reynolds numbers 
(4) 3-D design codes require validation 
Justification: 
(1) More efficient flight vehicles 
(2) Increased level of confidence in design 
(3) Reduce flight test time 
(4) Understanding of flow mechanisms at high Reynolds number 
Special considerations: 
(1) Instrumentation 
(a) Skin friction gages 
(b) Thin-film and razor-blade gages 
(c) Laser doppler velocimeter 
(2) Measurements 
(a) Boundary-layer profiles 
(b) Wakes (rake measurements) 
(c) Turbulence 
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(d) Flow visualization: 
Shear flows 
Limiting streamlines 
Transition location 
Precursor work desired: 
(1) All instrumentation development completed in O.3-m transonic cryogenic 
tunnel prior to NTF on line 
(2) Continued theoretical and experimental research for code development in 
available facilities to as high Reynolds number as possible 
(3) Configuration selection 
(a) Wing body - typical of 1984 transport optimized for high Reynolds 
number 
(b) Test in low Reynolds number facility with trip strips 
Joint effort NASA/Industry: 
(1) Research ideas 
(2) Cost sharing of computer code verification 
Priority: 
First priority 
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EXPERIMENT 2: THEORY VALIDATION FOR LOW-ASPECT-RATIO MODERATELY SWEPT WING 
Objective: Validate 1982 wing-body viscous-inviscid codes 
Background: 
(a) Superior transonic maneuvering 
(b) Advanced aerodynamic concepts; e.g., variable camber, L.E. and T.E. 
devices 
Approach: 
(a) 3-D wing-body-tail model, no nacelles 
(b) Component build up 
(c) 2 wings: low camber/high camber 
(d) Rc = 50 x 106 
(e) Angles of attack through stall 
(f) Forces, moments, pressures 
Special considerations: 
(a) If possible, visualization; skin-friction 
(b) Strain gages for loads 
(c) Buffet instrumentation 
Precursor: 
~) 
(b) 
Complete validation (boundary-layer details) of 2-D methods: 
Rc = 5 x 106 ~ 20 x 106 
Complete validation (boundary-layer details) of 3-D wing theory; 
R- = 5 x 106 C 
(c) Test projected NTF model at RC = 5 x 106 and correlate with theories 
(if correlation indicates problems, test only isolated wing in NTF 
for R effects) 
(d) Use theories to predict NTF results 
NTF test: 
Joint effort with theory developers 
Priority: 
First priority 
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EXPERIMENT 3: THEORY VALIDATION FOR LOW-ASPECT-RATIO HIGHLY-SWEPT WING 
Objective: Code verification for configurations typical of supersonic cruise 
aircraft 
Background: 
(a) Flows over wing upper surface dominated by leading-edge vortex at de-
sign conditions 
(b) Primary vortex induces secondary vortex - position and strength of 
vortices sensitive to R at low R; high R sensitivity unknown 
(c) Only low Reynolds number data available to check inviscid models of 
wing flow fields 
(d) Need for theoretical and empirical scaling law for highly swept wings 
(e) High Reynolds number effect on control-surface effectiveness unknown 
Approach: 
(a) Use existing arrow-wing models 
(b) Modify as required for cryogenic environment 
(c) Flat, twisted, and cambered wings will be available with leading edge 
and trailing edge control surfaces 
Special considerations: 
Flow visualization if possible for high and low Reynolds number leading-edge 
vortex studies 
Precursor: 
Continued development of viscous and inviscid codes for highly-swept wing 
using available facilities 
Priority: 
Second priority 
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EXPERIMENT 4: THEORY VALIDATION FOR HIGH-LIFT SYSTEMS ON HIGH-A~PECT RATIO 
WINGS 
Objective: Validation of existing 2-D and 3-D computational techniques for 
pressure distribution, forces and moments 
Background: 
(a) Design and wind-tunnel validation at low R has historically produced 
more complex flap systems than needed at flight R 
(b) New analysis/design techniques available 
Types of measurements: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
Total forces and moments 
C on wing and flap p 
Confluent boundary-layer properties 
Separated flow location and flow-field properties 
Flow-field details of wing/flap tip vortex rollup 
Special considerations: 
(a) Small flap elements to instrument 
(b) Separated flow measurements 
(c) Thin boundary layers on flap elements 
Precursor tests: 
2-D tests of hig~-lift systems in Langley LTPT facility 
Priority: 
Second priority 
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EXPERIMENT 5: REYNOLDS NUMBER SCALING 
Objective: Use NTF as a facility for developing and validating Reynolds number 
scaling techniques, so as to render conventional wind tunnels more 
reliable for configuration development work 
Justification: Operational environment of NTF precludes heavy use as a con-
figuration development facility, since rapid tunnel entry and 
quick, on-line model tailoring are required in a configuration 
development and refinement program. NTF can establish the 
limits within which conventional tunnels can be effectively and 
reliably used. 
Special considerations: 
(a) Probably configuration oriented. Test series organized about specific 
categories of configuration shapes, flow phenomena, etc. 
(b) Requires detailed flow diagnostic measurements. 
Forces 
Moments 
Detailed boundary-layer measurements 
Shock structure and posltions 
Surface shear stress directions 
Trailing-edge boundary-layer measurements 
(c) NTF must be validated as providing truthful full-scale R data with 
free transition that is representative of atmospheric flight. 
(d) Program may have to be duplicated in several conventional tunnels be-
cause of differences among them (i.e., turbulence level, etc.). 
Precursor work required: 
(a) Flow diagnostic technique development: 
Boundary-layer and near-wake surveys 
Wall flow visualization (e.g. oil flow) 
Shock-wave visualization 
Identify test configuration(s) 
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(b) Explore concept of "Reynolds Number Incremented Geometry;" i. e., design 
to maximum performance at low R , and apply a "data base (or theory) 
generated" geometry change to arrive at a near-optimum high R shape 
for a one-shot validation test. 
(c) Joint NASA/Industry effort: 
Scaling techniques must be validated for the conventional developmental 
tunnels in use by Industry. 
Priority: 
First priority. This endeavor will enable NTF to have a near-term impact on 
real airplane designs configura ted for optimal performance at flight 
Reynolds numbers. 
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EXPERIMENT 6: DYNAMIC SHOCK - BOUNDARY-LAYER INTERACTION 
Objective: Definition of the effect of free boundary-layer transition on 
shock - boundary-layer interaction under dynamic (and static) flow 
conditions. 
Background: 
(a) Dynamic shock - boundary-layer interaction is a problem of fundamental 
importance with great impact on structural design and performance of 
advanced aircrafts. 
(b) The effect of upstream free transition on shock location is well 
known. It is also well documented that there is a strong coupling 
between free transition and the airfoil motion. 
Approach: 
(a) Static tests can define shock dependence on a at different R (and 
q) with and without tripping devices. Dynamic tests can define the 
motion dependence of the shock for the above parameters. 
(b) Static test with pressure instrumentation and flow visualization. 
Dynamic test, forced oscillations, and a-ramps using fluctuating pres-
sure transducers. 
Percursor work required: 
(a) Tests in tunnels with less instrumentation difficulties could provide 
definition of the tests needed in NTF to extend information to high 
R in both 2-D and 3-D tests. 
(b) Select moderate aspect-ratio-wing geometry. 
Priority: 
Second priority. 
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EXPERIMENT 7: EFFECT OF R and Moo ON DYNAMIC STALL 
Objective: The NTF facility can provide the separation of variables needed to 
define the individual effects of R and M~. 
Background: 
(a) The negative aerodynamic damping and associated stall flutter is de-
pendent upon static characteristics from which unsteady perturbation is 
made. 
(b) Both CL MAX and the deep stall characteristics are sensitive to 
Moo· 
(c) All present static and dynamic stall data are contaminated by undefined 
compressibility effects and are only at low R. 
(d) The large R-range possible in NTF at various levels of dynamic pres-
sure could also help resolve the sidewall or side-plate interference 
problem in 2-D tests. 
Approach: 
(a) Static tests with balance and/or pressure instrUmentation. 
(b) Dynamic tests with forced oscillations and a-ramps using dynamic 
balance and/or fluctuating pressure transducers. 
Precursor: 
Select moderate aspect-ratio-wing geometry. 
Priority: 
Second priority. 
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Figure 1.- Flow quality indicators. 
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Figure 5.- Pressure distributions for a typical supercritica1 airfoil 
at Moo = 0.759 and a = 0.950 . 
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
Richard Whitcomb 
NASA Langley Research Center 
The principal point to be made in this report is that the designs of air-
craft intended for flight at transonic speeds are probably less than optimum 
because of the lack of full-scale Reynolds number wind-tunnel data. Also, the 
need for sorting the effects of Reynolds number and aeroelasticity, which can 
be done in 'the NTF, will be addressed briefly. 
Advanced transonic configurations, such as the supercritical wing, are in-
herently more sensitive to Reynolds number than earlier configurations because 
the pressure recovery gradients imposed on the boundary layer are generally 
steeper. The results of two-dimensional supercritical airfoil investigations 
and theoretical calculations have shown this effect. In recognition of this 
problem, a technique for approximately simulating full-scale Reynolds number 
characteristics at present wind-tunnel Reynolds numbers for near-cruise condi-
tions is utilized at the Langley Research Center. The transition strip, which 
in the past has been located near the leading edge of the wing, is rearward so 
that the relative displacement thickness of the boundary layer at the trailing 
edge of the wing is the same as might be expected on a full-scale configuration 
with the transition near the leading edge. Two-dimensional wind-tunnel results 
indicate that the technique provides a very good simulation of airfoil charac-
teristics at 'full-scale Reynolds number. 
The variation of drag coefficient with lift coefficient is presented in 
figure 1 for an advanced supercritical wing designed for full-scale Reynolds 
numbers at a Mach number of 0.78 and a chord Reynolds number of approximately 
2 x 106 . Results are shown for conditions with the transition strip at 10 and 
35 percent of the chord. Calculations indicate that with the transition at 35 
percent of the chord, full-scale boundary-layer conditions are approximately 
simulated. This comparison shows that for the lift coefficient range near 
cruise (approximately 0.6), the drag with the rearward transition location is 
approximately 50 counts (0.0050) less than with the forward transition. This 
difference is far greater than the simple reduction in skin friction associated 
with the more rearward transition location. Surface oil-flow studies indicate 
that with the forward transition location on the supercritical wing, there are 
substantial areas of boundary-layer separation on the upper surface and on the 
lower surface in the rearward cusp. With the transition rearward, no signifi-
cant separation is apparent. 
It is the writer's strong belief that the results obtained with the rear-
ward location are indicative of the drag characteristics which would be obtain-
ed at full-scale conditions. However, if this technique for simulating full-
scale Reynolds number is not accepted as valid by an aircraft designer and the 
higher drags with transition forward are used, the supercritical wing configura-
tion for which the results are shown would be completely unacceptable for a 
long-range cruise type aircraft. The designer would probably design a wing 
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with a much more conservative supercritical airfoil (that is, one with reduced 
pressure recovery gradients). In particular, he would design his wing with 
lower thickness ratios and reduced aft camber. The resulting configuration 
would have substantially poorer overall performance than would one having a 
wing similar to that for which the data are shown. If the capability for test-
ing at full-scale Reynolds number were available, the wind-tunnel results with 
the transition forward would, in the writer's opinion, be similar to those 
shown in the figure for the rearward transition location. With this data in 
hand, the aircraft designer would then be far more willing to design an air-
plane with a less conservative wing, such as that for which results are shown. 
At higher lift coefficients, the characteristics of sweptback wings are 
significantly dependent not only on the Reynolds number but also on the aero-
elastic deflections. In an attempt to separate these two effects, two models 
of the F-8 supercritical wing, one constructed of steel, the other of aluminum, 
were tested at several dynamic pressures in the Langley 8-foot transonic pres-
sure tunnel. The variations of pitching-moment coefficients with lift co-
efficient obtained from this investigation for a Mach number of 0.99 are pre-
sented in figure 2. The results for the steel wing indicate that "pitch-up" 
is delayed and that the severity is reduced when the dynamic pressure is in-
creased. This effect is due to both the increased Reynolds number and in-
creased deflection of the model. For the aluminum model, which had one-third 
the stiffness of the steel model, the pitch-up is further improved compared 
with that for the steel model. This is a pure aeroelasticity effect. It is 
obvious from these results that in the determination of the higher lift charac-
teristics of sweptback wings, the aeroelastic effects must be sorted from the 
Reynolds number effects. The NTF will allow such a sorting by its ability to 
hold dynamic pressure constant. 
PANEL CONSIDERATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Laurence Loftin, Jr. 
INTRODUCTION 
The configuration aerodynamics panel discussed the future utilization of 
the National Transonic Facility (NTF) in the following areas: 
(1) Basic tunnel calibration 
(2) Establishment of confidence in the tunnel: 
(a) Wind-tunnel to wind-tunnel comparisons 
(b) Wind-tunnel to flight comparisons 
(3) Exploitation of high Reynolds number capability: 
(a) Cruising aircraft 
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(b) Highly maneuverable aircraft 
(c) Other 
(4) Specialized experimental techniques 
(5) New directions 
The first three of these areas relate to experimental activities (listed in 
order of priority) which the panel thought should be considered for early irnr 
plementation in the NTF. Areas four and five are of a somewhat different 
nature. The significant points made in the discussions in each area will be 
outlined in the following paragraphs. 
BASIC TUNNEL CALIBRATION 
Anomalies found in the comparison of data obtained from different wind 
tunnels have sometimes been traced to uncertainties in tunnel calibration. 
Accordingly, an accurate calibration of the NTF was considered to be of top 
priority. The calibration should include not only the usual pressure surveys 
but also measurements of the turbulence level. The use of the hot-wire tech-
nique at cryogenic temperatures was suggested as a subject for study in the 
time period before the NTF is brought into operation. The need for periodic 
checks on the tunnel calibration was also cited since the calibration of wind 
tunnels has been known to vary with time because of deterioration, minor al-
terations, etc. The measurement of certain critical aerodynamic characteris-
tics ona "standard" model of some type was recommended as a possible means for 
obtaining a quick check on the tunnel. Such a technique was employed in the 
Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence pressure tunnel in the 1940's as a means 
for detecting any significant change in the tunnel turbulence. 
ESTABLISHMENT OF CONFIDENCE IN TUNNEL 
The conduct of investigations aimed at establishing confidence in the 
validity of results obtained in the NTF was considered as next in priority af-
ter the basic tunnel calibration was completed. These investigations were 
thought to be comprised of the following elements: 
(1) Comparison of results from the NTF with data from other existing wind 
tunnels 
(2) Comparison of results from the NTF with data obtained in flight. 
The proposed comparative wind-tunnel investigations would involve tests of the 
same model in the NTF and in the various transonic facilities which are present-
ly available. Measurements would first be made at the same values of the 
Reynolds number and Mach number in each facility, after which the investigation 
would be extended in the NTF to Reynolds numbers higher than those achievable 
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in the other facilities. These comparative wind-tunnel investigations would 
serve to establish confidence in the NTF through comparisons of data obtained 
at comparable values of Reynolds number and Mach number in different wind tun-
nels. In addition, the methods and validity of extrapolating data obtained in 
present wind tunnels to Reynolds numbers beyond their capability will be better 
understood. Thus, the limitations and usefulness of these tunnels and the par-
ticular circumstances which require the unique capabilities of the NTF will be 
brought into clearer focus. 
The following types of measurements should be made in each of the wind-
tunnel investigations: 
(1) Force coefficients 
(2) Model surface pressure distributions 
(3) Wake surveys 
The detailed pressure measurements were thought to be particularly important 
as a means for identifying and understanding differences between data obtained 
in different wind tunnels. The type of "pathfinder" model to be used in the 
wind-tunnel investigations was discussed at some length. A configuration 
representative of 1980's state of the art which incorporates advanced aero-
dynamic design features (and thus is Reynolds number sensitive at some import-
ant combinations of Mach number and lift coefficient) was thought to be 
desirable. Both highly maneuverable aircraft and long-range cruising aircraft 
were thought to be possible candidates for the "pathfinder" model and should be 
given careful consideration. In fact, two different models representing the 
two basic configuration types might be desirable. Consideration should also be 
given to the availability of comparable flight data in the selection of the 
pathfinder configuration. 
The following presently available wind tunnels were suggested for use in 
providing comparative data·for validation of the NTF: 
(1) Ames II-foot transonic tunnel 
(2) Langley 8-foot transonic pressure tunnel 
(3) AEDC l6-foot transonic propulsion tunnel 
(4) Marshall 32-inch Ludwieg Tube 
Investigation of the pathfinder model in these facilities should take place on 
a schedule which is geared to provide the necessary data within the time frame 
that the NTF becomes operational. Selection of the model must therefore be 
made relatively soon. 
Idealistically, comparison of wind-tunnel and flight data should provide 
the final answer on the validity of the wind-tunnel data. Unfortunately, such 
comparisons frequently raise more questions than they answer. In order to 
minimize the possibility of unexplainable anomalies, the panel suggested that 
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direct comparisons of drag measurements made in flight and in the wind tunnel 
should be deemphasized because of the difficulties in obtaining the measure-
ment of engine thrust in flight. Instead, wake surveys, boundary-layer measure-
ments, and pressure distributions were thought to provide the best bases for 
comparing wind-tunnel and flight data. The aircraft chosen for comparative 
tests should be of modern design and be properly instrumented. A precise air-
data system for measurement of Mach number and dynamic and static pressure is 
required, as is an accurate means for measuring angle of attack and angle of 
sideslip. Detailed measurements of structural deformation are mandatory. 
Selection of the aircraft for the comparative tests is directly related to 
the configu~ation of the pathfinder model which has been discussed previously. 
The flight data should be available on a timely basis for comparison with wind-
tunnel test results. Early implementation of the flight investigation is 
accordingly indicated. 
Two aircraft were discussed as possible candidates for consideration. 
These were the F-lll transonic aircraft technology (TACT) and one of the ad-
vanced military STOL aircraft (AMST). The TACT aircraft employs a supercriti-
cal wing, is highly instrumented, and will provide detailed data within the 
required time period. It has the possible disadvantage of operating at a rela-
tively low transonic Reynolds number (40 x 106 maximum). Both candidate AMST 
aircraft employ straight, supercritica1 wings but are relatively slow. The 
selection of the aircraft and the associated pathfinder model requires detail-
ed study and should be resolved in a timely manner. 
EXPLOITATION OF HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER CAPABILITY 
Exploitation of the high Reynolds number capability of NTF was considered 
in relation to long-range cruising aircraft, highly maneuverable aircraft, and 
certain other types of vehicles. There was considerable discussion as to the 
relative priority of experimental studies of long-range cruising aircraft and 
highly maneuverable aircraft. An unanimous conclusion was not reached; how-
ever, the consensus was that studies of long-range cruising aircraft should 
rank next in priority after the experimental investigations needed to establish 
confidence in the validity of data obtained in the facility. 
Long-range cruising aircraft comprise civil passenger and freight trans-
ports, military logistics aircraft, bombers, and long endurance aircraft. 
Future investigations of this class of aircraft in the NTF should be focused on 
an advanced technology aircraft intended for operation in the 1990 time period. 
Some of the important aerodynamic phenomena which might be characteristic of 
such an aircraft and which would probably require the high Reynolds number 
capability of the NTF are: 
(1) Shock -- boundary-layer interaction and flow separation together with 
their associated effects on the load distribution and the force and moment 
characteristics of the aircraft 
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(2) High-speed buffet together with the pitching and rolling characteris-
tics at high speed 
(3) Interference drag at high speed 
(4) Control-surface effectiveness and hinge moments at high speed 
In addition to these items, much work was thought to be needed in the 
development of improved high-speed airfoils, and the formulation of criteria 
and methods for the design of these airfoils. The presently available Langley 
O.3-m transonic cryogenic tunnel was considered suitable for much of the ex-
perimental airfoil work. This work could begin in the very near future. Low-
speed problems involving stall, buffet, and development of high-lift devices 
might also be undertaken on a two-dimensional basis in the O.3-m transonic 
cryogenic tunnel. At a later date, three-dimensional studies might be desir-
able in the NTF. 
The Reynolds number sensitive features discussed for long-range cru1s1ng 
aircraft are also inherent in highly maneuverable aircraft. The requirement 
for simultaneous operation at high subsonic speeds and high-lift coefficients, 
however, suggests Reynolds number sensitive design features in future highly 
maneuverable aircraft which are not found in long-range cruising aircraft. 
Advanced maneuvering aircraft, for example, might incorporate one or more of 
the following design features: 
-(I) Variable geometry for increased maneuverability. Concepts such as 
variable leading- and trailing-edge shapes and flaps, as well as thrust vector-
ing, integrated in the aerodynamic design of the aircraft might be considered 
(2) Vortex-lift concepts which might involve fixed strakes or close-
coupled canards might also be considered 
Models involving combinations of these design features, as well as others 
which may evolve, should be studied in the NTF. In addition to measurement of 
the usual pressures, forces, and moments, attention must be given to buffet 
onset and intensity at various combinations of high lift and Mach number. The 
effect of various design features on buffet and high-speed stall is considered 
to be particularly important. 
A number of other classes of vehicles, for example, missiles and space-
craft, were discussed as possible candidates for exploiting the unique capabi-
lities of the NTF; however, no recommendations were made for specific programs 
in these areas. 
SPECIALIZED EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
The need for development of a number of specialized experimental techni-
ques for use in the NTF was discussed and several recommendations were made. 
The development of techniques for measuring turbulence at cryogenic tempera-
tures has already been mentioned in the discussion of tunnel calibration, but 
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it is introduced again at this point. Development of methods of flow visuali-
zation at cryogenic temperatures was thought to be very important and should be 
the subject of study in the Langley O.3-m transonic cryogenic tunnel in the 
near future. 
The NTF, as now being designed, is equipped with a sting-support system. 
The panel recommended that consideration should also be given to the develop-
ment of several additional types of support system. One of these was the 
"plate" support. In this type of support, the model is mounted on a vertical 
plate (a1ined with the airstream) which extends from the bottom of the fuselage 
to the tunnel floor. The forces and moments are measured at the juncture of the 
model and the plate. This system avoids the need for distorting the rear of 
the fuselage to accept the sting. The plate support is considered as comple-
mentary to and not a replacement for the sting-support system. Other support 
systems thought to be in need of design and development for NTF are 
(1) Semispan support 
(2) Systems for measuring dynamic stability derivatives 
(3) Two-dimensional support 
(4) Support for flight-path trajectory simulation. This type of support 
involves two stings which can position one model in relation to another. For 
example, the forces and moments on a store following separation from an air-
craft can be measured and the resulting motion of the store computed to pro-
vide the next point on the trajectory. 
NEW DIRECTIONS 
Investigations at high Reynolds numbers in the NTF will no doubt suggest 
opportunities for improved aircraft performance which are not now anticipated. 
The experimental studies of long-range cruising aircraft and highly maneuver-
able aircraft which have already been discussed may suggest new means for 
cruise and maneuver enhancement. Various types of boundary-layer control may 
provide new opportunities, and the ability to achieve large leading-edge Rey-
nolds numbers on three-dimensional wings may yield unanticipated improvements. 
The large independent variation of dynamic pressure· for a given Mach num-
ber provides an important means of aeroelastic tailoring which has not been 
available before. These are only a few examples of ways in which the capabili-
ties of the NTF may reveal new possibilities for improvement. Many others no 
doubt exist and will be explored and exploited as new programs are undertaken 
in the tunnel. 
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ROUND-TABLE DISCUSSION 
A question was raised during the round-table discussion subsequent to the 
panel meeting as to why f1ight,and wind-tunnel comparisons were necessary on 
advanced technology aircraft. It was pointed out that the supercritica1 wing 
and other advanced design features pose most of the Reynolds number sensitive 
questions. It was further pointed out, however, that the advanced state of the 
art pathfinder model involves an inconsistency. The problem is how to select, 
in the near future, an advanced configuration for which substantiating flight 
data will be available by 1981. 
Another commenter cautioned against placing too great an emphasis on early 
wind-tunnel and flight correlation. Correlation between wind tunnel and flight 
is extremely difficult at present and will improve only as the state of the art 
of both wind-tunnel and flight measurements improve. Furthermore, NTF is a 
unique facility which should not be bogged down on comparisons of data for old 
aircraft, which may not have the Reynolds number problems characteristics of 
more advanced configurations. 
Another commenter- suggested that a most useful program would involve the 
design of configurations optimized for operation in the chord Reynolds number 
range from 50 x 106 to 60 x 106• Performance of such configurations when 
tested at a Reynolds number of 5 x 106 to ;0 x 106 might be very poor but be 
outstanding at the higher Reynolds number. The importance of analytical tech-
niques in such high Reynolds number designs was emphasized. 
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REPORT OF THE PANEL ON PROPULSION AERODYNAMICS 
David Bowditch 
NASA Lewis Research Center 
INTRODUCTION 
Effort allocated to wind-tunnel investigations of propulsion-system in-
stallations has increased in recent years because of the dramatically increas-
ing impact of these installations on overall airplane performance and on the 
cost and duration of flight-test programs. Unfortunately, the effectiveness of 
this effort has been seriously limited by a lack of knowledge of the degr"ee of 
accuracy with which wind-tunnel data can be used to predict propulsion-system 
installation performance under actual flight conditions. Experience to date has 
been spotty, the degree of agreement between wind-tunnel-derived results and 
flight results ranging from excellent to very poor. 
The discrepancies noted between propulsion aerodynamic characteristics as 
predicted from wind-tunnel tests and as measured in flight appear to arise from 
four basic sources: 
(1) Difficulties involved in obtaining accurate wind-tunnel data: 
The models used tend to be much more complex than the usual external aerodyna-
mics models because of the necessity for simulating and modulating engine and 
auxiliary airflows, for representing inlet and exit geometries in extensive 
detail, for providing an unusually large amount of instrumentation (sometimes 
including separate force measurements on inlet and nozzle components) and for 
using nonstandard types of model support systems 
(2) Uncertainties in the corrections applied to the wind-tunnel data to 
allow for sting tares, blockage, wall effects, etc. 
(3) Uncertainties involved in extrapolating the corrected wind-tunnel 
data from tunnel conditions to full-scale flight conditions 
(4) Difficulties involved in obtaining comparable and accurate flight 
data. 
Propulsion aerodynamic data obtained in the National Transonic Facility (NTF) 
at subflight Reynolds numbers will be subject to all these problems. The 
variable Reynolds number capability of this facility, however, will for the 
first time provide the analyst a tool for understanding and quantifying the 
factors involved in item (3) - the process of extrapolating the model data to 
full-scale conditions. This capability is believed to be a very important 
contribution. 
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FOCUS 
There was a consensus that the NTF would be of outstanding value as a 
propulsion aerodynamics research facility. The discussion of the panel was 
focused in the following areas related to such usage: 
(1) Identification of research emphasis and primary objectives 
(2) Identification of special provisions, equipment, instrumentation, 
etc. considered either necessary or desirable 
(3) Identification and prioritization of specific propulsion aerodynamics 
problems believed to merit investigation in the facility at Reynolds numbers 
extending beyond present facility capabilities 
(4) Identification of precursor research and studies which can and should 
be undertaken prior to utilization of the facility for this type of research. 
PROPULSION AERODYNAMICS RESEARCH EMPHASIS AND PRIMARY OBJECTIVES 
The panel was in general agreement that emphasis in propulsion aerodyna-
mics investigations in the NTF should be placed on the study of Reynolds num-
ber sensitive phenomena. It was felt that in addition to helping to clarify 
data extrapolation problems, the data obtained would be of direct use to the 
designer. Further, by permitting checks of theory against experiment at realis-
tic conditions, the data would lead to the development of greatly improved ana-
lytical and theoretical methods. An important consensus of the group was that 
one of the primary services of the tunnel will be that of providing a standard 
for judging the capabilities and limitations of other propulsion aerodynamics 
research facilities. There is no question but that facilities other than NTF 
will have to carry the large bulk of propulsion aerodynamics research for the 
foreseeable future; hence, it was emphasized that the capabilities and limita-
tions of these othe~ facilities must be established reliably. 
FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT CONSIDERATIONS 
The panel was in agreement with the other panels and with the NTF program 
personnel in the belief that the first order of business in the NTF is research 
on the tunnel itself. In addition to the establishment of the operating enve-
lope, considerable effort must be devoted to achieving a high-quality test-
section flow (flow uniformity, turbulence and noise levels, etc.), to insuring 
that the various tunnel interference and blockage effects have been minimized 
adequately in the design and are predictable, and to achieving avery precise 
tunnel calibration. In addition, the boundary-layer development at the cryo-
genic condition must be compared with boundary-layer development in flight at 
similar Reynolds numbers. Transition, turbulence spectrum, separation, 
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reattachment, etc., all need to be studied in order to verify that the viscous 
flows are similar at wind-tunnel and flight conditions. The panel was emphatic 
on the need for this effort inasmuch as the forces, pressures, and viscous flow 
development for some propulsion models (especially jet nozzle-afterbody models) 
seem to be very sensitive to these factors. 
Up to the present time, only limited attention has been given to utiliza-
tion of the NTF as a propulsion aerodynamics research facility. The only per-
tinent feature noted specifically in the workshop presentations was the alloca-
tion of 50 cm2 (7.8 in2) of flow area in the standard sting for the piping of 
internal flow gases at a pressure of 41.4 MN/m2 (6000 psi). This and many 
other features require detailed study. Concern was expressed, for example, 
relative to the time required for model changes in the tunnel. Propulsion 
aerodynamics studies, especially jet-exit-afterbody investigations, characteris-
tically require much more frequent tunnel entries than do more straightforward 
aerodynamic tests. Unless tunnel entry time can be decreased to a major ex-
tent or the models can be automated to an as yet unprecedented degree (or both) 
only very basic propulsion tests with very simple models will be practicable. 
Certain equipment, in addition to that currently planned, was identified 
by the panel as necessary to permit utilization of the NTF for propulsion re-
search. This equipment as an initial minimum included: 
(1) Jet and secondary-flow gas supply systems 
(2) Special support systems (for example, a "double hockey, flow-through 
sting") 
(3) "Flow-through" and other special propulsion balances 
(4) Boundary-layer measurement instrumentation 
(5) Surface flow visualization equipment 
Other equipment such as high-angle-of-attack stings or sting knuckles (up to an 
angle of attack of 70° for fighter models), flow-field visualization equipment, 
and dynamic-flow measurement instrumentation obviously is desirable and should 
not be forgotten in equipment planning. 
Provision of some of the listed items will necessitate rather extensive 
research and development activities in their own right. Inherent in the gas 
supply systems, for example, is an extensive research program needed to deter-
mine and validate jet-simulation techniques for the special conditions en-
countered in the NTF. A similar effort may also be needed to establish techni-
ques for controlling and measuring internal model flows. It is understood that 
research is either under way or pldnned to examine model surface finish require-
ments (hopefully, including effects of roughness, gaps, and steps) and to 
establish pressure-orifice size requirements. Such information is necessary to 
the efforts of the propulsion model designer. 
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INITIAL PROPULSION AERODYNAMICS STUDIES PROPOSED FOR THE NTF 
The three propulsion aerodynamics studies considered by the panel to be of 
greatest interest for early implementation in the NTF are now discussed in 
descending order of priority. 
Effects of Reynolds Number on Drag of Simple Afterbody Models 
Incorporating Simulated Jets 
As illustrated by sketch (a), current data from various facilities on the 
effects of Reynolds number on the drag of a given afterbody shape are often in-
consistent. 
Pressure 
drag 
,..-, 
/ , 
/ ............... 
/ -- --' ~~ " 
= 
Reynolds number 
'Sketch (a) 
M=K 
The objective of the research would be to clarify the situation with considera-
tion given to such factors as body shape, exhaust-plume characteristics, and 
effects of adjacent airframe components. The model proposed for investigation 
is illustrated in the upper left corner of figure 1. 
The single jet model would be a simple body of revolution with an ogival 
nose and with several afterbody shapes, including boattails with and without 
flow separation. Provision would be made for the addition of tail surfaces. 
Instrumentation would be provided to determine afterbody forces and surface 
pressure distributions, forebody pressure distributions (to detect forebody 
drag changes which might offset observed afterbody drag changes), and boundary-
layer separation and reattachment locations. Subsonic and transonic testing, 
first as a pressure model and then as a force model, would be conducted jet on, 
jet off, and with solid jet simulators. Test results would be compared with 
theory and with test results for the same models in other facilities. Such 
comparisons would be of assistance in studying the wall-interference and 
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blockage-correction problems of the NTF and would provide some insight regard-
ing flow quality effects. A further objective of the tunnel-to-tunnel compari-
son testing would be the establishment of criteria for facility selection for 
propulsion aerodynamics testing. It is anticipated that one of, the boattailed 
body configurations eventually would be chosen as a reference standard calibra-
tion model similar to the current Supersonic Tunnel Association standard nozzle. 
For later testing, after the highest priority tests have been completed, 
the single-jet model could be modified into twin-jet and nonaxisymmetric models, 
as illustrated in the center and bottom right of figure 1. The conventional 
twin-jet model would be used to study base and interfairing problems and jet-
to-jet interference problems. The nonaxisymmetric twin jet, in addition to 
providing jet-shape-effects data, also would be used to study thrust-vectoring 
and induced-lift effects. 
Correlation of Propulsion Aerodynamics Test Data From Wind Tunnel 
and Flight Tests At or Near Flight Reynolds Number Conditions 
The preceding recommended program would be expected to clarify the basic 
effects of test Reynolds number on the wind-tunnel to wind-tunnel propulsion 
aerodynamics data correlat:ioll problem. It still will be necessary, however, to 
close the loop by extending the study to a comparison of wind-tunnel and flight 
data. This extension will require investigation in the NTF of propulsion 
models of complete aircraft. As an initial step, it is proposed that some 
1980-era fighter be selected beeause, by then it will already have been subject-
ed to extensive propulsive aerodynamics tests in other wind tunnels and in 
flight. A fighter configuration is believed to be a better choice for the 
study than either a bomber or a commercial transport because the model size of 
its propulsion system for a given permissible model frontal area is much great-
er than those for the other two classes of aircraft. 
The first objective of the model tests in the NTF would be to obtain 
pressure-distribution data in model regions near the inlets and exits for the 
exac~ configurations and the exact subsonic and transonic operating conditions 
that have been explored previously in flight. Boundary-layer profiles at cri-
tical points on the configuration should also be compared. It is believed that 
it would be satisfactory to delay very high angle-of-attack studies and the 
procurement of overall drag correlation data to later phases of the program. 
Pressure-distribution data would be obtained at lower than flight Reynolds nu~ 
bers for wind-tunnel to wind-tunnel data correlation purposes. 
Effects of Reynolds Number on Inlet Transonic Drag 
No data concerning the effects of Reynolds number on inlet spillage drag 
exist for either conventional or supercritical lip shapes. This 
is an important deficiency inasmuch as all supersonic aircraft are being design-
ed currently with rounded rather than with sharp inlet lips. This information 
deficiency will extend to the case of subsonic aircraft as progressive thinning 
of the inlet lips accompanies extension of the subsonic design cruise Mach num-
ber to 'values beyond about 0.9. The possibility exists that important perfor-
mance gains can be attained by optimizing the inlet-lip and afterbody shapes. 
Such optimization requires experimental design data over a wide range of 
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flight-level Reynolds numbers. An isolated drag model of a rectangular super-
sonic inlet is proposed for the initial study. Drag tests would be conducted 
over the Mach number range from 0.7 to 1.2, over the Reynolds number range from 
current wind-tunnel levels to NTF maximum values, and over appropriate ranges 
of mass-flow ratio and angle of attack. Pressure-distribution and flow-
visualization measurements would be conducted separately at appropriate stages 
of the investigation to study flow phenomena and to guide the inlet-lip deve-
lopment effort. A circular inlet also would be studied in a later stage of the 
investigation. Special requirements for the investigation are: the develop-
ment of accurate flow through balances to function in the cryogenic high-
dynamic-pressure environment, definition of model surface finish requirements, 
and accommodation of a large number (approximately 200) of pressure measure-
ments. 
Additional Propulsion Aerodynamics Problems 
Additional propulsion aerodynamics problems considered by the panel to 
have merit for future investigation in the NTF were: 
(1) Effects of Reynolds number on inlet-flow distortion (consideration 
given to forebody flow fields, inlet lip shapes, internal contours, etc.) 
(2) Exploration of propulsive lift concepts (cruise and maneuver cases 
with wing in influence of jet) 
(3) Study of effects of Reynolds number on jet-flow-field interactions 
(4) Study of close-coupled inlet-exit systems. 
PRECURSOR EFFORT 
It was the strong opinion of the panel that a large amount of precursor 
research and engineering development work needs to be undertaken now so that 
the NTF can be utilized for propulsion aerodynamics research within a reason-
ably short time after it is placed in research operation. A good example is 
the need for studies to determine the requirements for achieving valid jet 
simulation. Other examples are mentioned in the foregoing discussion. The 
consensus of the panel was that if such work cannot be done in-house within a 
suitable time frame, outside assistance should be enlisted through the medium 
of suitable contracts or grants. 
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Single 
Nonaxisymmetric 
Figure 1.- Basic research models. 
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REPORT OF THE PANEL ON DYNAMICS AND AEROELASTICITY 
John Houbolt 
NASA Langley Research Center 
INTRODUCTION 
Flutter is a dynamic phenomenon which involves the interaction of elastic, 
inertial, aerodynamic, and temperature-induced forces. (See fig. 1.) At speeds 
below the flutter point, these forces are interrelated in such a way that any 
induced excitation of the lifting-surface structure will rapidly damp; at 
speeds above the flutter point, induced excitations will grow in amplitude 
(unless restricted by nonlinear effects) and will lead to destruction of the 
structure. 
In view of these possible catastrophic effects, all commercial and mili-
tary aircraft must be shown to be flutter free by a combination of analysis and 
experiment. The experimental investigation usually involves the proof testing 
of complex models which may cost as much as one-half million dollars. To pro-
vide an adequate proof test, properly scaled models and specialized wind tun-
nels are required. 
Model scaling will first be reviewed; this review is followed by a brief 
description of the characteristics of the Langley transonic dynamics tunnel 
(TDT), a tunnel which was specifically designed for flutter testing. The uni-
que characteristics of the National Transonic Facility (NTF) will be reviewed 
in the light of dynamic testing. Overlap considerations will be mentioned and 
will be followed by several recommended test programs. 
MODEL SCALING 
The model-scaling laws may be obtained by examination of the equations of 
motion. The scaling parameters are 
Mass ratio: 
m 
m 
Mach number: 
V 
m 
a 
m 
(1) 
(2) 
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Reduced frequency: 
w b wAbA mm 
= V VA m 
(3) 
Froude Number: 
gmbm gAbA 
V2 V2 
m A 
(4) 
where 
m structural mass per unit length 
p fluid density 
b half-chord 
V velocity 
a speed of sound 
w frequency 
g gravity 
Subscripts: 
m designated model 
A full-scale airplane 
Another parameter which has essentially been neglected in flutter work is 
Reynolds number (R): 
R = 
P V b mmm 
jJm 
when jJ is the kinematic viscosity. 
(5) 
For the noncryogenic tunnel, scaling parameters (eqs. (1), (2) and (3» 
have been found to be adequate for dynamic model testing of high-speed aircraft. 
The Froude number (gravity ratio, eq. (4» is used when static deflections are 
important. With the advent of theNTF, then it is possible for a dynamic model 
to be scaled according to the scaling parameters of equations (1), (2) and (3), 
and to maintain a full-scale Reynolds number capability. As an example of possi-
ble model scaling, the following table contrasts a fighter-type model at M = 1 
(where the model span has been selected as 0.6 of the test section width) where 
the model was scaled for both the TDT (in freon) and the NTF. 
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Model/Full-scale values: TDT NTF 
Length 0.2 0.1 
Velocity 0.46 0.56 
Temperature 1.1 0.31 
Dynamic pressure 0.19 4.2 
Density 0.9 13.2 
Reynolds Number 0.11 1.0 
Model Weight, kg (lb) 130 (287) 244 (538) 
Model frequency, Hz 16 38 
Wing density, kg/m3 (lb/in 3 ) 305 (.011) 4430 (0.16) 
Stress ratio 1 3 
The wing density for the NTF model is about one-half that of steel, and 
thus it appears possible to construct the wing of steel. The high dynamic 
pressure experienced by the model in NTF is about 22 times that experienced by 
the model in the TDT, which could pose a serious static loads problem. For the 
example noted, however, the NTF test Rey~olds number is an order of magnitude 
greater than that for the TDT. 
An important characteristic of a cryogenic tunnel on model construction is 
related to the ability of the tunnel temperature to be changed independently of 
Mach number. As pointed out in reference 1, a single model could be tested 
near 273 K (32°F) with a temperature variation of only +40 K (+ 72°F) and meet 
the scaling requirement for M = 0.6 to M = 1.3 and maintain the proper mass 
ratio for each flight altitude. At these conditions, however, the Reynolds 
number would not be satisfied. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LANGLEY TRANSONIC DYNAMICS TUNNEL 
The Langley transonic dynamics tunnel is an example of a tunnel which was 
designed specifically for dynamics testing, and it is thought to be appropriate 
to review some of the characteristics of the tunnel which should be considered 
early in the design of the NTF if it is to be used as an adjunct to the TDT. 
Figure 2 illustrates the slotted test-section including a cable-mounted model. 
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Transonic Capability 
The tunnel operates from low subsonic speeds to M = 1.2. The critical 
flutter region is from moderate subsonic speeds through the transonic speed to 
low supersonic speeds. A typical flutter boundary is shown in figure 3, where 
the dynamic pressure is plotted against Mach number. Note the typical dip in 
the flutter boundary as the transonic region is approached. The TDT perfor-
mance capability is also given in the figure. The radial lines emanating from 
the origin are constant total pressure lines. (The tunnel may be operated from 
a low pressure to atmospheric.) A typical test would be conducted along a 
radial line (constant pressure) until the flutter condition was found. The 
pressure in the tunnel is then changed so that an intersection would be deter-
mined at a different Mach number, and thus the flutter boundary is traced. 
Test Medium 
The TDT utilizes either air or freon as a testing medium. The use of 
freon has two advantages: (1) Its density is four times that of air: thus 
the construction of dynamic models is made much easier since one of the primary 
nondimensional flutter parameters is m/npb2 where m is the structural mass 
per unit length, p is the density of the test medium, and b is the half-
chord. (2) Its low speed of sound (one-half that of air) not only reduces the 
power required for tunnel operation for a given Mach number but also reduces 
the model scaled frequencies leading to simplified model construction (e.g. 
lower frequency requirements on model control surface actuators and instru-
mentation). 
Test-Section Size 
In order to simulate structural details, large models are generally re~ 
quired. The 4.88m (16-foot) test-section size of the TDT has been very ade-
quate for this purpose. 
Rapid Tunnel Shutdown 
Some of the flutter models tested in TDT hav~ cost about one-half million 
dollars, and during an extensive series of flutter te~ts, it is mandatory that 
the model be saved from destructive flutter. To obtain the capability of 
reducing the dynamic pressure quickly, a valve was installed in the tunnel 
which reduces the dynamic pressure by 1.91 kN/m2 (40 psf) within a few seconds. 
Model Visibility 
The TDT has a very large plenum chamber. In order to allow the operators 
of flutter tests to observe the model directly during tests, a control room, 
accessible to the outside, was constructed inside the plenum chamber so that 
observation windows could be installed in the tunnel wall. Thus, during a 
test, an operator can directly view the model and can operate the valve which 
quickly reduces the tunnel dynamic pressure if flutter occurs. 
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Tunnel Protection 
The possibility always exists that a flutter model will be destroyed and 
the debris carried around the tunnel to the fan. The TDT has specially design-
ed screens to protect the machinery. 
Model Support 
Models in TDT are supported by three methods: (1) wall mount, (2) 
sting mount, and (3) cable support. The cable-support system was devised so 
that free-flight motions could be ascertained in flutter model tests. 
Data Acquisition and Instrumentation 
Instrumentation for dynamic studies includes the use of pressure cells 
for measurement of unsteady pressures, strain gages and accelerometers to mea-
sure frequencies, and transducers to measure wing and control surface posi-
tions. The use of these transducers in a cryogenic environment must be inves-
tigated, and the Langley O.3-m transonic cryogenic tunnel (TCT) should be used 
in this development. 
The presently proposed data system for NTF should be examined to determine 
whether the frequency response is suitable for dynamic testing. It should be 
pointed out that the TDT has recently acquired a $2.7 million dynamic data 
system. This system is proving to be exceedingly valuable, particularly in 
reducing the tunnel test time in that a complete test can be programed and run, 
the data being automatically recorded, analyzed, and plotted. In some cases, 
the data system is used during the test to analyze a record of random model 
motion at speeds below the flutter velocity and extract the system damping. 
During the test the engineer can decide whether to proceed to a higher tunnel 
speed or extrapolate to the flutter point without actually encountering 
flutter. 
Model Construction and Checkout 
The models used in TDT are constructed from a variety of materials in-
cluding balsa wood, composites, aluminum, titanium, and steel. The question 
arises as to the construction techniques which may be necessary for a model to 
withstand the cryogenic temperature as well as the high dynamic pressures in 
the NTF. Normally, a flutter model is designed on the basis of the flutter 
scaling parameters and is tested at near zero angle of attack because the load-
carrying ability is very low. This is necessary so that the model will flutter 
within the operating range of the tunnel. In order to utilize the potential of 
the NTF, namely, high Reynolds number, a high pressure Which results in very 
high dynamic pressures is required. This raises the question of whether a 
flutter model can be constructed to withstand the severe environment and still 
provide an adequate flutter test. Therefore, it is suggested that a flutter 
model be designed for the purpose of determining the practicability of con-
structing a model to be used in NTF. The model materials must be adequate to 
withstand the possibility of thermal shock as well as fatigue. 
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Flutter models are exhaustively tested before entering the tunnel. For 
instance, the model is vibrated to insure that both frequency and mode shape 
are within the range desired to simulate a full-scale airplane. Thus, a 
separate "cold room" facility may be required for NTF in which models would be 
remotely tested under the anticipated conditions of the test. 
Many of the models will require actuators to oscillate the complete wing 
or control surfaces. Miniaturized hydraulic and/or electrical actuators will 
be required. The effect of cryogenic temperatures and high dynamic pressures 
on their operation must be investigated. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF NTF OF SPECIAL IMPORTANCE FOR DYNAMICS AND AEROELASTICITY 
There are two major characteristics of the NTF which make it useful for 
dynamic or flutter testing. First, with the ability to adjust fluid tempera-
ture independent of Mach number, the potential exists for flutter testing a 
given model at different values of the mass ratio m/TIpb2 at a given Mach 
nu~ber. The second unique feature is, of course, the ability to test at full-
scale Reynolds number. 
Mass Ratio Variation 
For flutter test in the TDT, a model is constructed for one particular 
mass ratio, which corresponds to a specific altitude and Mach number. A test 
in TDT proceeds along one of the radial lines of constant pressure until it 
intersects the flutter boundary, and the intersection could correspond to the 
value of mass ratio for which the model was designed (see fig. 3). If one 
desires to determine the complete flutter dip near M = 1 in the TDT, a differ-
ent tunnel pressure is selected and the test proceeds in the same manner, and 
another intersection with the flutter curve is obtained. The mass ratio for 
this point will not exactly correspond to the altitude-Mach number relationship 
desired. If the flutter curve is well above the operation curve, the effect 
may be ignored. On the other hand, one could analytically correct the flutter 
speed to account for the improper density. Also, for the TDT, it is conceiv~ 
able that a series of models could be constructed, each having the proper den-
sity ratio for a certain Mach number and altitude. This is not usually done. 
The use of the NTF could obviate this difficulty since the temperature can 
be independently controlled and thus the proper density-Mach number relation-
ship can be obtained. 
Reynolds Number 
The primary justification for the NTF is the ability to obtain full-scale 
Reynolds number at transonic speeds. For flutter, the effect of Reynolds num-
ber has been largely ignored, principally because no facility existed to 
establish Reynolds number effects over a significant range. With the advent of 
the NTF, it now appears likely that this assumption may be investigated. 
Actually, for wing flutter, theory and model experiments have been in rather 
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good accord. The principal discrepancies in flutter speed have occurred in 
control surface flutter, and it is in this area that it is thought that the 
greatest contribution can be made. Control surface aerodynamic derivatives 
have notoriously been in serious error, and it has been usually attributed to 
flow breakdown and Reynolds number effects. 
Accurate control surface aerodynamics are needed not only for flutter but 
also for the accurate design of optimal control systems for ride quality, 
stabilization, reduced static margin, etc. 
A plot of the Reynolds number capability of the TDT and the NTF is shown 
in figure 4, and it is apparent that the new tunnel would open up the whole 
range of Reynolds number. Therefore, it is strongly recommended that the ini-
tial tests in the NTF be concerned with the measurement of wing and control 
surface oscillating aerodynamic derivatives. 
Tied in with this concept, an investigation should be made to determine 
whether the NTF can be used as an adjunct to complete flutter model tests in 
the TDT. That is, conduct tests on simplified models at full-scale Reynolds 
numbers and in the NTF, then, by use of this data, design adjusted flexible 
dynamic models to be flutter tested later in the TDT. 
SOME REMARKS CONCERNING CHANGES TO NTF FOR DYNAMIC TESTING 
The features of the TDT which make it unique for flutter testing have al-
ready been discussed. If the NTF is to be used for flutter testing·, some of 
these TDT features would be highly desirable. These are: 
(1) Rapid tunnel shutdown 
(2) Ability for operator to observe model during test 
(3) Protective screens for fans to contain debris after destructive 
flutter 
(4) Several types of model support systems (namely, provisions for a wall 
mount and a "soft" model suspension system) 
(5) A rapid dynamic data-acquisition system 
(6) A room for checkout of the model at cryogenic temperatures. 
OVERLAP ASPECTS 
Because of the high dynamic pressure in the tunnel, it is very probable 
that models designed for static investigation may experience undesirable res-
ponse. Some possible problem areas are 
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(1) Large unwanted structural distortions which may obscure the Reynolds 
number effects being investigated 
(2) Stresses so high that the model is destroyed 
(3) Divergence 
(4) Flutter 
(5) Buffeting 
(6) Dynamic response due to shock interaction 
It appears that a complete criteria document should be written that out-
lines the tunnel conditions, the possible model instabilities, and the depth of 
analysis required to obviate these potential problems. Possibly, an inhouse 
group should be organized to provide the necessary guidance and know-how to 
check any model design before it enters the tunnel. 
RECOMMENDED PROGRAM FOR THE NTF 
Before embarking on extensive programs in the NTF, it was felt by the 
panel that a considerable amount of precursor work could be done in the Langley 
O.3-m transonic cryogenic (O.3-m TCT) tunnel. For instance, it is entirely 
possible that some of the proposed programs for NTF could be considerably modi-
fied or eliminated if the O.3-m TCT were used with the viewpoint of assisting 
in designing the test for the NTF, including the development of instrumenta-
tion, test techniques, etc. 
It is felt that it would be highly desirable for the NTF design group and 
the aeroe1astic group to hold meetings in the near future to assure that the 
items brought out in this report may be discussed in greater depth and thereby 
provide a greater appreciation of the viewpoints of other scienttsts. 
Some of the dynamic problems which can be studied in the NTF are contro1-
surface buzz, unsteady shocks, effects of boundary layer (steady and unsteady), 
buffet, stall flutter, basic unsteady aerodynamic derivatives, dynamic stabili-
ty derivatives, flow over bluff bodies, tests of small, full-scale rockets, and 
ground wind loads on models of large launch vehicles. 
Of these problem areas, the panel selected four specific topics which 
should be initially programed for tests in the NTF. The programs are presented 
in order of the priority assigned by the panel: 
PROBLEM AREAS 
1. Reynolds Number Effects on Control Surface Unsteady Aerodynamics 
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Objective: Obtain unsteady aerodynamic force, moment, and pressure measure-
ments due to control surface motion at flight Reynolds numbers. 
Background/Need/Justification: 
Lack of available data on control surface unsteady aerodynamics at flight 
Reynolds numbers. 
Reynolds number effects are important for control surface aerodynamics due 
to boundary-layer growth on the trailing edge and interaction with shocks. 
Needed for: 
Design of control-configured vehicles (CCV) 
Prevention of "buzz" 
Avoidance of control-surface flutter 
Preventing control-system instabilities 
2. Effect of Reynolds Number on Buffet Onset and Loads 
Objective: Establish significance of Reynolds number effects and aeroelastic 
effects separately on buffet onset and intensity change with Mach number 
and/or angle of attack. 
Background: 
Discrepancies between tunnel-predicted and flight-measured buffet loads 
indicate Reynolds number and/or aeroelastic effects 
Uncertainty in predictability has resulted in undesirable buffet charac-
teristics in flight 
Late identification of problems result in costly redesign after flight 
test 
Special Considerations: 
Flexible model in high dynamic pressure environment 
Dynamic pressure transducers to 1000 Hz (approximately 50 required) 
Accelerometers (approximately 6 required) 
High-response strain gage balance 
Flow visualization is desirable 
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Precursor Work (in-house or joint effort): 
Instrumentation development 
Preliminary model design 
Configuration choice 
3. Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics 
Objective: Evaluate effects of Reynolds number, Mach number, and amplitude and 
frequency on unsteady pressures on oscillating airfoils and wing p1anforms 
Justification: 
Same as for steady-state aerodynamics 
Present disparity between maximum wind-tunnel capability and flight 
Need sufficient data to evaluate and improve results from lower cost wind 
tunnels 
Validate computational methods 
Special Considerations: 
Provisions for forced oscillation system 
Dynamic pressure transducers 
Dynamic boundary-layer measurements 
Visual model monitoring 
Precursor Work: 
2-D tests in Langley O.3-m transonic cryogenic tunnel 
4. Flutter 
Objective: Evaluate Reynolds number effects on flutter characteristics of wing 
p1anforms and airfoils; develop guidelines for improving full-scale test 
simulation in TDT (e.g., boundary-layer modifiers) 
Justification: 
Present aircraft designs are strongly influenced by flutter 
Full-scale (flight Reynolds numbers) flutter test not feasible 
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Present Reynolds number uncertainties lead to overconservatism in design 
Special Considerations: 
Model construction and calibration 
Temperature effects on structural characteristics (e.g., damping) 
Construction with dissimilar materials 
Pre-entry vibration testing at cryogenic conditions 
Screens (e.g., model failure) 
Fast "q" change or tunnel shutdown 
Precursor Work: 
Test in Langley O.3-m Transonic cryogenic tunnel 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The panel offers the following conclusions and recommendations: 
1. The NTF can be a very valuable adjunct to the Langley TDT for aero-
elastic studies and flutter studies. 
2. Precursor dynamic tests should be made in the Langley O.3-m transonic 
cryogenic tunnel to develop instrumentation, strategies for the NTF, and possi-
bly to eliminate some proposed NTF tests. 
3. Several overlap considerations should be investigated. When testing 
at the very high dynamic-pressure conditions in the NTF, all models should have 
a flutter and aeroe1astic clearance performed by a competent group. 
4. To utilize the NTF as a dynamics facility, several characteristics of 
the Langley TDT should be considered, including 
(a) Fast tunnel shutdown 
(b) Model visibility 
(c) Tunnel protection 
(d) Dynamic model support systems 
(3) Dynamic data-acquisition system 
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5. A theoretical investigation should be made to determine the feasibili-
ty of constructing and testing a flutter model in the NTF. 
6. The initial series of tests in the NTF should be concerned with the 
determination of the effect of Reynolds number on wing- and control-surface 
derivatives by measuring oscillating pressures on "rigid" models which would 
be externally oscillated .. 
7. For flutter models, the potential of utilizing in the NTF one model 
for a complete altitude range should be investigated. 
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